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35 Cents
Principal
Board stays silent on firing
By PAT MURPHY 
After two weeks of intense 
speculation during which Saanich 
school trustees held many in-camera 
sessions, an official statement was 
made at Monday night’s meeting — 
and it said very little. '
It confirmed the fact that Bob 
Abbott, principal of North Saanich 
middle school, had been suspended 
but gave no reason for the action.
It neither confirmed or denied the 
rumour—- which is widely believed 
— that enrolment figures at North 
Saanich school, have been padded 
to the extent of two classes for two 
V hr three years. At this year’s figure 
of $3,000 per pupil, granted the 
school district by the provincial 
rninistfy of-education, this could 
mean as much as $360,000 oyer
with Abbott and his attorney, the 
principal was dismissed “for actions 
contrary to the provisions of the 
Public School Act related to the 
administration of North Saanich 
school.”
Saanich school board announced 
it had been informed by Abbott’s 
attorney that he has appealed the 
board’s decision to the minister of 
education and therefore“the board 
cannotmake additional comments 
at this time.”
Board chairman John Betts said
Monday he did not know when the 
Abbott appeal would be heard by 
the minister.; It coihd be a;natter of 
several weeks, he said.- ' -
three years. • ,
Ah official board statement said it 
suspended: Atibptt Septv 15 from his 
position’ as principal of North 
Saanich school.
On Sept. 19 following a meeting
Executive assistarif to Abbott at 
North Saanich, Glehora Griffiths, 
asked to be transferred frorn her 
post to teacher and the request vyas: 
granted by the board.HThe schoql 
district’s assistant i superinteridenO 
Janet Mort, was appointed acting- 
principal at the school.
He.en.es,CoSAmcna fu„a.
at Sanscha Hall. Season opener drew usual large crowds in search
^ Qjfj duty bothers chiei Isob Miles;
There was a full house at' a
Developers rriay soon haye to pay 
advertising i cohs for publicizing 
public hearings for rezoningy-— 
Sidriey council, sitting as; committee 
of the whole Monday night, was 
told it had to pay $600 for a public 
hearing on Mormon Church 
rezoning which ran two consecutive 
days in the Times Colonist.
—■
speaking for council and staff - 
said it was questioned why taxpayers 
should pay the costs of the ads when 
developers reap the benefits.
Nearly every other municipality 
has a bylaw requiring payment for 
advertisements by developers and
- “maybe Sidney should take a look
Mayor Norma Sealey reflected 
tltat ads “don't come cheap” and 
all applications ;for 
rezoning ntust be ailvcriised.; ‘-We
- will tdl have t'evvdr: dollars Id; play 
with next year, anything;Wc enn;do 
to cut back , ,
Aid. Loyd Burdon said ad*
I verlising was a cost item and the 
' coitcepi sttggested fitted in nicely
with his philosophy of user-pay; 
which says i f brie can identify a user 
Or beneficiary of government service
that person should pay. ^
Logari said a bylaw would deter 
frivolous applicants \yho know they 
will have to pay a fee which is not; 
;-;';refundable.:; ’'V;
Aid, John Calder’s inotion that 
the proposed bylaw go to councirfor 
first and second reading was ap- 
proved.'".'v;;
In other business:
•Senior citizens at Silver Threads 
bn Resthaven are planning ori taking; 
up catering functions to make some 
;y money to carry bn programs. Calder 
rioted; the ' Pcriinsuia Commiinity 
; Assbeiation had set up a store filing
Central Saanich police board 
Cmecting Friday where board 
members were subjected to close 
questioning and .some criticism 
regarding the laying off of four 
policemen. But, they received .some 
support as well.
laid off for up to 13 
; Weehs at the beginning of September
so that the board bbuld; stay vyithiri
its budget. It had to pay out mOre 
than $34,000 in additional holiday 
;; overtime jjayments because ;bf ; an
^ V calllCl 111 UllC >wai u Uiii a
^ Hiil, who chairs the police board, term instruction at the police
1 ormer ald^crman Ted Clay disagreed with some of Clayard’s college. When no one else was
contended the municipality had figures but did not deny the available he went on patrol himself,
ample money m contingency lunds .^uncil could have found the chief said,
and reset ve accounts to have paid money had the police board Board member Hugh Miller
the money without laying off asked it to do so. contended that the number of bf-
policcmcn. Several people asked questions ficers on patrol was the same as
“It’s affrontcry to sit here and say regarding the number of policemen before the layoffs.
vir.n’t ;iinvf> tiTifMipv ’’ hp lolfl , ' avaiinWp fnf hairnl duties. Chief ‘ Asked if the chief acrecd withyou do ’t ha e the money,” e t ld ilable for p frbl ti . i f if t i f gr e it
Mayor D Bob Miles explained that the what the board had done, Hill said it
He akso criticized council for sergeant and the crime prevention Continued on Page A3
to the PCA, while Sealey com­
mended both the PCA and senior 
: citizens at Silyef Tlireads for frying 
btb raise funds to cbmpc^ 
cutbacks in goyernmenl funding,
I .ogan will prepare a suggested fee
Continued on Page A3
a newly-wed couple’s Sidney home 
Sept. 26 —- money they were 
; vlManning to usc^ a^^ back-up cash on 
their Hawaii honcymoori. ;
stop i!ie trip
and : Lynda arid:Andrew Pople left 
Saturday for Hawaii.
paid
our fares,” Lynda explained.,“ThtU 
,;;;;;-'btbi1eyf wc*’ipiycdwab;exlrau 
wliat you take away witli you to help 
out.”
The two were married Sept. 24
and were at Andrew’s parent’s home 
Sept. 26 bri Lynda’s birthday. 
Andfew‘s brother, Kevin, who had 
been slaying with' them, had gone 
back to flic house to pick up ; 
something; Lynda said, wheri; he; 
- phoned ip say there had fiecn a 
robbery.
Thieves had been riglii through 
the liou.se from ilie basement up, 
iritnsacking cachirobrifiandi ptilliri^
...'.cl ot.lics;c>u I-' of drawers,. ?;.
Itbneymobn was stojred in old fee tea 
cans on the top shelf of a closet. 
Apart forrif a $5 bill it was all in 
coins — about $250 in U.S. (rolled) 
and between $250 and; $280 in 
Canadian (urirbllcd). ;;":^^^: ? T 
; The intruders also made off with 
one bf the coupic’s wcdcling gifts — 
a new set of sheets, Lynda’s 
j ewel I cry, a buck k n i I c bcl ongi n g to 
Kevin rind sbme bid Ganaditm bills, y 
Lynda was upset about the 
iiVu/pilorv; cntuu of wliicli lind taccn
grandmolhef and ; was oi; great 
scnlimcrital value.
she said. < y
The money saved for tlie
jcvycl Ic y; Some ( h  h: I'itid; bee  1 
iriycn iicr by her mother and
Police believe the thicvc.s were 
young kids, Ifyticia said, but siie’s 
riot so ;surc. (She notyd !;bbtiles( 
champagne and brandy were not 
taken.
•'ll was a rotten thing to happen 
-- especially on my bitlliday. And 
everything liad been so perfect on 
my vveddingday.” ,
Margaret Donaldson loves 
brgrinizing,;Her daughter Bottnic '
recognizes this;qualily iti her and ;
;says wheri Her mother dies ihe^J^
headstone should i|ad “Let’s get
organized!";;,"';.(, ^(,.; (((;.:''..
So who better to be the tuM 
woinriii to; ■ head the fiaanich ( 
Peninsula chamber of commerce ; 
fmf thiir gentle, quietly lorthngh




,A young aifcl, lively;, 63,'yeitr^ 
old, Donaldson doesn’t belieyy iii 
,vcgctatiiiig:..'.'t,She,'needs,if,o,beTmt;,
and iningle. ‘*1 like to get; irilo, 
something that has (ri; setisc; of 
put pose,”
fiery love' affair with Sidney: 
(began years ago when sheusctl to 
visit here frorn West yanebuvef 
where she arid husband Tom arid 
;frimllyri'Wcre(living(';If(drew';ftcr.^ 
back again,and again, yearaftcf;( 
'' 'year, uni nlhey .,hought,ri'house at 
2519 Rothesay arid moyed here in 
1976.
^ ■' *I n ■“ 1 niR'Ahri .■ pi t rcli rised 'f»; cra ft' 
;;stoire;rir'PauliriC''S'i'landicra,ftyOTL 
((Beaqori":'Ave'(;;(Fbf;.;,seyet'i;y;y,erirs', 
;; she’d wantedfbbwri'one and had 
been talurig pottery
Wiren she finally honght tire store 
“ft fclf like somcoric had given 
mcablHhdayriakc,”
e.spilc (he recession, 
Idson'sriyssf
She sayl that aftci: five years in 
business here — site sold licr store 
earlier this year — the thing that 
impressed her most was that oyer 
the; years she Itad niel pidyifwb 
''people she'dislikeid';'".''''.';:' "
'Arid She made money; At first 
,'fi;;,wiA;;riy,s1a\y'4)rocess;',,,bul'.;there'; 
'.wtf!, 'i■ 'ft yy,gfbwtng;;; awatcaess,;.' of,, 
;;cfrins';;.arid(',;ft(:;;was''(,'t,he.yi:;,riahi;y 




Donal  i s he had five good 
ycrirsi atvvays rerrieinbcHng^ that;:; ; 
“local people were the bread and 
biitfrir, the pcbple(brie catered
Firi,al|y,";';;Shc';;r',;.bu)lt'((yutr(y;.fhc(;;,.('(:;:
business:fO:thc,'point.y,'hcr,e it,.,syns(|S;,;';; 
too much foi one person to 
manage, And <he got tlrM. “I 
was dragging iti 1982.”
Donaldson became a member 
of the eh«tnb«‘r in 1978 and was 
active from the oinset. In 1979 
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The Peninsula Com- the weekly $12 charge for a 't
munity Association’s youth total of about 10 weeks. should be realized that we, 
service, STAG, will be “We’re not in a position who are closest^ to the 
given the use of the Sidney to deny kids and play people, are being torced to 
elementary school gym- Scrooge, ” said . trustee take up the slack. , 
nasium free until the end of '
the first school semester in 
December.
However, Saanich school 
board, in granting the 
request, realized it was 
setting a precedent and was, 
in effect, using education 
dollars to subsidize the 
attorney-general’s ministry 
which supports STAG with 
grants.
Because of restraint cuts 















Car above received some $300 in damages in fenderbender that 
involved total of four cars Sept. 30 on corner of Beacon and 
Fourth. Victoria man driving a 1975 Chrysler has been charged
yvith failing to yield right-of-way. It was third accident on 
Beacon in just over a week. Murray Sharratt Photo
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' Work gan last Wednesday on a building expansion 
that will approximately double the size of Butler Bros, 
home centre at Keating Cross Road.
The addition will be on the back of the existing store and 
Jalong the east side, providing some additional frontage on ^ ^ 
i Keating ."When completed the building, which is now L- ! 
i shaped, will be rectangular. | ^
' Area is now almost 7,500 square feet, and will be in- |
;creased by clo.se to 7,000 square feet. Area of the garden 
centre, which is partly in the open, will be more than I ^ 
doubled. JO
It is hoped that the contractors. Marvel Construction, 1 O 
•can complete the addition before Christmas. Business will 
■go on as usual while the work is being done, and no in- 
;convenience to customers is anticipated.
; Allocation of the increased space has not been com- 
•pleted, but there will be a greater array of electrical and 
'plumbing supplies and a greater selection of housewares,
■; and there may be draperies.
Other lines will also be expanded. The centre sells 
1'hardware, electrical tools, floor coverings, paint, ap- 
‘ Ipliances and television sets —• including satellite di.shes.
With the adjoining lumberyard, plus the ready-mix 
concrete operation, Butlers supply everything needed to 
build a house, and everything to equip it except for fur­
niture and drapes.
They have the widest range of construction materials 
and products available on the Island, and, also sell farm 
and industrial machinery.
This is the third expansion of the home centre, and it is 
only the first of an eventual four stages of additions and 
alterations now being planned.: v ^ „
Including operations in Vietpria and at Spoke, the firm : 
employs 140 people. Staff adequate for the enlarged store '
: : are already being trained, but It is hoped that resulting



































SCHNEIDER’S NO. 1 SLICED
SIDEBAGON
500g pbg
The company also supplies and Installs residential,
industrial and farm fencing.
A casualty of the expansion will be the first building,, j 
Butler Bro.s, ever owned, an equipment repair shop behind I 
the home centre ihat was built in the 19308, The original 1^ 
store was btiilt around 1950. j <
Island Farms ^ j -Reynold’s..-'-,'"" Golden Valley





Tetley’s Uncle Ben’s Windex
TEA STUFF WINDOW
BAGS ’N SUCH CLEANER
$289; nog -LargeT.5 L""-■:$'
Rofill............ oli
ICED TEA






Septic fields Tn North Saaiiich from tlie CRD hnd I ® 
Saanich inay bb harder to received Monday night. ; 1 
come by if the Capital The letter states the CRD 1 
Regional District succeeds consulting engineer “feels I • 
in revising soil requirements that this .sbil requlremetn. j H 
for i new lots at i the sub-- -cotnbined with^o I S
i division stage. will provide the basic far » IS
' Under the^^^^^^p sewage disposal system | O
"!hM:.:T:xioakt:::'',;:'"i:ilii.;;whichc,'':'^wiii:::;:^
Development iPts at one
Jacre.':woukl''be'rePuircd:.lo'.,;4erm,
MINI SIZZLERS SAUSAGE 5oo«pi,« 
ORTOBERFEST SAUSAGE sBogpkg 
SAUERKRAUT 540mLpkg .. .
CELLO VVElNERSReg or AUBpef 454g/^....
CHUNKY HEAD CHEESE l!0WL375g M 
MINI DELI CHUBS2so.pkg
NO. 1 SLICED COOKED HAMmgpkg.....
ASSORTED LUNCHEON MEATwsg........
ASSORTED MEAT PIES zsogpkg........
SAUSAGE ROLLS 5oog.........
‘SilMiiai B jflKi i
!.i9
.69"
•' i C» I, t'T ■










acre, ould be required to
Ttaye 0^minimum .depth of Aid, Jint ^Jumining^
- permeable native soil of 2,5 „ however, pointed out to 
feet. council that it was this kind j C
The native ' .vull policy which is r.ottdy ® 
requirement used to be 1,2 limiting the number of g
i;a'%rnhanged.; To,-';,a-„-'minimum„.i j 0
standard of 18 incites. mumopahiy. I q 1 1
The propo.sal to further Council referred tin? j U« j boUlo, 
raise the standards came in mairer to committee a fot »«»™rrmw-































bag >.. .'pkgi'iyV 1 She 60'si'':,yy. eachi
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Wednesday, ()cit)her 1 THE REVIEW
I'aee . 1,.'
Barty Burch, regional manager traffic of safety education for 
ICBC presented Prospect Lake elementary school with $500 
cheque and five-year perpetual plaque Sept, 30 in recognition of 
school's traffic safety program. Three Saanich schools received
similar awards given to 25 elementary schools in B. C. A ccepting 
plaque and cheque are (left) James Warren and Eric Monrad. 
School will use money to purchase camera and glue gun.
Murray Sharraft Photo
North Saanich council 
'planning and land use 
committee will seek a 
meeting with highways 
ministry route planners to 
teir them their suggestion 
i for an east-west connecting 
^ road is “ridiculous”, 
i The committee was told 
/ Thursday by its planning 
f consultant; Ray Parfitt,
; that / at a/: meeting with 
niinistfy: officials he was 
a given a plan for a road 
s^^ossing from East Saanich 
I to West Saanich Road 
south of McTavish Road, 
/ approximately on a line 
’ with the northern part of 
a Fbrest Park Drive; ^
Aid. Jim Gumming 
pointed out much of the 
route was through the 
P a u quachin Indian 
Reserve, and that it also 
involved some rough 
terrain.
Initial reaction was to 
laugh the whole thing off, 
but on reflection it was 
agreed it was necessary to ■ 
register a strong objection 
for fear the ministry would 
interpret silence as consent.
The committee discussed 
the future of . the com­
mercial zone at East 
Saanich Road and 
McTavish and decided not 
' to make any changes at the
present time. Clerk Tony 
Green pointed out that the 
present store could be 
enlarged almost four times 
its size without requiring 
more property.
Gumming warned the 
committee that if the 
Capital Regional District 
requires two feet of natural 
soil for a septic field in­
stallation, as has been 
suggested, “it will bring 
/construction in North 
Saanich to a dead stop,”
The committee approved, 
with very little discussion, 
design criteria suggested by 
Parfitt' for: a recreation 
- vehicle park.
North Saanich council 
voted Thursday to buy a 
new fire truck for the 
satellite hall on McTavish 
Road, at a total priccc of 
$103,058.
The offical opening for 
the new hall was set by 
council for 7 p.m. next 
Tuesday. No truck will be 
available at that time, but a 
loaned vehicle is to be 
supplied within a month.
The new truck, being 
assembled by Hub Fire 
Equipment in Abbotsford 
on a Ford chassis, is to be 
ready in six months. It will 
be a “first response” 
pumper truck carrying 750 
gallons of water, powered 
by a 225 horsepower 
Caterpillar diesel engine.
Council had only set 
aside $95,000 for t he truck, 
but can budget the balance 
of the money in the coming 
year, as only five per cent 
has to be paid before the 
vehicle is delivered.
Aid. George Westwood 
asked why the department 
was not getting a “quick 
response” vehicle with 
rescue equipment and four- 
wheel drive. He said it had 
be6n planned that such a 
vehicle would be the next 
one purchased, as present 
equipment would he useless 
in the case of an airplane 
crashing. The idea was to 
move one of the existing 
trucks to the new hall, he 
said. A loaded fire truck 
could bog down anywhere 
off a paved road. Aid. Eric 
Sherwood agreed that there 
was such a plan.
Aid. Alan Cornford said 
one of the present trucks 
will have to be replaced 
before long, and an 
emergency vehicle could be 
purchased then. Mayor Jay 
Rangel pointed out there 
were plenty of places an 
aircraft could crash that no 
type of vehicle could get to.
The department presently
has pumper trucks with 700 
gallons and 900 gallons of 
water, plus a 1,500 gallon 
tanker truck.
See next week’s 






Continued from Page A1 
chairman and recording 
secretary, then vice- 
president for three years 
under Denis Paquette, 
Hank Vissers and Roy 
Spooner.
Now
much he’s influenced 
business in the town with 
the organization of the 
tourist booths, among other 
things.”
Margaret Jamieson sold 
memberships. Central
_ she’s president, Saanich merchants came
Donaldson says vfrankly .^^^ : chamber, the
she’s / “worked or
Most people don t realize Association took out
l^w ■ much tirne/^pes mto n^embership^^^^a^
thexhamber and l^w much following
some /people .have to coming under the
sacrifice to:a«end meetmgs, ^^^^j^g^,^ ^j^j,,.^^^ 
she says, / /^^^
Confident of her
chamber’s
at the sanie time retaining 
, ^ their own identity./ / / : ;
abilities, Donaldson says - where now with the
chamber?
Donaldson says;big issues
Continued from Page Ai 
centre. Rental charges for 
catering will acrue to 
council, while Silver 
Threads will make their 
funds from catering.
^A letter from North 
Saanich council said Sidney 
firefighters are burning on a 
public work site on East 
Saanich Rd. North Saanich 
wrote there were three 
separate fire burnings in the 
Juiy/August period this 
year and said the burning 
c o n tain e d pet role u m 
products :and that council 
had received a complaint.
/ The^ 1^
/ Sidnev should use / the
like the breakwater arid the /aii/POft burriing pad in the
town’s one-way couplet future, 
plan have been “divisive” Sealey questioned 












- Continued from Page Al ^ ■■ - . 
-was not up tprihirn; it, was the 
board’s decision..lyiiles then said he 
had recommended the money be 
paid out immediately, and that he 
was not satisfied with having only 
eight men working.
“If all my recommendations were 
■ accepted we would have 22 
policemen.”
Doug Gakley, who said he was a 
Central Saanich taxpayer and a 
/ Saanich policeman with 13 years 
‘ / experience, contended that when' 
only one man was on patrol without / 
a backup he w think twice: // 
before doing anything about an 
impaired driver, because it would 
take at least two hours to process the 
/ driver, leaving no one oh patrol., /"
Asked how often there was only 
one man on dutyr Miles said there / 
were numerous cases and “it 
/ bothers me/very much.
Hill read from a letter from the
she // has / the. 
background. “I’ve been in 
the /centre/ of /business //in 
Sidne/y. i/knpw \yhere to go
to get inlormation. i i i l ti the
When she joined the she'd like to see “ntore ‘edict” and said it was
chamber membership was together of the “grossly unfair”. Sidney
B.C. Police Commission to the . low — 50-odd people, just a ^,t/hble peninsula area” and firemen help , to prevent 
Central Saanich Police Association C'/'smair group of '.people. ; like us lo “come into the' ' fires in North Saanich by 
in response to a complaint about • ' Sidney was a small town, community more. ” ' covering the area and now
staffing levels, stating that there was little building the chamber to be we’re told we can’t burn in
although the situation is tar from going on and a shortage of part of the Peninsula that area.”
ideal” there does appear to be water. Festival Society is for As well, Sealey .said the
adequate protection.
Miller told a questioner the board 
has notified the police association it 
/wishes to negotiate directly in future 
instead of following the Saanich/ 
/agreement.,///:/■■•
// Board member Al NicholIs said 
the chief was keeping \yatch on the 
budget and would bring laid off men 
backassodn/astheycouldbeaf- 
■/'forded;"///.:
/Twbmen spoke in suppoft of the 
board for staying within its budget, 
and one said that as a taxpayer he 
objected to “paying anyone double 
time for staying home.’/ ;
“Later in the meeting two letters 
were read, both criticizing the board 
for its decision. /,
It was when the peninsula 
hooked up to Victoria’s 
water system “everything 
went boom.”
pie/ flobded/ in^^fr 
east,/ businesses gre\y and 
the chamber began to ex­
pand ./ it now/has 276 merri- 
/bers, probably 25 per cent 
"/ arc .women//////''',/::,:
The chamber moved into 
bfrices in Marina Court and 
Peter Tfedgett became 
, manager. /Praisiug 
Trcdgetl, Donaldson says 
the chamber / manager 
works hard and “1 don’t 
think people realize hbw;
/Donaldson, an expression 
of her feelings.
She’d like to see the 
farming conimunity belong// 
/ib the/chamber’^ after 
farming is one of /The 
biggest businesses biv /the; 
peninsula, she points out:
And she’d like to find but 
how the chamber can assist 
business; —-/ especially / the 
‘‘little /enclaves’’/ like 
Keating and Brentwood and 
Saanichtbn.“l’d also like 
/ 10 see bs bring in some 
retired people experienced 
in business who dan guide 
us in areas we really haven’t 
discussed as a chamber,”
burhing did ridf take/place/; 
in/a residential/area but bh 
/institutiohally-zondd/land.
Council, sitting, as 
committee of the whole, 
agreed/ a letter be written 
North Saanich pointing put 
the East Saanich Rd. site is 
essential to firemen /for 
training purposes and that 
North Saanich was still 
looking to Sidney /to coyer 
for North Saanich/ for the 
rest of the calendar year. /:
consisting 0! eggplant, potatoes, zucchini and spicy ground 
meat, oven baked and topped YJah ayelyety smooth.bechamel
Lamb casserole — the best of Greek Cuisine.
SOLOIViOS.......................................
Broiled'fresh B.C. Salmon filet topped with our Hollandaise , 
.sauce.
Ail above dishes served witli fresh gaden vegetables, rice anti/
Complinonlarv Gill Gcrtlllcalos not vl,ild wllh Ihesp special prices,
DINNER 
FROM 5 P.M.
531 YATES 386-3313 &/4512 W./SAANICH RD: 727”3444
7 Total enrolment in the 
'schools bf'Saanich District 
//NO//63 was/not higher by 63 
piipiIs,; as / prediefed ai / a 
recent meeting, /but lower 
by 56. Total district 
cnrolnicittfigurbwas 6,253,//
Schools with enrolment' 
Tigbres/ close to/ those 
“ predicted
572; Mount Newton, 480; 
Royal Oak, .398; 
Bouver/Prospect, 215;
/ Cordova IJayy* I ^ 
/,:Goyc,;202;/:Elk/d.-ake,/./2/iT'. 
/ Oreengladc,/' 143;/ Keating, 
'■/'426; ■':'/"/LpchRidc',"/'"'//l/42:/' 
Saa hi oil ton,3 
.Sidney, 414.
Schools with enrolment 
less than expeeted were
Parkland; 777 - down 50; 
Stelly’s, 645 - down 17 and 
North Saanich, 571 - down ■ 
;53,
//“/ 'B'i''c'n'1'W'O0''d*//,//:/"/,//:und/ :;
/Diirraneci/with totals bf 378 / / 
/and/'/;7.'i'//fespbcljyelyy//'vverc'/'/ 
higher/ by 12 students ttnd 
Sansbtiry/McTnvish, 1 with 
/ 268:ovcrpbpuUUcd by 10.
Dccisipti of the / board 
; was lb grant a onc-hal f-time 
aide each to / Brent-: 
wood/Durraiice^^^^^
/ San>'bury/McTnyisli or/ the 
equivalent in teacher time 
until December 16 at which / 
time the / enrolmeht 
siiuatibn yyill be reviewed 
and / Parkinnd-North 
Saanich staffing levels 
'/'.adiusicd. '/./:7/'/'/";'■'/'/■
it's B.C.'s third largest 
resource industry /
it'g producing 50 (Dercent 
of bur food requirements 
right here iri B.Gy^^'^ ' /
;'s a diverse industry in 
B,C,/prqducirig fruit. : ://^
vegetables, beef, eggs, 
baii'y products and more
H it's the stable foundatibh of 
numerous regionak^/ : 7
Qcononriies in B.C,
®it's the basis of reliable^^"3 3 
. GtioployrTiGrit for 65*000 
people in B.C.
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Harvesting corn on peninsula.
M
If business treated employees the way many sr'* . ^ w ^ ^ ^
union leaders treat their members, governments 
across the country would be up in arms, and with 
good reason. ^ ^
consider what’s happening:
®In Quebec, 3,000 of 9,000 textile workers re­
jected a leadership-approved deal to end a strike.
The method used to decide this crucial issue? A 
show of hands. ^
There’s little wonder, then, that union president 
Gilles Gauthier was quoted as saying ‘ ‘democracy
^ boggles the mind to think that anyone cpold
t reasonably oPunt hands arhong an unruly crowd of
3,000. What’s worse, there is every indication that 
some of those in attendance were not members of
the textile union at all, yet apparently participated _____ . , p .w . . c .• - Thct /xssncmLiLni icuu^^c c... .. .................... - - -
in the vote distribution. Citizens are puzzled by the reason nnf- tanaTrese left in Canada after the war, and that the
As a result, Gauthier reverted to using a little “sharp debate” as reported by John Green in yhe y , gave us the rape anc^ubjug^arf^^rn Eu^e^ ^
sewers 
viewed ’with edeirm
60 YEARS AGO .
From theOct. 4,1923, issue of The Review
The development of British Columbia s iron ore 
deposits may be financed in England. Hon. John Hart, 
B.C.’s minister of finance, recently took the matter up 
in England. He is optimistic. The London Times puts its
finger on the situation in the following: _
“This project which has engaged the close attention 
of the industrial authorities on this side of the ocean 
because of the possibilities which the scheme otters ot 
securing within the Empire a new source of supply ot 
high grade iron ore has latterly become of considgrab e 
importance. So far as the home industries are concerned 
the establishment in British Columbia of a great new 
iron and steel undertaking would mean the placing ot
large orders here for the plant.
50 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 4, 1933, issue of The Review _
A treat is in store for all those who look part in the 
annual Children’s Garden Contest sponsored by the 
local Horticultural Society, for at their meeting on 
Thursday of this week the time is to be devoted entirely 
to the young horticulturalists. , .• • j
These young folks are invited to bring one tnend 
along with them to enjoy the evening. _ ^
Special preparations have been made and include a set
of moving pictures which is being sent out by the
L ■ 1 T nf pHiication.
Murray Sharran Pliolo years AGO
From the Oct. 6,1943, issue of The Review -p- • i
Thursday evening. Sept. 30, marked^the ofiicia!
opening of the North Saanich Consolidated High
School. Many parents, friends of the school, as well as 
students filled the auditorium to capacity. Mernbers ot
the Cadet Corps acted as ushers, and traffic police and
of love to Marshal Ustinov (and presumably his fighter the remainder formed a guard of honor.
pilots as well) and to Mr. Andropov, the former director annual meeling of the Nanaimo Federal
of the KGB. ,11 f £%ra Pmorp^i'^ivp C’onserv3.tive A.ssocicition on
The inplication would follow that^ome of us a resolution proposed by H. Firitrow and
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At the last North; Saanich council meetmg It was ,
orviAoH trv vAiit n hooste.r riumD in Curteis Point water , i _oe.Q>Viof TWrarp Iq nr»tdecided to put a b ster puiTip i  rteis oiiiLwater^^^ V L
i tri ti . itiz  r  zzl   t  r  for the Remember, we are discussing the same nation that
.. The orvrT cViKiiiojifinn nf Eastern urooe, the
Cl
n
C As-a result, Gauthier reverted to using a ^ r >Horn”
common sense, calling ^Ttaost ail residents of North Saanich know of several Andfopov,°Commanding) the Berlin Wall, lae ucb^ mYEARs'AXSO
using a secret ballot where water problem areas iri regard to consumer usage
right to make a private and ihoughttui decision. protectionCSurely council has a complete list but; ^f Afghanistan with bombs, poison gas and From the uct. A
•Across Canada, settlements between labor and how much consideration has been given to this list? fia^^g throwers and most recently. Flight 007 where
management are either approved or rejected by a believe that all costs have not been men, women, i
small minority of the union members affected. determined, priorities assigned and a policy put in place
., Union leaders claim apathetic members are at regarding “uspr nav” vs a charee on the municipality?g 
fault. But others argue that devices such as “show is there a p
, i iv j jn ,1 A nlvToH 1ooHf>rchir« - PYnlaria- > w
fighters (Mr. Government do not allow them ever to emmigrate to
the destroyer Canada again^^ tl
...................................
. ;.Following Roman Gralewicz’s election as the presi- L!oy<
“ dent of the Seafarers International Union of 1960 Sandover Cr. (equaling their war losses) as “enemies of the State”
Canada for example, union trial committees No ihehtidri of course that it wak; western largess
____u* rviori'»K<archin''-'.ciicn(pn^irinS ' frOmflO-' Tv'v C; C -v'T'-:/.sought and won members p suspe s o s fro  10 
years to life against four members charged with 
various offences .such as “refusing to obey a union ^ 
: Idfficer’’ and refusing to( co-ope:rate with a unipn
 mention f course t at it as estern largess that ^ AO
kept cou,mess Russians frpm starving to death during 'ro ^
l^^n—eluLS^oSe^ms Jin^ nMcbc ^;r pia!^” o?^ ■
supported “':f^Sabc.t .tuc.ca^o„t|™mdbc : ;:^
^t^rr^a p^bie. when o^it^ “.“tt^^tnisir^s^jiis^;^^ lo^^:,; ™:i5Siobb. setbele^^
ri:rBSlio.^p.ev:
solution. ^
Governments, who have never been shy about Test we forget, if it were not for legions of ^en and Japanese prisonxamps or come
intervening in the private sector when they perceive Advent of helicopters to the wesb coast could |
problemsrshould force all unions to hold War ll about a^^^ represent a logical dcvelopinent of airport facilities. ^ 4
:Lmbcrshipbt,»ots on basic issues such as wage .todayandccrtainly would not be wnttngopin,on letters
!;(;to!«4mddSK ills’Wtal’IfnmS Ite^rlii '“Sl^oSS^nsc the incrcdulons dcligtn of .1^^^ t«ak be; ;
Who knows, a heavy dose ol dcntopracy tm lobby, A typical example is the recent letter within days jht war was municipaliiics have taken opposing stands on the j
unions might even result in fewer strikes. It s worth (Review -I? Scpt.;483);0f one pacifist wltp^beH^vesTl^v; : m
cpnsidet'ing.i
4 4 ,; . 4:: ::;:dcsirability;df such alunion.4;;
vV‘'
UW'"'' ' 
kt ii 1, V
.*1 ll'ttyHi ,U
;At;;tlje'Teglslature|
4:S; tSSeSfe^itv IhcTcgiaiurciwlfllcyLin ;Tr;ilic,^N^
" T m hrotdncc tvasxontlnning to ltovcr on tbc brlnklof; ;: liicc ot lltc B0vcrinliynt^: rathcal;lcgislalmn,;ilATOUltl;,5;i,j,
vv,i . V • b ,v v'nnnm Its maiulitie m a parliamentary
iiii^lir i^b'SlE^^SLiint^iiV tiK "S«r^ ‘'Tw:i^o,f,,lkct.i,ucsa,nn.c,f,,glvcyo,,...bcr '
|14 4 : 4 nient s tiffens;; a session,in one. When the NpPLwus iiLpdwcr between J972 and ,
I What- British GcMtnnbians have witnessed these past,; ^ r
Al44 :fcw4wceks4is4a4iyignant example pf parliatnnh
nu l,HUilllvvr» Ul UUI |iVMIilv.iU iiiniiivmv/ii.i* ,
In this context, it is just as wrong to accuse the 
gdverninent of iising iindcmbcratic4 nicans : td4push
tindiigh its legislative ^ jiackage, as it is tiyidharge (he: 4
»-'L
‘ncwl^And he wt^'ti wclhcdueated efl'octivc campaign agaitist sttmc of the govetnmynf 4j 
dctnocrncy: No mnUer where your political sympalhicsvv^^v;^ ■ ■ • legislation, both inside and outside the house. 4,: ‘' 4 4^
lic,4you should regard Ihe NDP’s fil^^ tind mw relevant instruction in school eon- Those were the days wlien I,eaiherlungs Don Phillips '
. .. . : ,. dtiindorcd for something like 14 hoitrs ^
4 be the poorer.
V::'.4'4ll..................
....V ..w...,.,.... .......... cerning the traditions ana ine iniponancc lji uitt .uv.vw. um.. ...vv . ... , .v
rcr.;^: ^ ^ ■ ^T-UtaV^Anifirv have said Land Reserve. 4
is true that no inirnediateyprobicms wcre^solvcd par iiunciita v y. It was that kind of fillbustciiiiu anti debating that
T>onH be surprised if there’s n lot of confusion overv when Cordon Hanson, the^NDP ^TAp^ backin his helpcB defeat the NDP in 1975, Now tell me again that 44
; 1 'A A } ..„ for eight hourssiratght in opposition to Bill 3.
....... ..... Wllc VIUIUUII ri iiayuv vny V
the B.C.4 : spoke  imi
V.4::legisiaturc.Thesc'days.'’;4" 4l; v. >:
Had he bceivgivcn the faintest inkling wav back arms neipeu ucicm. uu; inui- m iv/^, inuw icn nu; again that 4 4
formative VearsThat parliament’s supremacy transcends debate in the legislature is useless and a Waste oftime. 4
The lottaer who’s been out of work for more than a 4Ext(cpt for adding a few hours ot overtime to, inc i v ^ ^ ^ a better understanding m the process of parharnentary 4
year h^wbsolutciy ho understanding^ for what he 4 paycheques ofThestalT that hasiq keep
^ccim4s a;.ot;.l waste of be no , Tito ptmiic;™,.. Icara to taHlcrdaaditbafparb^
; LwnHpuintives formance didnt create one job in lifuLnconnnpm. ai,,,«WrnfW 4 ^ 4 is more imporumt tlum the SocrcclN more itnportam v|
small businessman wlio has been snuggling l^hf h preserved a irwhiionWhau^ The Sufcclcctcd pwruhciU has before the 4 (thnn the NDP, more important Than any political party, 441
Atidthc. bos. place,., do.baits in mirsdtools which-a
■ 'tif='ir*du!i'’"o,b the:io»^ " '“'■
busittesstuau sb^ld b. «ty imcre^d iu tbe^ i believe dtat die The opposilafa. on .be odter baud, 1,as .be duty ■” one too, ,u„,e .............. tends dlsn..........  .................. -m^0,b|0|10b:^TK0MKr™„o,^i,s^
S = ' I arseiiara& tts from the kbtd of Boveritmeitt system NDFtls 'obstrtictinb its vital TijS^Wivw^rosiaii^
Sww«)(dpardeulavlyllke. ; , mem4 av^loblc'lo;delay .lie;passlas of ihe isnuelyiised,
. Tlie '>nlprii ,i resPonsible4 fOT the: y governmentused closure once to i
m»sconccptloh''’dfLhhi|4parllain(iritaryi;p''bCWS':iS;;;onr'v/,;:v,prcssion'that:;»tis.engagwU tuaacspeiaiesuug^a u. ..a\c nosUlon't't'4'''-''LT4-y:'- *:-4;t/“:“L4'^v:Lf4,:^ ■;V:;''T'4'"i4:^ testyihe,waters, J, supppsevlhiho/goverihnent:resorts to - , 
odiicatiOiv system whidt places more emphasis on h -.,, Evcntunllv, Urn legislation will pass, hut if enough wluTicsalc closure to end deb.uc on all of its con-
to idd figure'^ and repair a ear engine than On the There would be nothing wropg i f ; . 4 vivniisiiioh is mustered in the cohimunity; the gOver-- irovcrsial debates, i’ll haw something r-Ko kt say,
‘nd"c,0Bt!;. -vs,cm of parluuucauttv tti'empis JoTaRac^c puM,«V^U.T s^tl J ; ;
1 democraev. f bWlIc S uepiorapie govern'”-'''' .nr ttvA .v^ ...s.,,. ...,vr..b»v«ArnT,f'u s
Our edueatiotv system tries frahiically to . ahh tr tha «rtvi«rnment misreads public acceptance of ; tiicans.
students lor ’The realIifc44i forgetting 1 talked itr an elderly gentto^
;,:fV:'.v4
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more letters
Continued from Page A4
what it would have been if they decided to fight on for 
another year or worse, “To the last man, woman and 
child.”
It would not be unfair to say that the victims of the 
American decision to put an immediate end to the war, 
were in fact, martyrs to the Imperial Japanese dream of 
a “Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.”
Incidently, many of those same victims had no doubt 
enthusiastically cheered at news of the earlier Japanese 
“victories” at Nanking, Hong Kong, Manila, Singapore 
et al.
Dr. Taro Takemi, M.D. is former president of the 
Japan Medical Society. He wrote a most interesting 
article last month (full text available) which said in part 




not for the atomic .bomb attack, then this bomb might 
be described as having saved Japan.” He also staled 
that he believes the majority of Japanese people now 
agree with his position.
It is also no secret that both the Japanese and Ger­
mans were frantically trying to develop their own 
atomic bombs in 1945. If they had acquired their own 
bombs before the Americans perfected theirs, it would 
be patronising and naive to suggest that any moral 
consideration would have restrained them from 
dropping those devices on certain selected cities.
• Despite any amount of love certain groups might have 
had for them, be assured they would have radiated us 
until we glowed! Or surrendered.
So who among us, after learning their only son, 
husband or father was to be in the first wave of troops 
on the beach during the planned invasion of Japan in 
1945, would have vetoed the use of atomic power to end 
a war the Japanese themselves started and save the life 
of their loved one?
Here is a sampling of some of the new fiction, aimed 
generally at women and their lives today.
Heartburn by Nora Ephron. Detailing the anguish of 
the destruction of her second marriage in her seventh 
month of pregnancy, Rachel Samstat is relentless, funny 
and still touching. Mocking herself, the 1960s, 1970s, 
and 1980s, and practically every imaginable aspect of 
upwardly mobile married life, she says all the funny and 
brave things you wish you had thought of the last time 
your heart was breaking.
If you’ve recently — no, make that ever — been 
deserted or betrayed, cooked your way through tragedy, 
or succumbed, against your better judgement, to the 
fantasy of the perfect married life, this book should 
prove irresistible.
The Ivory Swing hy Janette Turner Hospital. The 
ivory swing of this new Canadian novel serves as a 
metaphor for the delicate balances called into play when 
a young family spends a sabbatical year in Southern 
India.
There, while Juliet pounds coconut flesh for the
evening curry, her thoughts wander from the thick 
equatorial forest, the political unrest of the market­
place, and the rigid South Indian traditions of caste and 
family, to home in rural Canada — which even after 12 
years of marriage and two children, she can’t quite 
accept she has chosen over her former life and love in 
Montreal.
Living on the estates of their host is a beautiful young 
widow, Yashoda, who by convention is forbidden to 
appear in public. When the family befriends her, and 
tries to protect her from what their Western eyes see as 
foolish and cruel punishment, their intimacy is seen as a 
breach of local etiquette.
One night in the season of the second monsoon, a 
terrace of rice paddy collapses. “Such an inauspicious 
event must have a cause. Someone has broken dhar- 
ma.” Tragedy must, and does, ensue.
Old Devotions by Ursula Perr/n. Perrin weaves a rich 
tapestry of the ways we love, fail to love, and deceive 
ourselves into believing we will be given “the brass 
ring” rather than whatever vagaries life hands out.
At mid-life, two former roommates at an Eastern 
women’s college recall their early dreams while
One is a divorced writer living in New York, and the 
other, a wife and mother of three, has become the 
nurturing mother for her circle of friends in suburban 
New Jersey. ■
The powerful writing and precise observation of real 
life help us discover our own self-deceptions as we 
encounter the painful truths of old memories as well as 
daily choices. But v*'e are also cleansed in the process.
These three new, e.xceptional novels are available 
from either Sidney-North Saanich or the Central 






Dolphin Pile Driving 
Ltd., marine contractors of 
626 Bradley Dyne, has been 
awarded the job of 
repairing the ferry dock at 
Salt Spring Island.
Company spokesman 
Gary Gibson said Monday 
his bid of $136,827 was the 
lowest.
He says work on the dock 
will start right aw'ay and 
















of the superpower confrontation; a historical hiatus 
worthy of closer scrutiny. Despite those who advocate a 
love potion, flower child type of approach to disar­
mament and nuclear abolition, there must be some far 
more valid factor inhibiting the USSR and her captive 
Warsaw Pact armies from pushing to complete their
Win
Might they just realize that a major confrontation 
could well trigger an allied nuclear response thereby 
making the risk to their own nation and people not 
worth the garnble?
is; so then an effective, viable nuclear deterrent 
has been successfully operating: for 38 years.; Remove 
this deterrent and the Allied powers would be in a 
situation similar to asking crimmals ito disarm by 
promising to disarm the police first. : /
Four elementary and two 
s e c o n d a r y S c h o o 1 s i n 
Saanich school district have 
won ICBC traffic safety 
awards, trustees were told
Monday night. ;
Each school will receive 
$500 and a ; five-year per­
petual plaque. Trustees 
were told that the 
elementary awards in this; 
district were all the more 
meritorious because only 25 
were made in all of British 
'Columbia.
The awards were ; given 
for a number of safety
measures, incuding efficient 
safety patrols, instituted in 
each o f the schools.
; Elementary schools w'ere 
Cordova Bay, Lochside, 
Prospect Lake and Deep 
Cove. Secondary schools, 
Stelly’s and Parkland.
if they can assist the peace groups to metastasize to the 
extent capitulation to terror and threat is shown to be 
preferable to resistance. This is done by repeating often 
and at high volume that there is absolutely nothing in 
r our western heritage so precious that it should be
_ ;RusMn;mKuebel 
Suite 210-470 Granville St. 
V ancoiiver V 6CIV 5
The instructional 
■materials centre, which has 
for years been located in the 
basement level of Mount 
Newton Middle school, will 
be moved to the lower level 
• on the school’ 'board 
headquarters further east
on Keating Cross Road, 
Saanich school board 
decided Monday night.
The decision will give 
more room for expansion in 
Mount Newton and, to 
improve the, facility, some 
$27,000 of provincial
ministry of educatidn funds ; 
: w i 11 be spen t on the pro j ec t.
This year there has been 
agitation on the part of 
parents of students in 
Mount Newton to expand. 
recreational areas in and- 
around the school.
HI
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WITH THIS AD 
WITH PURCHASE OF
’'ll:,
1. ENTER TODAY FOR OUR MID-MONTH 
FLASHDANCE T-SHIRT DRAW 
2: MONTH-END DRAW-POPCDRN MAKER
TREASURE OF 4 CROWNS 





KIDS FROM FAME 
MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER 




YEAIIOF LIVING DANGEROUSLY 
TENDER MERCIES
BY
FOB OllR CUSTOMERS 




VCR & 4 MOVIES
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
1. RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED IN ADVANCE 
M-DON’T be DISAPPOINTED - RESERVE
YOUR FAVORITE MOVIES TODAY.
2. 1 FREE MOVIE FOR BIRTHDAY 
PARTIES, 12 AND UNDER.
3 ALL LATEST Titles AVAILABLE
VISA
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includes two ahibulances, .fdur fully-equipped a fi 
rescue vehicle and a pickup. On hand for pictur^ni le 
Rogers, Firemen Mike Grimston, Mark ,Framptiet ry 
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ESGIPEStOPES LQVI9 SAFETV ZONE
Home fire safety check
Would you store dynamite in your 
house? Of course you wouldn’t. But you ; 
may store something worse — gasoline., , 
Paint thinners! Acetone! . High temp­
eratures don’t always cause dynamite to 
explode but they will surely cause 
. gasoline, paint thinners, etc., to explode 
violently.
One gallon of gasoline has the explosive 
quantity of 66 sticks of dynamite. 
Flammable liquids such as gasoline, paint
thinner^ lacquers , acetone, should be a
stored in a cool place dutside the house. 
And remember -- storage of flammable ; 
liquids is limited by law- to a total of five 
gallons in combination^ not each liquid, 
without obtaining a special permit for
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MERCIAL RESTAURANT HOODS 





DIV: or MARSAF SUPPLY UD. 
10114 McDonald PK. rd., sidnev
Y
Having; Ihu atioquato lire; InsuranL; 
fcovdrap! could help pay lossps,; 
amounf of Insiiralico can bring , 
O livos I Wbiirgo you lo f a ko ovory pfocap^ 







V\/e vVish to reniindvoOr
wlio are bur local volimteer tire depa
vb’ubteers wHb may
destruction of your home.
:tHese':ard^pebple'l4om^ll,':wa!kb'':bf:;li|c,:;de^^ 
property in case ot fire.
':VVe';knovy''you;:wisK'lO:Jpin;us'^1n:;4r iti&ejiieinbefe
bur local volunteer fire department.
li'ednesclav, Ociohcr 5, 198.^ THE REVIEW
Pa fie A 7
BjfSaanich emergency firemen 
ff d first-response vehicle, a 
ir^nfieft T Deputy ffhiefG^ 
tpkerry Smith, Deputy Qhief
Impressive lineup of Sidney volunteer fire: department's Trucks (uhI rescue yelucles.
Be^"'
If four fires are caused by:
:'^nd careless smoking habits 
wlEen responsible' for nearly 30 
peill fires from known causes 
oyfyear period. One little 
thct may take your home — or 
yor . ' ■ . ,
.firing and electrical ap- 
-plii' in' every 10, fires of known’; 
caSlectrical; ori gin. Gifcui ts are 
dcKarry specific Ibhds;; Fuses 
thabreakers that pop open are; 
d^ls; showing the circuit ; is f
OVf ■
i»id cooking stoves. One but 
: of-bur fires is caused by
faulty chimneys and flues, improper 
installation of solid fuel burning ap­
pliances; Also improper disposal of ashes 
from.stoves and fireplaces. Before buying 
or installing any solid fuel or kerosene 
.fuel appliances, contact your local fire 
‘.prevention officer to ensure that such a 
runit may be installed safely.
Always maintain proper and adequate
cleafaiKefcbetyyeen cqrnbustible material v 
and wood, kerosene or electric heaters 
and heat lamps.
this number, 109 or 54.5 per cent were in 
residential buildings with a dollar loss of 
$243,380.
Ibd'ate this year the three departments 
have responded to a total of 73 fires with 
a dollar loss of $173,800. Of this number, 
59 or 80 per cent were in residential 
buildings with a dollar loss of $105,800. 
This increase of 25 per cent in residential 
buildings result in more money out of 
your pocket in the way of increases in fire 
insurance premiums. Don’t burn your
ovof cooking oils and fats.
Be prepared
Fire' has ho respect for anyone. If can 
happen to you.
In 1982 the three Saanich Peninsula fire 
departments responded to a total of 201 
fires with a dollar loss of $446,740. Of
money.
f ;: •There should be at least one approved 
portable fire extinguisher having : a 
minimum rating; of 2A-10BG in evcryv
to be very effective in saving lives and 
reducing fire damage; Remember— when 
you go to sleep, so does your nose, but .a 
good smoke alarm is a 24-hour a day 
watchman to protect you and your 
property.
•Plan an alternative escape route out of 
your house.
•Keep the fire department emergency 
telephone number 652-4441 near your 
telephone. The emergency number 
bickers are available from your local fire 
department.
/sTd,;;
get out of every room in your house'?
.Have you made — and do you rehearse 
regularly —.exit plans with your family, 
including the children?
Do you keep routes clear — especially 
such things as room heaters and stoves, 
where a fire might start, thus blocking 
your escape?
place of residence: v
; • Approved smoke detectors and alarms 
--- if properly maintained—- have proven
There will be an official§ opening 
ceremony 7 p.m. Get. :T1; at North 
Saanich’s new satellite fifehall at 1665 
McTavish;; Rtf Featured ;coffee, 
donuts, and fire prevention displays. V
Are bedroom windows large enough 
and low enough to serve as emergency 
;exits?
Do you know how to notify your fire 
departrnient quickly and correctly in case 
offire?
miBii
^iir stoves and chimneys are safety-tested and ap- 




jjjjjfiafety accessories :heat;::;s 
(irihrushes, thermometers & more.
■ -v’C'
SALES & SERVICE




REMEMBER, All COSP APPLICANTS! SMOKE ALARMS & EIRE EX- 
TINCUISHERS QUALIEY FOR YOUR GRANT. 
lAf SJOCK At
SLEGG lUra LTD.




:';;4 ' ........... ’
SUNDAYS^ & 5th ST.
10:00 - 5:00 SIDNEY
iResIderitsofiN^o^
ly invited.to attend the Official Opening
' of ;;tHe:^^
McTavish Road on Tuesday, October 
11, 1983 at 7,00 p,m.
Alderman H.N, Parrott 
Chairman, Fire Committee
^'wi ■■ III— ■ 5—(r
A LOCAl COMPANY WITH MANY YEARS EXPERIENCE 
OF MANUFACTURING AND INSTALLING STOVES AND 
FIREPLACE INSERTS. CUSTOM W0R|( OF ANY KIND 
UNDERTAKEN
FULL S YEAR WARRANTEE ON ALL UNITS.
MANY MODELS AVAILABLE 










★ ALL HEATINO UNITS
MNiSltU:










Pensioners Poppy tag days Nov. 5 and 6
for battle
North Saanich council Canadian legion to hold 
gave permission Monday Poppy Tag Days on Nov. 5 
night for the Royal and 6.
supporters
A public hearing into an 
amendment to a land use 
contract which would allow 
a karate school in the 
Utley’s Art Gallery building 
on East Saanich drew a 
crowd of keen supporters to 
North Saanich council 
chambers Monday night.
Later in the meeting 
council gave third reading 
10 bylaw 445 allowing such 
a use in the building.
The B.C. Chapter, 
British Pensioners’ 
Association, plans a first 
meeting 2 p.m. Oct. 12 at 
Oak Bay Senior Citizens’ 
Centre. The association’s 
aim — to make Britain 
index old age ^nsions for 
Canadian immigrants. For 
more information call 




CLEANING YOUR ATTIC? 
GARAGE SALE LEFTOVERS?
PARKLAND SCHOOL will pick up unwanted articles 





See next week's 
Review for 
more details.
Studio 30 Art Club 
exhibition and sale of oils, 
prints, pastels and 
watercolors takes place Oct. 

















Four-year-old Charlene Coppinger has lots of roorn to grow into saddle but 
rides like pro. She was busy showing up riders training at Sunset Riding 
stables Oct. 2. Murray Sharratt Photo
Listings in this diiectory ate provided tree o! charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service o! the Sidney 
Review 656-1 151
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church--Masonic Hall. Saanichlon . ■
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrew's — Rev, David Fuller
9682 • 3rd si:. Sidney , ....... ..
, -SI. DavidBy-the-Sea— Rev A.E. Gates, ..... . . . . . . .
. 5182 Cordova Bay Rd, . ' •
-St. Mary's — 1934 Cultra Ave., Saanichlon 
•St. Michael & All Angel's—Rector, Archdeacon W J. Hill 
4733 West Saanich Road, Royal Oak ,
•St. Stephen's - Rev. Wan Fuller.......... / y
. SI, Stephen's Rd.' . .................  ...: -..... . . . . . . .
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev , A. Petrie. 792 Sea Drive. Brenlvvood Bay
•HolyTrinily — Rev D. Malins. Mills Rd, and West Saanich Rd.-North Saanich ,.; ,
BAPTIST
• Bethel Fellowship — Pastor N B; Harrison . .
: 2269 Mills Rd... Sidney ...... ,
: •Friendship Baptist Church —Pastor Ernie Kraloiil.Steliy's Cross Rd. ,,
•Sluggott Memorial Church — 7008 W: Saanich Rd,. Brentwood Bay - Pastor V. Nordstrom . .
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church - Pastor Dennis J. Paap. ?295Weiiei Ave 656-2721.656-7484
NAZARENE
• 1st Church ol The Nazarene — Rev. Riiey Coulter. 4277 Quadra Street, Victoria
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldlield Road Gospel Chapel — Rev, Joel D Netllelon. 5506 Oldiield Road (P.A 0,C.) 














•St. Andrews — Rev. B,J, Moiioy. Masonic Hall. 4tn Ave. & Mt, Baker... . . .
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School. 6843 Cenirai Saanich Rd. , , ,
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Pastor M.A Atwood, 10469 Resthaven Or , Sidney ...........
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS





•Elk Lake Baptist Church — Rev. L.M. Funk. 5363 Pal Bay Hway,
By CRANIA LITWIN 
North Saanich council 
agreed Monday night that 
: there are inequities in the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Library system but defeated 
a motion to reduce the 
municipality’s contribution 
to that body.
Aid. Edgar Farthing 
moved during the regular 
council meeting to “press 
for., a reduction in the 
'.municipaUty’s contribution 
to the ' VIRL’s operating 
expenses for 1984.’’
But council members 
roundly defeated the 
motion.
“We are facing a rise in
taxes of 20 to 25 per cent 
next year and are paying the 
highest charge per capita of 
any member of the library 
service,’’ he argued.
But Sherwood countered 
that while it is “incumbent 
upon me to keep costs
in the money equation is 
always salaries.
I’d hate tO cut corners
and depriye people of the 
good service they already: 
havcy’’ said Sherwood; \yhb 
is council’s ; representative 
on the library board.
Mayor Jay Rangel agreed : 
with Farthing that there :are^^ 
“some inequities’’ in the 
way we’ve been charged.
“Any time operating 
expenses increase we get hit 
harder than most.’’
Aid. Jim Gumming 
explained the Jnequity, is a 
direct result of the 
assessment of local 
properties — lots which are 
highly “desirable” and so 
are highly assessed.
He said North Saanich; 
residents are paying almost 
ddubie: that which all other 
Capital Region
municipalities are paying. 
North Saanich residents 
“pay $43 per capita for the 
hospital function, for 
cxarnple, vyhile the city of 
Victoria pays; $35 hod 
Saanich, Sidney and 
Esquimalt pay between $23 
:-:arid--$28;'’’::;:3.V.':::'''-':
G u m m i n g" s a i d the 
problem can be traced; 
directly to; an urtfair tax 
,base,“a situation which is' 
aggravated by limiting the 
lots which ;are available’t 
and hence pushing up the 
price of existing lots.
This situation may 
worsen if new Capital 
Regional District proposals 
are enacted, said Gumming 
(sec story page A2).
Aid.:, George Westwood 
cited, another criticism of 
the system in that the VIRL 
“get us to approve their 
budget in December before 
we’ve even got our own 
interim budget.”
Westwood claims this is a 
method whereby the board 
.“jams ; through its budget 
wit ho u t debate ” and fqrcOs 
the ‘-old; ’ cquiicil to make 
; decisions fa ' hexvly-elected 
council has to live with;
: Aid. Slierwood assured 
council he will carry its; 
concerns to; the inext 
meeting bf the library 
board.-
•C1R LflRO De>lt>3k uii ion  i -•Roval Oak Baptist Church — 898 Royal Oak Ave,. Corner ol Royal Oak Ave. 8, Royal Oak Drive. 
Rev. Reed Elley : . .... ; ... '
XATHOLICr,,''"f"'.:;'
•Our Lady ol the Assumption — 7726 West.Saanich Rd. ,
•St. Elizabeth's Church10030 Third St . Sidney: .
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
.•Sidney Foursquare Church — Pastorfloan Wilson




UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell
5166 Cordova Bay Rd. :
•SI. John's — Rev Hon Pratt ,
10990 West SaanichRd ■
•St. Paul's
, ; 2410 Malaview —Rev.,Hori Pratt 











7162 West Saanich Ho - ■ Rev, Sleohen.Swill 652-9635




; '7JESUS CHRIST IS LORD" ;
Sunday, October 9th 
Trinity 19
8a.m......... Holy Communion
10 30a m. MorningPrayer
vfSvReclbrfReWs/Uistair;?.- Petrie V;; 









9;30a.m. . .SundaySchool |
& Bible Class ' 
11:00a.m'.;. Family Worship 
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
:- ;f Everyone Welcome!
Every Friday 7.30 p.m. 







EVERY SUNDAY , 
Sunday School 
MASONIC HALL,





; Stelly’s Secondary School; 
1627 Stelly’s XRd.
10a.m.......... SundaySchool







Mills Rd. & W. Saanich Rd.
; NORTH SAANICH 
^HARVEST 
THANKSGIVING
8a. m, ;: vf Holy Eucharist 
10aim: V. .f Choral Eucharist





. l Oa.iTiv: . / ; Holy Eucharist
OF CANADA
The Rev. D, Malins, S.S.C, 
Rector 656-3223
SUNDAY: OCT; 9th 
HARVEST SUNDAY!
Bairn. Eucharist;




SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R. HORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res. 656-1930
ST. JOHN’S
10990 West Saanich Rd:




One serVice 0nly (or St ..John's, 
and St. Paul's aid 1p)m. lrorn 
July 3 10 SepL 4 inclusive af 
St.,Paul's 24to Malaview.;-; ;




5363 Pat Bay Hwy.
SUNDAY
f '10:30 am' - ^ 
d, f Mnrninc) Set vice 
;;;f Sunday 'School









7;30 pm ;:. Wednesday 
Prayer
; ALl-ABE WELCOME ; ;
Pastor M.A. Atwood 
656-7970
NEW HOURS OCT. lltBv—11:30 ASVS - WISDNBGHT 
BOOKINGS FOR BREAKFAST MEETINGS AVAILABLE 
FROM 8:00 AM»11:00 am WEEKDAYS- 6564224
THANHSGIViNG
IS ALMOST HERE!!!





















•Ladles Luncheons ^ 
•Bridge or Birthday 
Parties;
•Faffllly Bounlons T 
•Wedding : ^ 
•Anniversary, 







ANO wc mu CATCH TO Youn mcmH.
PLEASE CAU IEIVNEnEWT
0564224
and talk to me wRIi ni) ohllption lo you.
; ;MASONIC HALL:^ ;;:^
Saanichtfin :
SUNDAY
9;46 am'ft;, Teaching 
l);D0am Family Woi ship
WEDNESDAY




CENTRAL SAANICH ^ 
Rov, Stephen SvDlft 
Off, 652>2hi ; Res. 852*9635
SHADY CREEK














10030 Third St;, Sidney 
;5:00'pii,tt;;;;:;Sattiidnv;Ma5S 























, - wr.iyvtu you-io
;, Rfcimi Huy, Ivan Fttiiar
: ;nillMi pnoiiA Ofif'AHi
9925 Filth Siroot ; 
Sidney, B.C, V8L 2X6 
Sunday
;;10;30::;;:.:, Morf'ingWorship; 
;i and Children'sChuixlV; 
:B;00 pm, . Evening Worship; 
t''-'";-':.Tuo8daV';'';','";■ 
7;30pm";





All the SpiFjietti end
MeilSsucoYoeCanEal. . . . . . . . . . .
Two lorcf SIlfM of
"Hoane Special" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
large Fresh HMltRiou* Italian
Salad itM Mh ,? y y‘Sk
-m. -


















' Ahull liihifi Gludy
ill 0364,'McDC),naid ,Park:;R(i:,;; 
























: Gunday School & Nursery
cliut'ch. pi()ol!ng":ii'f;;:„;,;;;'
KoalingElemonlary School 








; Brdniwood Bay: ;;
,10';,0,(;ia:;;nj;,.,;;,SundaySch6p| 
11 00a m, F'limllyWorship 
ZiOep.m.:: Evening Foilowsrup 
i::::,;;;;':v;;Wodn,esdaV 
7-:3()P;ii::i;'; ; J,BihioStudy 
..'randPrayef Molding






', ,,Duvip.nice, (C!jD';4730) 
PllVtd Wtil lUii ,{G'.id;3v] IC'i
V, Nordstrom ?;
' “ W Frinhfliy Family Ghdretv “ 
:=-: 9 f‘ r VI hg {' f> n t r a I' 9 a ai il f h'""
■'-";;,r:;;652-5631
-;;»(! Mill! Rii.; sirittur 
; PhllN# 6S(i-WI1J ;
; Pnlof N B Httilion 




ll'.DOa.m, , : ;
EVENING FELLOWSHIP 
6:30 p.w, and youth program 
WEDNESDAY^^^^^;^^
Bible Study A Prayer Fellowfihip
A CHURCH'':^ 
FOR THE
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PRICES EFFECTIVE OCT. 3 TO OCT. 8, 1983
With apologies to Stanley Burke, publisher of the 
Nanaimo Times, I’d like to expand on some 
statements he made recently in a speech to the 
Vancouver Board of Trade.
British Columbia, he said, may well have the most 
biased and left-leaning press in North America. 
Advocacy or soapbox journalism, he added, may be 
far more prevalent in British Columbia than 
anywhere else on the continent.
I’d like to say at the outset that Burke is not alone 
in his distaste for advocacy journalism. Most self- 
respecting reporters would agree with him that 
advocacy and opinion have no place in the reporting 
of news.
The phenomenon of advocacy journalism in its 
present form was first embraced by the graduates of 
journalism schools in the late 60s and early 70s. 
Equipped with their brand-new journalism and 
political science degrees, these young firebrands 
joined the ranks of newspaper people, convinced that 
they have a mandate to not only show the world as it 
is, butchangeit.
They were a different breed. They had not come up 
through the ranks of copy boys or girls in Canada’s 
newsrooms. They had not covered the deadly lun­
cheon circuits of their local service clubs. They 
believed it to be below their dignity to cover night 
police or work as general reporters, interviewing 
every Tom, Dick and Harry who happened to come 
to town.
Possessed by a missionary zeal and professing to 
the loftiest of ideals, they jumped into the nation’s 
newsrooms and claimed their soap boxes.
At this point, the blame shifts towards the
s. On many
newspapers, the bid and seasoned reporters were 
sidelined to make room for the new breed. Advocacy 
journalism was born, and as Burke said, it is still with
us today.
As 1 said at the outset, I agree with Burke that 
advocacy journalism is dangerous and contrary to all 
traditions of Canadian journalism, but I’d like to 
add a few things Burke didn’t elaborate on.
First off, the kind of advocacy journalism Burke 
spoke of is less prevalent than one might imagine 
from his remarks. It is concentrated in the three of 
four major dailies in British Columbia.
In terms of readers, the soapbox preaching reaches 
a wide audience, but the effects are substantially 
reduced by the myriad of community newspapers 
which have managed to steer clear of advocacy 
journalism.
And make no mistake about it. the public scans the 
large-circulation dailies, but it carefully reads the 
community papers from cover to cover.
Secondly, one must make a distinction between
By Hilbert Beyer
columns and news reporting. There is absolutely no 
excuse for allowing personal opinions to slip into the 
news papers. Colurhns, on the other hand, are meant 
to examine, to evaluate, to provoke.
I remember having interviewed a young man who 
was at the time chosen to head the Ku Klux Klan in 
Canada. I have rarely listened to anyone with a 
greater capacity for racial hatred and outright human 
degradation, but 1 wrote the story. And I wrote it 
Without any hint of my own personal revulsion. In 
fact, the man in question wrote me a letter, com­
plaining me on my fair and unbiased interview.
It wasn’t easy, arid I didn’t do it as a favor to him. 
It’s just that I had been taught to report the news 
without comment, without bias. Let the editorial 
writers and the columnists do their part.
Arid thirdly, I believe that Burke made the mistake
of generalizing. He mentioned one columnist, who 
writes the occasional news story and professes to left­
learning sympathies and applied that image to the 
majority of British Columbia’s press.
I’m sure Burke has people on his staff who don’t 
fall into the category of advocacy journalists. So 
have scores of other newspapers.
And here I’d like to come back to a point 1 made 
earlier. If there are too many advocacy journalists on 
our newspapers. I’d like to ask who hired them in the 
first place, and who continues to provide them with 
their soapbo.\es.
It is up to the publishers and the editors to set the 
guidelines, according to which a reporter operates. 
There are desk people who edit copy, city editors who 
can call their reporters on the carpet, managing 
editors who can lay down the law, and publishers, 
such as Burke, who can wield the axe. .
For reasons of self-preservation, I’d like to stress, 
once again, that columnists are expected to analyse 
what reporters report. I try hard to do my analysis 
without political bias. If theSocreds get more brick­
bats than the NDP, that’s largely because It’s the 
government that does things, while the opposition 
only reacts.
If the government uses closure to ram through 
legislation, 1 can’t attack the NDP for that. If the 
government centralizes power in Victoria and every 
regional district and school board is up in arms, I 
can’t go after the opposition.
But if the government provides much-needed jobs 
with B.C. Place and the opposition does nothing but 
badmouth the project, 1 place a fev/well-aimed kicks 
in theirdirection. : ^
In the final analysis, Burke is right. Advocacy 
jourrialism should not be practised. But it is Burke 
and his fellow publishers and editors who must 
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Sale Selections vary 
from Store to 
•Store./.
School board trustees to restaurants and grocery May 18, 1984. There will be . 
gave approval Monday for vouchers. , . a bottle drive, a garbathon
- a number of events coming Keating ■ Horrie'' and "and chocolate bars will be . 
up in Saanich district School Association will ■ hawked from door to door
schools including a fun fair hold a sale of raffle tickets and in shopping mails by
to be held at Parkland as part of the Fall Fun Fair students,
secondary from 6 p.m. to fund raising drive. Board members
10 p.m. Brentwood elementary suggested fund raising 1
Raffle prizes will include will raise funds for an activities be , confined to ’
A Sidnev man received a a trip for two to Hawaii, a Outdoor Education each school’s catchment
y n^ side of beef, tickets for two Excursion from May 15 to area.
1 on his 90th birthday. It cost 
i more than $400 and may 
I well have delighted a 
f younger man — or a dif- 
j ferent man — but it just 
wasn’t "on” for bur chap 
who must remain narneless.
scription to the Playboy 
pay-tv channel at Saanich 
Cablevision but the man 
and his wife were appalled 
at the material shown.
It might have been a big 
disappointment and $400 
down the drain but Saanich 
Cablevision managerc.ss Lee 
' Wallace came to the rescue.
The cusiomer has three 
I options; she explained. He 
i could credit the amount to 
I basic : service 7~ which 
V ntcans, he wVauIdn’t havc to 
i pay cablevision reiital; for ,
1 the next eight years. The i , 
j company 'could deduct a ’
I; year’s paymerit s from i he ^ 
f $400 and give him the 
L balance in cash or "we’ll 
; sinfply 1 rcturn al 1 t Ite 
/j rnbncy”,,Wallace told The 
i"evicw Friday.
She explained the 
couple’s children were from 
Mexico and likely "didn’t : 
j realize” the nature of the j 
, programs on the television 
channel they were so 
! pleased to be giving their 
i father for his birthday. ;
‘ • . Wallace sfiys there are a 
] few people who are ap- 
i palled at the contetit of 
I movies which arc shown on 
? the pny>tv channel but adds 
f most movies playing 
; downtovvri or elsewhere arc 
'■':i ;■ Tcstr icicd^;^"* and ;i'that’s v;
; what’s being shown.”
• SALE DATES 
































Or Your Choice A 
*Smotht No. 2 Peas 
* Cut Green Beans
Green Beans
MlnmimLTm...........





lit Your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store 
We Rewrve the right 
to Limit Quantities,
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Laslow Safranyik’s goal off a free kick with only seven 
minutes remaining gave Central Saanich Lions a 2-2 draw 
with Juan de Fuca in division 5A soccer action over the 
weekend.
The Lions dominated play in the first half and a lot of 
hard work by players like Mike Palamar and Ian Banfield 
finally paid off at the 25-minute mark when a well-placed 
corner kick delivered by Garry Henry was put away by a 
diving Warren Broder.
Early in the second half it was Juan de Fuca carrying the 
play, scoring two breakaway goals minutes apart and 
jumping into a 2-1 lead. Following Satranyik’s 25-yard 
shot, the Lions swarmed offensively but missed on several 
good scoring chances during- the dying minutes of the 
game. ■
For the newly promoted Lions it was their second draw' 
in as many games; they tied 2-2 with Lake Hill in their 
season opener.
In division 6B, Central Saanich Firefighters recorded 
their second shutout of the season, blanking visiting 
Cowichan London Optical 9-0 at Parkland School.
David Birdsall led the onslaught with five goals. Ken 
Boganes with two, York Dennis and Daryl Lawes with 
single tallies scored other goals. The Firefighters now have 
21 goals in just two games.
The Joe Milligan-coached team lead 4-0 at half time and 
continued their offensive domination in the next half 
adding five more goals. Stingy defensive play by Craig 
Robson, Steve Shea and Nicholas Nolin helped preserve 
the shutout.
Jeff Gordon’s tie-breaking goal lifted Westcoast Savings 
to a 3-2 victory over Cordova Bay Cosmos in division 8W
soccer action played at Lochside school.
After thrashing Juan de Fuca 8-0 in their season opener, 
Westcoast Savings w'ere hard pressed to gain the advantage 
over a tough Cosmos team.
Jacob Martin and Carson Shanks gave Westcoast 
Savings a 2-1 half time lead, but Cordova Bay answ'ered 
with the equalizer in the second half. Gordon then put the 
icing on the cake with the winning goal late in the contest.
In girls’ soccer the Penin.sula Queens Payless played 
their hearts out in a controversial game clouded with 
disputes over referee’s calls and ended up tieing Prospect 
Lake Minors at Layritz Park 1-1.
Rightwinger Dona Kieller opened the scoring for Payless 
but that lead w'as short lived as Prospect Lake replied 
minutes later.
Keller, sister Dawn, Heidi Redding and Cheryl Spencer
W'ere outstanding players in that game.
The following are scores from other Peninsula Soccer 
Club games.
The Victoria World Food 
Day Committee in con­
junction with the National 
Film Board is presenting a 
special showing of films 
related to global food issues 
— the problems and 
solutions, — 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 














CORNER OF 4th & BEftCON 
SIDNEY
SOCCER STANDINGS
[ BMX preliminary trial races for 1 land J 2-year-old girls and hoys sponsored 
t by Greater Victoria police departments will be held Oct. 8 at Centennial 
■ Park. Finalist will get chance to compete in police finals to be held in con­
junction with provincial championships Oct. 9 at Colwood track. There is no
i entry charge and forms can be picked up at most elementary schools.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Boys loaguc:
Oiv. 3B Old Country Rentals bye.
Div, 4A TVVU United 2, Lake Hill 1.
Div. 4C Harvey’s Sporting Goods bye.
Div. 5A Cent. Saan Lions 2. Juan de Fuca 2.
Div. 5C-2 GWG Rentals 2, LEO 4. ,
Div. 6B Cent. Saan. Firefighters 9, Duncan 0.
Div. 6B Sidney Tire 3. Gorge 5,
Div. 6C Thunderbird Marina 2, Oak Bay 3.
: Div. 7B PBE Panthers 2. LEO 1,
Div.?7C-T Flint Motors 2. Prospect Lake 1.
Div. 7C*2 Windsor Plyv^ood 4, Juan de Fuca 2.
Div, 8W Primo Contractors 0. LEO 7.
- DiV: 8W Westcoast Savings 3. Cordova Bay 2.
'Div; 8E Home Lumber O: Gordon Head 10 
, Div 8S Sidney Home Hardware 0. Gorge 3;
Div, 8N Tanners 3. Prospect Lake 4. ..
Div: 9W Motorola 0. Cordova Bay 2.
Div. 9N*2 Magic Colour Centre 1. Lake Hill 0.
Div. 9W Kiwanis 0, LEO 0. :
Div. 9E Sidney Radio Shack 1. Gorge 0.
Div. 9S Kennametal 0. Sooke 0. '
Girls league:
Div; 8:1 Cent. Saan. Lions 1, Gordon Head 0, ' 
Div: 8*2 Queens Payless 1. Prospect Lake 1: 
Div:;7:TWUTigers 0. Oak Bay i: :: ^ , i : .
' ^PBE Enforcers 1% Lake Hiil 2; :r y ; ; ^
'■■.Mouse'league:
'7-10 yrs.'RedTeam 1. Russell Ker Fuels 0. .
7-10,yrs; MaroonTeam'O. Rimpac Divers 0: v ;
; :; 7 - lO yrs, Orange Team 1 . Sevigny Excavating 2,;;: 
, 6-l6.yrS: MaroorT :Team 0; Red Team 0.^, i'; • J,/:
: 6*10 yrs J Grieve Motors 0. Blue Team 1 . .
Babysittiiig
course
Central Saanich Boys’ 
and : Giris’ Club in co­
operation with Central 
Saanich volunteer fire 
department will be spon­
soring; a babysitter’s 
training course, for boys 
; a:nd girls; aged 12 years or 
more. Topics include child 
care, child management, 
home safety, first aid, fire 
• p r e V e n t i o n, : c h i 1 d fen ’ s 
games andy;more. Glasses 
; will be ; held ; 6; 30-8 r>. m. 
^Thursday evenings. There'is 
a charge. For more in­
formation call Kim after 3 
p.m. at 652-3021.
from
Grassroots Theatre of Gordie Wright, Gordon Theatre support group,
•-'vFriendsyof.,Grassroots'-,•,wilLr:
: Monday and owner Paul Director Doug Barnbrough Chris Rennie.
^DufbursufferedOnlyminor;, ,, ^ .
\smoke inhalation before he The shovy runs Dec. 1 -11 community are urged to
^ was rescued by the skipper ^hprhton-Tritnili,^ ParHancl thehtre.
.m: Oct;;i3;;in 
for its first 
meeting.; AdV interested 
theatre people in the
attend.
Tbf I AtterriDt Farquarson,^^:^
I r UK . Prairie, Rachel . Fricker,
•• Horst Klein of the B.C. P^FdJce HarUey^^^Lara 
Lifeboat Sociky^ said; Pomerteau. Laune Moore
: Hi'S 'riWa’ uSoliT
at 10:30 a.m. by Victoria Hilton, lima Ukkoia, 
Rescue Centre as be was on . . 
his w'ay to Piers Island.
When he arrived on the 
scene in his Boston Whaler;
Defpur liad al ready been 
taken off.
Klein said the fishboat 
was still burning and was a 
write-off.
Also despatched -“ the , 
guard rescue; vessel 
from Ganges and the coast 
guard hovcrcrafi frptn Sea 
Island;
'a news tipr '
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The traditional wailing of 
a Scottish bagpiper will 
mark the opening of the 
fourth annual Ardmore 
Thanksgiving Golf Classic 
Oct. 8 and 9 and, says club 
manager, Wally du Temple, 
this year’s event will be 
bigger and better than ever.
The 27-hole tourney, the 
only one of its kind in B.C. 
held during Thanksgiving 
weekend, is expected to 
draw some 130 men and 
women golfers — up 20 
entrants from last year.
du Temple says a new 
format that will shorten
final day play from the 
usual 18-hole to nine is 
responsible for this year’s 
increase in entrants.
“It allow's couples to get 
away earlier on 
Thanksgiving Sunday,” du 
Temple says. “ The 
feedback we received from 
previous years indicated 
more lady golfers would 
participate if they could get 
away early to prepare 
Thanksgiving dinner.”
Twenty-six Sidney 
merchants will sponsor this 
year’s golf classic, each 
contributing between $75
and $100 worth of prizes to 
be awarded to men and 
women winners in each of 
three divisions. They in­
clude golfers w'ith han­
dicaps 0-12, 13-24 and 25- 
36.
Following tournament 
pllay there will be a hole-in- 
one fun contest with the 
traditional horn of plenty 
being the target. The horn, 
stuffed with prizes, 
measures 16 inches in 
diameter and will be placed 
about 100 yards from the 
first tee-off box.
A shotgun start will be 
used, starting at 8 a.m. 
Saturday and Sunday.
For more information 
call 656-4621 or drop by the 




Surviving employment — 
a Support Group for 
Women is led by Rowena 
Hunnisett starting Oct. 7. 
The course — which runs 10 
weeks Fridays, 9:30-11:30 
a.m., includes creative job 
search techniques, support 
for surviving unem­
ployment, assertiveness for 
women looking for work. ■
‘Tour full service pet store" 
“Your pets happiness 
is our business"
birds - aquariums 
small animals 
tropical fish 
pet & horse supplies
Mon. to Thurs & Sat.
9:30 - 5:30 





qo-managers at Ardmore Golf Courseware looking f orward
T^tfter the second week ■ of play in the; Greater; Y 
High School Soccer heague, Parkland and;Stelly’s ;^e still 
looking for their first victories.
Parkland suffered their tliird loss Sept: 29^ a 2-0 decision 
to Belmont. Two days earlier the Panthers fell victim to 




2-1 ibss to Mount Doug in a make-up game played Sept
In that game Herman Henry’s goal gave the Stingers a 1- 
0 lead after 45 minutes of play but Stelly’s could not hold 
off a pressing Mount Doug attack and gave up two
Then on Sept: 29 Reynolds handed Stelly’s third straight 
loss,: defeating them :5-l. Ron Budisa scored Stelly’s lone 
goal.
a; In other high school soccer action; a powerful Spectrum 
team made mincemeat out of prevptisly unbeaten 
Claremont, thrashing them J-O. In three games Spectrum 
has scored 17 goals and have allowed none against. ; : ;;
Glen Meadows’ golfers 
Doreen Ovcharik and 
Dorothy Slugget battled 
from behind to overtake 
Uplands and capture the 
five-day Victoria and 
District Ladies Golf 
As sbe i a t ion two - ball 
f our somes tournament 
Sept. 30 at Cedar Hill Golf 
:, clubL^;■;;^;'‘'^A^A;':;^
The Glen Meadows duo 
— behind most of the, 
round — took advantage of 
lost i balls by dhei Upland; 
team; on the 16th hole,; ^ 
licing the score before 
pulling ahead by one on the
Both teams tied on the 
last hole, giving Glen 
Meadows a 1-up victory 
over the Uplands team of'j 
Maria McDonald and 
Nancy Sing.
Slugget and Ovcharik 
advanced to the final by 
.edgingNbra p’Cpnriell and 
.lennie Harlan of Gorge 
Vale 1-up ; ;Sept. ; 29 ^ at;;: : 
;u'plands:A;: Aa;A'.:,:;:
In other golfing news, Ed 
Beauchamin won the Glen 
Meadows’ men’s ; Club 
championships .over the 
weekend for the second
consecutive year. .
He defeated Mike 
Forman 6-5 in the finals. 
Reg Effa defeated Brian 
Wallace by the same score 
to win the consolation final.
Marge Robertson won 
the ladies club cham;- 
pionship the week before.
Call me for tree property evaluation. 
No obligation.





380-990 Fort St 
Victoria. ; A
iiWE TOLD YOy §@.
HEALTH FOOD STORES ARE 
LESS EXPENSIVE
Health Food Stores Are Cheaper
A Recently fkoblawsDdiva large, siipierrnarkef chain,twasdiped;;: 
$20,000;by; an Ontario Provincial Court tor false ativertreingv; 
In May 1982, signs were posted in four Toronto Loblaws 
stores which asked "Why Pay Health Store Prices?” An in-
^;fairs;cpmpared:4heApricesAonAeightAhealtfiAfbod,;:iferrisi;frorriA 
Loblaws and from 44 Toronto area health food stores. The.: 
survey found that, Loblaws prices were on average almost 50 




In a game the following day against Oak Bay it was 
much the same story as Henry notched his second and third 
goals of tile season giving the Stingers a 2-0 half time lead. 
The Stingers, however, could not match the play of Oak
In a battlc for first place, 
t wo A undefeated; clubs, a 
Prairie Inn and Oak Bay, 
clashed ;tp a 2-2 draw in an; 
abbreviated match in 
Van CO u vCr; I SI a n d Sot ce r 
LtfitBue‘s iliirti division play
A hard-fought igarne 
rn a rred by d iny t itek Ics got 
out of hand and with 10 
minutes remaining; llie 
referee wisely decided to 
call the game. As a result 
four red cards, two aside, 
were handed out .
Oak Bay opched the
scoring bn a'free kick but 
Manuel Achtidinha's first 
of two goals lied the; score 
up;' at-^,l,-l;.:;.;Gak'? Bay ;;con-; 
verted a pen ally k i ck befpre 
the end bf tIje lialf ttiking a 
;i:l-I':v''A':'advaritage;;:" into ;;T'thc; 
dressing room.
Things gbf tense in the 
Tsccond half, but Acliadinha' 
v foiind ‘the net again before 
the game was halted. ;i 
Prairie Inn will try to 
keep their unbeaten string 
alive wlien they face Gorge 





; Ail^^y Niyeny bowling in 
the Golden Age league, wdn
Mr, Mikes dinner this'prist 
week bv rolling a 690 triple





' Iridies: Doris Wheeler 605
A'A<272)L;i:,:iT:AA:i 'a
■-■'■i;'''''. Legiunt .White■' 687,.'
(253), D, Rolpli 648 (223).
Golden Age: Stan Show 




Bantam (.I): Eric King 37.^ 
(MD Innior (D* Bnrh
Gold wir 575 :(213).
i'3UBG;.:i (Sunday);, Pce-wce 
(21; Bryan .Icffries 168 (84). 
Bantam (3)3 Ian Luscombe 
480 (189).;, Junior (3); 
Richard Turnbull .583 (218).
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While Cynthia Hague was checking out one item her seven-month-old 
daughter Ceilidh had mind set on another.
A high speed chase 
through the streets of 
Sidney involving two 
RCMP police cruisers 
ended in collision Sept. 30, 
causing extensive damage to 
one of the police vehicles.
Charges of dangerous 
driving, hit and run, failing 
to stop for police and 
operating a motor vehicle 
without a driver’s licence 
are pending against a 
Sidney man whose name 
was not released.
Police said the chase, 
which began just after 1:30 
p.m. at the corner of 
Beacon and 5th and ended 
at Amherst and 5th, was 
taken up by police when 
they noticed the vehicle
being operated in an eratic 
manner.
Shortly after a second 
police car joined the pursuit 
the car was stopped, but not 
before a collision occurred 
causing an estimated $2,000 
damage to a police cruiser. 
Some $600 in damages was 
sustained by the car in 
chase.
The driver, another male
and a female, all passengers 
in the front seat attempted 
to flee the scene, but were 
apprehended quickly. 
Police said one of the 
passengers received injuries 
to his ankle when exiting 
from the car.
In other police news, 
RCMP report a rash of 
break-ins in the Sidney area 
with money being the main
target.
Two juveniles are to be 
charged with break, enter 
and theft arising from 
break-ins Sept. 28 and 30 to 
a business on Resthaven 
Ave. Some of the food, 
cigarettes and money stolen
have since been recovered.
Meanwhile police are 
investigating two other 
break-ins to homes on 
Bradford Ave. and 3rd St. 
Sept. 26. Money and some 
jewellery were reported 
stolen as a result.
DK. SUE HicTAGIIAilT
Courses in parenting
Systematic Training For courses run for nine weeks 
Parenting (STEP) has two at Mount Newton school, 
courses starting Oct. 11 — 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. For more 
one for parents of teenagers information call Pam Smith 




Offer me a price / can V refuse.
Pages has already closed.
a year and sb should the listings.
Want lolist 
Of course, I
and heat the deadline, I'i/
Thf»WhMe Pago'q MnkA if right
Prices Effective: 
Wed. Oct 5 to 
Sat. Oct. g, 1983
Home of SUPER savings! 
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST













BOLLS. . . . . . . . ....ib.-i
BOLOGNA
CHUNK.. . . ■. . . . . . . . ib.99' ■
MVFRIR





EYE OF ROUNO 
STEAK. . . . . . . . . . . . lb.-




BEEF. . . . . . . . . . . . .
TENDERIZED 











































































OCEAII SPRAY 14 oi./397g
Rk j Cranberry Sauce










Fiesta Cake.................. i «. Cocktail®........
'm«;s»iiib:<|g::49
Pumpkin PieL - J, .. lemonade £
















Vanilla . . .V

























1 CARNATION INSTANT M.i.B. FLEISCHMAKH’S CORN OIL
I HOT CHOCOLATE TUNA : ::::?^.^?:C0FFEE":';;' MARGARINE :: PINEIIPPLE^::^ ?j1 SOOg JAR. 3 VARIETIES 184g 2lb./907Etin 2lb./907gpkg. IN OWN JUICE 12 oz. 1
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From the luck — or lack of it 
— some of us have fishing, we 
might be imagined to be 
“fishing blind”.
event which coincidently 
marked its 30th anniversary on 
Sept. 19.
But for 89 people in Sidney 
recently, that was the literal 
description of their style.
The anglers — a couple of 
them brought along their 
seeing-eye dogs — were par­
ticipating in the Sidney Capital 
City Yachting Club’s Blind 
Fishing Regatta, an annual
It’s a joint effort of yacht 
club members (who supply the 
boats and captains), the 
Canadian National Institute of 
the Blind who supply the 
anglers, and the South Van­
couver Island Lions Club which 
provides transportation.
of Victoria who won the trophy 
for the largest salmon caught in 
the regatta. Anscombe’s coho 
weighed in at seven pounds.
derby — through their mutual 
love of ham radio operation.
Anscombe lost his sight 10 
years ago and he has been going 
on the yacht club regattas for 
about seven years running.
Anscombe usually catches 
sunicthing during the regatta, 
riiis trip out it was a four- 
pound five-ounce spring salmon 
as well as his trophy catch.
don’t win for the largest 
salmon, you may win for the 
smallest, the ugliest, or — and 
here’s one we can all qualify for 
— the one that got away.
Some of the anglers are old 
hands — like Gerry Anscombe
In the last four scats, 
Anscombe has been ssclcomed 
aboard Vern Wilson’s boat 
Terrapin. The two became 
friends before meeting at the
Catching “something, 
anything” provides a good deal 
of amusement during the 
awards celebration and club 
house refreshment period which 
follows each regatta. If you
Capital City Yacht Club was 
organized during World War II 
as a civil defence unit. In 1942 
small craft of the Sidney area 
which measured up to the tasks, 
were enrolled as members of the 
Vancouver Island Power Boat 
Squadrons. One of the
organization’s purposes was 
assisting in times of national or 
local emergency.
When the war ended the 
group, comprising 350 vessels, 
added the formation of a yacht 
club to its objectives. The club 
was established first at Canoe 
Cove and then at its present site 
at Blue Heron Bay.
Currently the club has a fi.Ncd 
inembership of 300 boats, 
owned by Victoria and Sidney 
residents.
Everybody gets into the act during Community Counsellmg Centre Trueman Green and left, CCC co-^ordmator .lack Thornburgh This time.Peninsula Employment-Centre worker .foe Squittidright}
move from house on 5th St. to offices of Peninsula Community load tiuck. helps load up again, aided by Thornburgh, Edwards and Green.
Association. Above, PCA executive director Gerry Edwards, , , ,,,, _____ '-M"'
in its cosy little house on 5th St. — or new,clients ---- should now 
make their way to 9788-2nd St. "’here the CCC now has its offices.
the faces are the same 
as lisua! for the centre’s lay counsellors and 
;v-.volunicerworkers. . 'v'Cv
The CeC’s coordinator Jack Thornburgh says the phone- 
niimher stays “ 656-1247—-and office hours arc from noon to 4 
p.m.
counselling centre is in its 11th year of service to lire public 
aitd was formerly known as Saanich Peninsula Guidance Centre. 
TltOrnburgh says lodate 1983;has been a busy year -- an average of^^^^ o ^
month but
the centre hit a new high in June with 38 additional people seeking 
ctmnsclling.
. Domta Godwiit, former office co-ofdinator at tlie old CCC 
location is now receptionist at PCA offices. ^
; The counselling centre carhe under the untbrclla of PCA soine
JnCPCAy aiw'om-lin «<■»' of momln ajo bm rclainod separate workinfi P™'*- The «»..■<■ a
flMimnmes on 3ml.St. lumlinewasihcimpgiuslonlicCCC sniovcto2ndSi. prenmes m r
lmost finished, Thornburgh prepares to tidy new
With death
fantasy that is much scarier than the truth Vv-ould have waters”, 1 believe wc owe it to our children though, to give 
been. For example, young children take the word.s we use them a ftiller picture of life. Watching some of those 
very programmes together and then discussing them, Iciflng
y "gonc'b “lost” instead of the words Vdead’f or "died” your children know your belief system and watching some
programmes such as Mr. Rogers, that deal with the topic 
a: six^ ycar-old child was brought to me for counselling ,rWell, are some ways parents can help.
What does dead mean? ; irums when her parents tried to put her to sleep for the pcquisc of this, thar grieving is also different. By un-^; ;
Won't m)(^dog get cold down there in the ground', night. When 1 asked lafr what things Avorried her or made dcrstaiiding how a chilil views dcutit and what their par-
Helen sleep a few ticular concerns arc, patents can, more effectively meet
, , . . ,, iriomhs earlier and didn't wake up, their needs.
- niir trom crnOtiona and nhvsic’l pain, Whctimom or tldo saia, tJKay
Ore" WC''nlL want .tOv„. ■■ JI"-: x'-'v;,!: -XX' x:,’xv:x:;;'-:iX''':Vx;x'';x;xxx-x'ixx:,:,;xx;xx;:xx::i,
protect oiir Children front emotional and physic-1 pain,v  dad said,‘’Okay darling, ms time to go j grieving person
When OUT child asks questions about death our first im- jo sleep”, she was al raid she would be just like granny and j,, to shctw them that \vt? care and allow them .space to talk, 
nuhe might be to rhanpe the subject. Whetf our child’s pet not Wake tip cither, Her parents had tried to save her from ..si^quesiiohs, dr just be held, If wc try to protect a child by 
dies wemay wannotdl him or her instead that the animal grief by eqaathig death with sleepy not realtztng that the j;(;«piqg j,i„, oi ;jWr away^ wc
tan away or went to a he\v home. Unfortunately. tear that would develop. cause the child to turn the gricl
Pli.0, Wlw^ asks questions about deajh ot
xx'iNanev'Rceves.M,A'*va personarfrichdandpfdfcSsional',, x„;,„, ,„x ,,xx ^'--x.'.x,..f, , .„,xx
lMncng«c,is a, pj^holo^Hri^ ^c^ililnrir »g Aiioihci reosrai for uilkiiis lo diilJren lUioiii dciiili is in ’"l.iW Movmit ilwi K hlmdaBcU wiilmi.i bcinn iiiiiially
J l ad d v TIk Ml.wmE Nntk describe why iiilkinrii children rr,im Ihe medial IV, radio, newspapers,movigs, books. X-
kFrtvWwk al'onldcndvwilllKlplhem,^ T|icnvera»eivviewinE child (iwohouri per diy) will xeblldrendeal^iil.demh you are wleoinc to niwnd hcTrcc ;
^ t. mn^ ,fof tmot : lhf j;c£d lPn«dcnl»nd rt>eir norld, l<rercateofderpn(nf i,p..exedi |S,wrde«<h< hy .Be bl Themnioriiyoril,o« leeinre rbat Naneyi^ws K-^iW-a^^
ill Lhil X , xn ;S.„i.«iJnhraT in I disorder, If SVC avoid a subject of telfthe child, dWaitinnildeaihs/willbc violent, uiatall)!* drily”
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Hiiriiioiiess make tree^
Ride and walk day on trails
It’s Ride and Walk your 
Trails Day this Sunday, 
sponsored by the Trail 
Association of Central
Saanich. Refreshments at 
2:30 p.m. on Malcolm. For 
more information call 652- 
2441.
(Your garden column this week is written by Bunty 
Watt. She is a keen and competent gardener who ac­
complishes miracles in a location and with soil that is a lot 






We live on Lands End Road, facing north-west. The soil 
'Is heavy clay so getting a garden started has not been an 
feasy matter. A good deal of top soil was imported then we 
'started.;
; Roses do well in clay soil. This year, sad to say, black 
spot has caused a lot of problems. Spraying has had little 
effect so it has been a case of cutting off blighted leaves 
"and burning them. A good feeding of Miracle-Gro for 
"roses shows good new growth and I feel we will have a 
:good late blooming. Must replace some of the bushes with 
^varieties that are mildew resistant and so better for coastal 
■.'■'!areas.'.;T.
One shrub that seems to do very well with our exposure 
and soil is Spanish broom; We have a compact beautiful
T)ush some eight feet high. Last summer it was a mess, 
covered with green fly and almost choking to death. As I 
had always been told one could not prune Spanish broom
: ewe had let it grow, resulting in a very top-heavy unweildy
'.■IshrubV ■ ■ '
Well, says I, prune or not, you will die anyway, all the 
^ ispraying having had no effect on the bugs^ sO here goes! I
By Hugh Westrup
The sight of a group of monks flogging a tree with 
chains would certainly seem bizarre today, though it 
didn’t in the middle ages.
Legend has it that mediaeval monks would give a 
sound thrashing to any tree that failed to flower. The 
monks were punishing the tree for being sterile.
What was craziest about this ritual was the fact 
that the harsh treatment worked; after a beating, the 
tree would soon flower.
Centuries later, monks have given up the practice 
of attacking trees with chains, only to see scientists 
take it up with knives and saws. Scientists call it 
“girdling”. Girdling damages the tree’s phloem 
tissue — the “veins” of the tree — that runs un­
derneath the bark and carries nutrients from the 
leaves to the roots. Damaging or severing the phloem 
tissue somehow causes a tree to flower.
Practices such as girdling are highly useful to tree 
breeders and geneticists. If these scientists were 
forced to follow nature’s timetable, they would have 
to wait years to judge the results of their research. An 
average tree takes 10, 20 or sometimes 40 years to
become sexually mature and bear seeds.
So, the scientists resort to treatments that reduce 
the tree’s “juvenile” stage and bring on puberty at an 
early age.
Girdling is just one way to enhance premature 
flowering in trees. A more sophisticated and in­
creasingly popular mehtod is the use of plant hor­
mones. Two Canadian researchers. Dr. Richard 
Pharis of the University of Calgary, and Dr. Stephen 
Ross of the B.C. ministry of forests, are among the 
world’s experts in the use of these hormones to make 
trees flower.
As Dr. Ross points out, plants are just like people 
and animals in that they also have hormones that 
promote growth and reproduction. Scientists have 
found that injecting the right hormones into a tree 
will speed up the tree’s sexual development and make 
it bloom earlier and more luxuriantlv.
Lately, Dr. Ross has been experimenting with a 
hormone spray. “The problem with the spray is that 
it doesn’t always penetrate the waxy layer on the 
needles of some trees,” he says. To remedy this, he is 
trying an oil-base hormone spray which is more easily 
absorbed by the needles.
Currently, the B.C. government is funding a 
program of hormone treatments in a seed orchard on 
Vancouver Island.
The plant hormones used by Dr. Ross were first 
discovered in the 1940s by the Japanese, who were 
searching for a cure for “crazy rice disease”, an 
affliction that turned rice shoots long and curly.
Biological detective work uncovered a fungus that 
grew on the rice and produced a hormone that made 
the shoots grow peculiarly. Since then, scientists have 
isolated dozens of hormones that appear to be found 






You’ll learn shortcut techniques that put the fun back in sew­
ing. and create the sensational separates of your choice the 
fast and easy way.
CLASS 1; Pullover Magic
CLASS 2; Pants Made Easy
CLASS 3: Terrific Trims
CLASS 4: Classic Shirt Looks
CLASS 5: The Fine Art of Sewing Jackets
CLASS 6; Simply Sensational Skirts
CALL TO ENROLL TODAY'
AFTERNOON & EVENING CLASSES 
STARTING OCT. 13th 
SANSCHA HALL, SIDNEY
Cooyriohl®Stretch & Sew. Inc.. 1983/Printed in U.S A.







'icut the thing back to about two-foot height; Some limbs 
; were three inches across.
r< The result is a beautiful bush that has been flowering for
months and as I write: this late in August it is beautiful and 
T' the scent lovely. So pruning hard seems to work wonders in 
>: spite o f the gloomsters.
Another shrub that has done well is the Australian Bottle 
Brush. The bees love this .when it is in full bloom. I need 
'■some advice as‘ to how to prune this shrub as the new 
■■ growth seems to come at the end of the. flower brushes and 
If if 1 cut back the spent flowers all the new growth would be 
'.cut away.’Has anyone any ideas for me?
►J Hydrangeas do-very,well indeed with a no,rth,exposure. 
t^We have blue, white, pink (a very bright pink), blue lace 
r^cap and pink lace cap. These bushes do need plenty of 
I: water but are not fussy as we give them washing-up water, 
.vegetable water, and in fact any available water, and they 
■I thrive and keep their original colours without any special 
f attention. Tea leaves and coffee grounds all go on these 
V shrubs.
r- . We have a large filter field. This being a three-bedroom 
:;home North Saanich has specifications for the size, so 
>what to do with a large area with only six inches of top soil 
•Ion top of gravel? Well, a very .successful heather garden
whas been developed, and now after eight years we have
«some fine plants, winter, spring, and summer flowering so 
- that we enjoy color all the year long.
' Heathers require little attention. A good hair cut with 
tThe garden shears after they have flowered is all they ask.
!;The sheer beauty of these plants is well worth the work 
'involved; Birds and bees are to be seen enjoying the nectar. 
':When it is very dry wc do give the bed some water.
- I have put a new bird bath under a buddleia bush at the 
the heather bed. This has been a great attraction 
*this year as we have had a plastic one but it was not too 
|:popular. This cement one 'is greatly appreciated and 
1 i'sbmetimes one can count 14 sparrows at the bath at a time,
:• Clay soil needs a great deal of ^a humiis; As wc are 
uon the sea front seaweed is readily available as long as^ one 
■Ihas enough energy to go and collect it. llcrc visiting 
'grandchildren are a real joy and help if they can be enticed 
Tnto doing it.
^ y: Compost, horse and sheep manure, grass clippings, and
:all soft green material arc all used to help build up the soil, 
: resulting, as we have found, in producing good grow-th. It 
. I ?‘all adds up to ha if ydu enjoy gaidening as wc
fun and well wort h the effort.
and hew diagnostic techniques are making it possible today
to treat many types of arthritis which could not even be
JdentifiedTOyears ago.';:'I
• Arthritis specialists at the Arthritis Society, B.C. 
Divisioh; say rheumatic diseases such as mixed connective 
tissue disease, Lyme disease, and a t orm of arthritis which
follows mtehihal disorders are comparatively new rn text
books but which have been affecting people for years. y V 
Mixed connective tissue disease which attacks muscles 
and ligaments causes patients great discomfort and pain 
Ibut now can be identified and responds well to medical, 
scientific treatment with pain eventually subsiding, giving 
patients activity in their lives again.
Lyme disease which often occurs in summer or early fall 
has now been identified as The result: of a bite.- from ..a 
minute tick. The illness which takes its name from a 
Connecticut town where it was first discovered in 1975 can 




I Coming . . .
(Oct 24-29thi
See next week's 
Review for 
more details.




Many people returning from holidays in Mexico, for 
instance^ where they have picked up an inte.stinal bacteria, : 
can later develop a form of arthritis. Intensive research 
continues in this area through the research clirector of the
I'Arthritis.Society.''
Artliritis is one of several medical problems that rnay 
develop as a result of intestinal bypass surgery, Spon­
taneous improvement occurs most frequently with the 
patient returning to normal life again.
Another type of arthritis known as Kawasaki disease is a
systemic disorder which was uncovered in Japan. Eighty 
per cent of its patients are under five years of age. Their
illness starts with an extremely high fever, with patients 
generally recovering in four to six weeks, I ^
Last summer through the - Society’s paediatric 






'Campaign yslarts Sept; 23 
itlirbugh;: 5cii 31 wiilr a 
target of $1,525,000. 
Special Y events v include 
$Unitcd Way Day at the 
:'LH a'ce s,: O c t .;:V2 3'Y; yw li «h 
racegoers can play Ihe 
'■ ponies and help support the 
W' miember'-' agericies."'' 
YThcy’lI alsb have a chance 
:-:HiY cash prizes of $9,750, 
:$3,750 and $1,500,
■T • ;'■ 'Tl cket i; I'o, 'Sa htlowni .'That''' 






ON BEER MAKING 
iKITORJOJOBA 
FARM SKIN CARE 
KITS WITH 
SHOULDERBAG
Wine Press ;.., y... .... .. y r. 10 per day
■ Corker, ...■'.'.■y^Slper'dnyv
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Due to the courageous spirit of a young Canadian hero, 
one special day each September is dedicated to his 
memory. We say the name of Terry Fox in admiration; he 
was, and remains a great hope for cancer patients, and we 
run for his ideals for the future.
This week I am honoured to be visiting the Terry Fox 
Youth Centre in Ottawa. Through the inspiration of this 
incredible individual, 16 and 17-year-old youths are united
supporting the fair. The prizes are impressive, including a 
trip for to Hawaii. Plea.se support our school by 
purchasiii.' a ticket soon and we will see you Oct. 14.
•Parkland's famous Nitnat campers adventured under 
sunny skies while surviving the portage. Sept. 26-28. The 
20 students, AYv?Jaak Magi, Sean Dexter enxd Miss 
Bonner enjoyed the jokes and crazy sayings of Greg Lewis 
(the first) and the gigantic mud puddle at the end of the 
portage trail at Hobitan Lake.
•The cast and crew for the 1950’s musical Grease has 
been selected for Crcr55roo/’5 winter production.
•The school’s 1982-83 school annuals, has been 
distributed, there was a record attendance on parent night 
Sept. 27 and Don Sanford’s Law 11 classes visited Victoria 
County Court on Sept. 19 and 21.
Mr. Sanford described the field trips as “a brand-new 
experience for most of the 25 students. The court scenes, 
for many, are not quite what they expect.”
Through much perserverance girls’ field hockey scoredfrom across the nation. The one-week programme of 
' Canadian studies is centered towards the development of their first goal (while shorthanded) Thursday to tie Stelly’s. 
understanding and friendship between students. Congratulations to/l/?c/reG “disaster-prone” L«Pra/r/e lor
CongratuleiUons lo Andrea LaPrairie and Kent Estell, her fine shot.
who were also accepted by the centre and will be travelling 
this month.
•Parkland’s grand fall fair is .scheduled for Oct. 14. This 
will be the school’s biggest and most impressive event yet, 
marking its 10th anniversary.
Recently Panthers have been selling raffle tickets
Senior girls and boys volleyball teams are continuing 
their excellent play as both posted wins against Vic High 
Wednesday. The girls had earlier smashed St. Michael’s 
and the boys crunched Stelly’s.
The Panthers on the soccer fields are battling it out with 
enthusiasm and will no doubt record a big in soon.
itiiiiiimsnmimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliitiiiiiiiisliliiilisiiiiiliiiiliiliiiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
true or
By Louise Campbell ■
The first month of school is over, only nine months to 
go. Sports, academics and other activities are all off to a 
good start. The community recreation class returned 
Saturday from a four-day hike on the Nitinat trail. Aside 
from cold nights and no showers, a good time was had by 
all.,,
®'Our scholarship meeting for parents and grade 12
True or false? 
Adolescence is a 
tumultuous time of life, 
characterized by rebellion, 
rejection of parental values 
and inner turmoil.
Chances are most parents
teristics may apply to a 
small percentage of 
disturbed adolescents, but 
“do not typify adolescents 




Parenting is a challenging 
and sometimes isolating 
job. Parent Discussion 
Groups, co-ordinated under 
Capital Families, provide a 
neighborhood network for 
parents of young children, 
newborn to three years. 
Meeting weekly, parents 
share information and 
concerns about parenting; 
find and give support; make 
friends over a cup of tea. 
Children are cared for in a 
nearby nursery area.
Three new discussion 
groups have formed on the 
peninsula in Sidney, Deep 
Cove and Brentwood. 
Sidney and Deep Cove are 
looking for additional 
members. Parents of young 
children interested in 
friendship and sharing 
offered by the groups may 
call Cathy Raymond at 652- 
9925 or Karin Macaulay at 
479-0334. Deep Cove group 
meets Wednesday, 9:30-11 
. a.m.
The Sidney group meets 
Tuesdays 9:30-11 a.m. for 
more information call Jane 
Warner at 652-0310 or Bark 
Adams at 656-9219.
Volunteers are needed by 
both groups for child-
students was held Sept. 27. It was well attended. Staff and answer “true” to this 
students have positive feelings about this year’s scholarship question, but, says Dr. 
class. ^ ^ ^
; •Club sign-up day was Sept. 28. There were many to, psychologist and professor "
choose from and one of the most popular clubs was girls of psychology at Simon Ley says the myth
^ P'-aseryniversity,.:Parents^^j^l^^^^^^^
says, citing several studies, minding. Anyone interested 
adolescents cope very well, in helping out should call
accept their parents’ values, 
are self-satisfied and have 
minimal conflict with their
of
is
any of the above numbers.
lf::'you:iove:
: cats : . . ^
»First dance of the year wa:s held Sept. 29; it was sue- — and some clinical perpetuated by superficial
The Island Cat Fanciers 
are planning a; meeting 8 
p.m. Oct. 5 at the SPCA
Scientists si 
inake • Ijirtlt; control
cessful with a record attendance of 350 people. Everybody psychologists -— are wrong. 
had a very good time and the spirit of Stelly’s has been Ley says - such charac- ^
revived. boardroom Napier Ave^
^ ^"rhe sports teams had a very busy week. The senior ; come into contact withHhe Aiipottovers welcome For
soccer team played two games,l against Mt. Doug and Oak ? ^ : 1 o per cent of adolescents ^ore informatibh call 382-
Bay. Both were close games. Girls’ grasshockey played who arc disturbed. 3271
three games against St. Margarets, Edward Milne and TOF YOl 1 Tt 
Parkland. The first two were losses but the last was a draw.
Senior boys volleyball games against Parkland, and Central Saanich Boys’
Esquimalt were well played. Junior boy's soccer got off to a begins fall
good start by winning their first game against Parkland 5- winter recreational
O’.-Thejuhior girls‘.yolleyball also won their game against nroerams Oct 11 -EveninE 
Parkland. ' " and afternoon programs are
With all the sports teams starting up an appropriate offered Tuesday through 
thought for the week would be sportsmanship. Every game Saturday for youngsters 
has a main goal — to win, but to make a game unique and aged seven to 19 years, 
fun there must be sportsmanship. Featured —sports, games.
It is most important to have fun and learn about the arts and crafts, cooking, 
game; it is not who wins but how you play that matters. ceramics, special clubs and
outdoor events.
Registration is at the club
located^ at : 7856^^ £
Fee for club 
merhbership requiredi For 
more information call Kim 
after 3 p.m. at 652-3021.
IS now open 
for your enjoyment





By Carolyn Hoskins 
: ; A new approach to 
developing an effective 
male contraceptive has 
shown promising: results, 
researchers in Ouebec 
report. NVhere mosL 
previous attempts to solye 
the problem have sought to 
c b n t r 01 o v e r a 11 s p e r m
production, the team at Lc 
Centre Hospitalier dc 
rUniversite Laval has been 
hunting for a way to inhibit 
sperm motility (movement).
1 n order for ferttUzationj 
. of a human egg to occur. 
Sperm must he able to swim 
a perilous distance of sonie ■ 
20 ceniimetres from the 
7:vagiita.7,:up7'Through''t'il'ie" 
: uterus ; and Out : tp the 
Fallopian tubes, wltcre eggs 
descend frOiTi the pVarics, 
The spernt swim by a whip­
like motion of tlieir tails. 
:‘:7''f'So:f,ljiup0rtant;f:;is::":Jhis''' 
syr-imming Ability that poor 
{motility 0
common cause of in- 
■";'7crtiliiyV''''
Dr. Claude Gagnon, of 
the Unite dc Biorcgulaiion 
Ccllulairc et MolccuUtire at 
Laval, says his group is 
convinced that this motility 
i is controlled by a specifiit: 
chemical rccgulator, an 
.cnityme known as a 
protease. The scientists
to, develop an 
inhibitor for this enzyme, 
so as to block the chemical 
reaction that enables sperm 
:;'to';movcf7''-V;.
They have been able to 
stop motility in sperm by 
treating them with com­
mercially available com­
pounds called “peptides”. 
The peptides penetrate the 
tough outer coating of the 
sperm and inhibit the action 
of the prbicasc controlling 
sperm motility.
One drttwback, however, u 
is that Ihcse commerical 
peptides can create side 
cffects in 1 he body getieraIIy , 
by interfering; with other 
proteases --- for exainpie, iiij : 
the immune system. So the, 
^■;rcsearchcry:':f::are.,‘; ■'fnbw':''"' 
devoting tlicir efforts tp7 
dcsigiiing substances similar 
to tiic peptides, but which 
w'otild be 1,000 time more ' 
potent {and could work in 
{ mihutd- amounts to block 
only the motility protease, 
this: could; eliminate {the 
risk of side effects. ;
Gne of the most cn- 
{ cbufagiitg {aspects of the 
0 work thus far iy 
pept ides: are 100 per cent { 
{.;, cf feettvei yThc'-':spcrm'7eX”:;;;' 
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Special services to 
children is a Peninsula 
Community Assoication 
program that is not too well 
known. Thanks to a rec- 
cently signed agreement 
with the human resources, 
it will be able to continue 
providing child care worker 
services to children and 






Victoria District Broomball. Men and ladies registration 
for season starting in October. For more information call 
478-3241 or 381-8365. 2-40
The Victoria YM-YWCA with activities for all ages 
will host the third annual and including a film 
World Development Day at festival, cultural program 
the “Y”, 880 Courtney, for kids booth displays, 




In this program, trained 
workers help children who 
are experiencing a range of 
problems that may be 
creating difficulty for them 
within the home, at school, 
or in the community. These 
services are usually given on 
a one-to-one basis with a 
child, or teenager, but 
group work will begin again 
this fall with the anticipated " 
social-life skills groups.
Families also receive 
support and guidance in 
caring for their children 
who need this assistance. 
The main goal is to promote 
h e a 11 h y re 1 a t i o ns hi p s 
between family members so 
that the family unit can stay 
together. For more in­
formation, please phone 
Louise Cole, co-ordinator 
at 656-0134.
By Lydia Pawlenko
Extra body fat on your trunk may be more than 
just a sign of the “middle age spread”. It may mean 
you run the risk of developing diabetes.
McMaster University anthropologist Dr. Emoke 
Szathmary says it may be possible to identify people 
at risk of developing “maturity onset” diabetes, 
which begins in the victim’s adulthood, by looking at 
how their body fat is distriubted.
Dr. Szathmary and her assistant Nasha Holt tested 
Dogrib Indians in the Northwest Territories for 
hyperglycemia (abnormally high levels of sugar in the 
blood), a condition that leads to diabetes. They also 
tested the distribution of fat on the subjects’ bodies.
They found that hyperglycemics within the tribe 
had a higher proportion of fat on their trunks than 
on the rest of their bodies, and were generally more 
obese than subjects without hyperglycemia.
Dr. Szathmary discovered a high incidence of 
hyperglycemia among the Dogrib. The tribe’s 
population of 1,486 had not been previously tested 
for hyperglycemia, but Dr. Szathmary suspects the
since
She says contact with the south has created an 
environment in which those people who have a 
genetic predisposition towards diabetes can develop 
thediesease.
The Dogrib inhabit the region east of the
Are you alone and 
^ wishing that you could join 
someone for Thanksgiving 
dinner? Thanks ' to ‘ Job’s 
; Daughters, ybu can do jii 
that! By calling Maryke at 
656-5910 or Carol at 656- 
2900, you will be picked up, 
driven to the Masonic Hall 
on East Saanich Road, and 
provided Oct. 9 with a 
delicious supper in a 
friendly setting.
a • • This is the way members 
of Job’s Daughters wish to 
show their caring concern 
for the lonely. Last year 38 
peninsula residents sat 
down to supper and the 
girls would like to seat even 
more this year. Call today 
and be a part of the 
Thanksgiving festivities!
Lakes. The researcher studies residents from three 
villages in the area.
Glucose tolerance tests, measuring blood sugar 
levels, were conducted on 157 adiilt Dogrib in the 
three villages. The tests showed that 10 per cent of 
the subjects had hyperglycemia. Elevated glucose 
levels were found in eight men and severi women.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Residents of. Rae, ; the ; lar^st,; southernmost
village, showed the highest rate of hyperglycemia. 
Rae is the only Dogrib village accessible by road, and 
has the, greatest proportion: ; of Residents who no 
longer hunt, trap or fish regularly.
Contact with outside culture has led Rae’s - 
residents to consume more “junk food’r and alcohol, 
and to lead less active lives, than residents of the 
other more remote villages. Dr. Szathmary says these, 
factors have led to the higher rate of hyperglycemia
in Rae.
Sidney Parents 
Discussion Group is 
looking for people who 
would enjoy baby-sitting 
Tittle ones Tuesdays from 
9:30 to 11 a.m. Though it 
would be nice to find 
several ‘‘grannies’ ’ who 
would be willing to do this 
on a weekly basis, they 
Tvolild be happy if the help 
offer was for one morning a
to measure body fat, at seven places on the subjects’ 
bodies: the outer forearm, triceps, below the 
shoulder blade, the side: of the chest, above the hip, 
and abdomen and the calf.
All hyperglycemics had disporportionately more 
fat on their trunks than did subjects with normal 
blood sugar levels. These excess fat deposits on the
Trunks vyere rhofe pronounced in hyperglycemic rhen ; 
thanTn hyiperglyce;mic women, althouglV the trait was 
present in both sexes.
Blood sugar levels tend to t>e higher in obese, 
people; so they are more likely to develop diabetes, 
according to Dr. Szathmary.
The study' was funded by Health and Welfare 
Canada.
City-dwellers think air 
and water pollution are 
greater health threats than 
smoking or drinking, ac­
cording to University of 
Toronto researchers, who 
recommend that en­
vironmental issues be in­
cluded in public health 
campaigns.
Behavioral science 
Professor Rhonda Love 
and Professor Niall Byrne 
of the Dept, of Studies in 
Medical Eduction, surveyed 
152 residents of the eastern 
downtown area of Toronto, 
asking, “What do you 
perceive as the greatest risk 
to health?” Most of those 
questioned mentioned 
pollution as their greatest 
concern.
Dr. Love believes that 
public education is 
responsible for the 
widespread awareness of 
pollution, adding that she 
expected the city-dwellers to 
be the most concerned since 
downtown residents would 
be more likely to encounter 
air pollution than those 
living in suburban or rural 
' areas."
The interviewers often 
had to ask specifically 
about smoking, drinking 
a nd d r u gs b e fo r e t he 
respondents admitted that 
these too were health risks. 
In Dr. Love’s oinion, the 
public; may not be as 
concerned about the effects 
of these ,‘Tifestyle factors” 
as health professionals are
Since environmental 
_ issues, seem: :tO : be so irh-i 
portant in the minds of the 
public. Dr. Love concludes 
that health-care workers 
should pay more attention 
■ to them. She suggests that 
: environmental issues should 
be incorporated into 
campaigns which are 
primarily intended to fight 
abuse of tobacco, alcohol 
and other drugs.
The survey results may 
also indicate: that health 
* workers must change their 
priorities, lessening their 
e ni p h a s i s b n “lifestyle 
; factors”, she says. ; -
La Leche League of Sidney invites expectant and breast 
feeding mothers to a meeting 8 p.m. Oct 1 at 8712 Emard 
Terrace, Sidney. The topic is nutrition and weaning. For 
more information call 652-5781. Babies welcome. 2-41
»|( tK )tc
The Bluewater Cruising Association regular and annual 
general meeting takesplace Oct. 11 Sanscha Hall. Doors 
open 7:15 p.m., meeting 8 p.m. Use highway side entrance 
door. Featured — slides of a one-year South Pacific cruise.





LB. Jb & kg
1-40
Women Aglow meet 10 a.m. Oct. 12 at Sidney 
Travelodge. All women welcome. Babysitting available. 
Petty Kennedy is guest speaker. 2-41
The Christian Home is the title of a film to be shown by 
Dr. Howard Hendricks 7:30 p.m. Oct. 6 at St. Stephen’s 
Church Hall, St. Stephen’s Rd., off Mount Newton Cross 
Rd. The film examines child-parent relationships. l-TO
FREEIER BEEF
GRADE A l
$139 $106 FRONTS.. .... i ^ K*
$1 69 $173
SIDES .lb. A W kg
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
choose from this summer. We’ll help get the body fit and 
firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels. The
music IS
HINDS
Island View Freezer ltd
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411 
8-5 Mon.-THURS. 8-6 FRl.
Benefit dinner,
art auction
Swan Lake Christmas 
Hill Nature Centre Society 
is presenting a benefit 
dinner and art auction Oct. 
14 at the University of 
Victoria Faculty Club. 
Tickets are available by 
advance sales only frorn the 
nature sanctuary office on 
Swan Lake Road (479-0211 
from 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.). Art 
works include more than 40 
o r i g i n a 1 p a i n t i n g s and 
sculptures vvith a natural 
history theme.
Many of the works of art 
may be previewed at the 
M a 11 w p o d 3 G all e r y,
U n i V e r s i t y ; C e n t r e, a f -: 
i tbrnoons until 4 p.m. Oct 13 
arid 14: Proceeds go^tbward 
the nature sanctuary’s 
education programs. For 
more information, 
telephone 479-0211 or 652- 
3658.
MR. BUSlNESSWiAN:
If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently changed, please call us 
and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three months. This service limited to the 
Review’s Trading area; V
Company Name
■ UoiAcme Outboard and Marine Repairs 
i4mAII Weather Sprinkler Systems Co.
!43iBrentwoodGifts&CraftsShop . 33, V.
(iiiiCarol’sBeautySalon : ,: r,. .7.
fJOiEllisElectriCv.';:-:':. 3'.7',;,..7:3.;.7 .33;/3'3.;.7'7;.
:46TntireMainteiiance&SuppliesLtd7..
34;!i Expressions. Gifts, Cards and Books . ...
I',iGoldenSheaf Bakery
V’.oilrmalndustries..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i‘Vj,McTaggar1.Dr. Sue..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oak & Barrel Steak & Chowder House
Number
. C : i . . .T56-06^ 
658-5652 bus: /383-6135 res.
: 652-3537









Three Sisters Convenience Store   .656-6714
■ Courtesy The Review
iJo Peninsula Signs 
^ c.thSidney Feed & Garden Supplies 
,4,)iTheWheelHouseCafe
i"' ■■■7'
The research was sup­
ported by funds from 
Heal t h a n d ; e 1 fare
7',',Cahada.''''7',;7;:7.'’7::7 7 7'7;7,,3,';;^
month, or bn a ‘call”
3 basis. Transportation will 
be chcerfiilly provided from 
any part of the peninsula, 
•as particlp^
-fronv all areas, please call 
■Barb at 656-9219 if you can
9
W':
want to use the 
HundyDART bus which is 
now driving around the 
peninsula on Mondays and 
■Thursdays? Rcmcinber, it is 
not for people in 
wheelchairs only. Resldcnls 
with physical disabilities 
which make it impossible 
for them to walk to the 
neurcsl bus stop, do 
qualify.
Sad to say, the btis is now 
going back; to Victoria 
Monday and Thursday 
afternoons because it is 
only being kept busy in the | 
morning. Let's call 381- 
3278 and keep the hiis busy! 
Medical appointments get 
priority hut the bus will 
take you shoppipg, visiting, 
and sight-seeing. No need 
to sit at home If you qualify 
fof: service.
'';,7,'''!v':7:Ti’s./apple,.''harvcst'Ttime,, 
■C7"''T-.'oncc7 againt:;;if 7 :y,ou:7;ltavc:.
apple trees and no need foi* 
the apples, please ;lct 
supervised STAG tnembers 
pick the fruit Tor sale ul The 
Peninsula Old and New 
Shop. In Hum manner, the
kid'; V.'OI'IMO '.'tvcihHr own;
program which suffered a 
massive cuiback in 
govermiicnl fuiuJhfg ihi.s 
year. Your apple trees, and 
i-PCA will deeply appreciate
■ 7 ;‘'Tt.
vrt
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CUPS&MUGS






EARL CREV ^ 
STRAWBERRY






'Ar MEUTA PORCELAIN FILTER 
COFFEE MAKER 2 TO 6 CUP 













★ MELITA AROMA PLUS 
10 CUP AUTOMATIC
times on the Peninsula!
Oxtail soup, salad bar, home baked scone bread, roast turkey 
with cranberry sauce, roast potatoes, broccoii & carrots. 
Pumpkin pie, tea or coffee.
TRY A DIFFERENT APPETIZERS EACH 
DAY WITH THE PURCHASE OF A CUP 
OF COFFEE
COFFEE GROUND FRESH 
IN THE STORE
IF TBH HAYl AIT CUES- 
TIORS PlEASE DDH’T 
















ftt The Brentwobd Inn
652-9515
:■ 9' 9, 9 ■
::Driy
For inforrnatipn 4 “ Reservations 652-2413
Wednesday. Ociohcr 3, I9d3 rm-: re view Page B5
Mechanical breakdowns
Most manufacturers provide trouble-shooting manuals 
for their engines. However, if one of these is not available, 
the following tips may help you locate the cause of your 
engine trouble and get you underway again. Proper engine 
maintenance should prevent problems in most cases, but 
engine emergencies can happen ev'en to the well-prepared. 
When a breakdown occurs: ’
-set the anchor to stabalize your boat, if possible,
-consult a tide table and check the distance your boat is 
drifting over a period of time,
-never make more than one adjustment at a time when 
trouble shooting and be sure to follow a logical sequence, 
-stay calm, proceed slowly and remember, nearly all 
engine problems are simple and repairable,
-make a radio call while you still have power and make 
your situation known,
-insist everyone on board wears a flotation device.
Diesel engine failure
There are only two basic checks for trouble in diesel 
engines: Is the engine getting air and fuel?
A device which automatically triggers air or fuel shut­
offs when the engine speed is excessive is often overlooked 
when trouble-shooting. If you have an over-speed trip or
governor on your boat, have a mechanic show you how to 
reset it.
Tocheckair:
-some diesel engines are equipped with automatic air 
dampeners that shut off air supply when over healing or 
loss of oil pressure occurs,
-check the air inlet cleaner and screen to see that the 
passage to the intake manifold is clear.
To check fuel:
-make sure the shut off valve in the fuel line hasn’t 
vibrated closed,
-make sure you re not out of fuel by carefully draining 
some out of filters.
To check for water in the fuel:
-locate the fuel filter and open the drain valve in the 
bottom, watching for water,
-if there is water in the filter, drain it out and prime the 
fuel system with the prime pump or crank the engine, 
-change a clogged filter.
For air leaks in the fuel system:
-check and tighten all connections in the fuel lines from 
the tank to the pump,
-check the gaskets on fuel filter and strainer housing or 
cap,
-disconnect the fuel return line and allow fuel to flow 
until no air is in fuel.
If fuel is not reaching the engine:
-a stop switch or solenoid in the engine system may have 
shorted, causing the solenoid to close. If so, disconnect the 
wires and try starting the engine,
-use manual control lo open fuel system.
Air can enter the fuel line when changing fuel tanks. To 
remedy this, use the prime pump to increase the fuel 
pressure and try to restart.
If electrical problems occur, they will probably be in the 
starting system. Refer to the next segment for gasoline 
engines on “starting motor malfunction.”
ram
arms
“We’re convinced the Joint Farm Health 
and Safely Program is the most effective way 
to enhance safe working practices on B.C. 
farms,” says George Aylard, a North 
Saanich resident and president of the B.C. 
Federation of Agriculture.
Aylard and chairman of the Workers’ 
Compensation Board, Art Gibboris, jointly 
chair the policy-setting committee for the 
joint program, established in spring 1983. 
Setup of such a program in place of 
regulations enforcement was a condition 
demanded by the province’s farmers before 
they would accept the extension of corn-
farm has a different physical setup and 
accompanying hazards.”
Aylard emphasized the common sense of a 
farm operator is a far better guarantee of 
safety than a mass of detailed regulations 
applied by an outside administrator.
“We all know farming is a hazardous 
occupation,” Aylard points out, “and we 
are sure the best way to deal with this is 
through a comprehensive, continuing safety 
education and promotion program carried 
on at the industry level.” t
The structure of the joint program is a 
pyramid of committees. At all levels there is
pulsory workers’ compensation coverage to 
> the agricultural industry April 4, 1983/ /
V^r- .1 r committees do safety education and
pracnces OIV their operations,^ : says Ay ard.^^^,^^
a dairy producer. ‘Tts just that we fed the jointly visit reported far^^
/ usual pr^edure, enforcing regulations when
workers compensation becomes compulsory ; -relessness under the joint program
Aforam^m^^^^ farm operations go on record for every
“For one thing, the industry is too reportedcomplaint or accident. Setond, peer 
complex. You’re looking at over 8,000 pressure is brought , to bear because any
work sites all over the province increase in accidents means an increase in
engaged in production of any of about 20 premium rates for the whole industry, 
commodities/ EacKl^^^^ and size of * —-n i-..*
pesticides. Their use poses some unique 
safety problems in that hazards are hard to 
track, arising with unexpected combinations 
of chemicals, or gradually over time. The 
joint program has developed a number of 
materials and activities specifically designed 
to address pesticide safety.
Aylard feels the size of the pesticide threat 
in agriculture has been exaggerated. 
“Producers of only about four of B.C.’s 
food cominodities are significant users of 
pesticides,” he comments.
/‘You might/be, surprised, too, by/the 
statistics we have on farm accidents, which 
show over 50 per cent are with machinery, 
particuiarly tractors,: and about 11 per cent 
syith livestock. As/a cause of accidents — 
hospitalization and so: on --- pesticides rate
;/very,loW;.”r :
The program; \vill undergo/ a formal 
/assesstnent :: in spring /1984 to/ deterrnine 
: whethei’ormotdt rriay continue.“We can see 
/il/."working/;already,”/;,says': Aylard.///The/
process makes sense, it’s got a strong 
combination of personnel and facilities, and 
most important of all, it’s got the 
cooperation of the entire industry.”
Norine and Maurice 
Tubman recently celebrated 
their golden wedding an­
niversary at their home at 
6283 Oldfield. The couple 
were married Sept. 28, 
1933, and have lived on the 
Saanich Peninsula all their 
lives.
Guests included Olive 
and Willard Michell, Jack 
and Rose Rubman, Reita 
Robson, Ed and Olive 
Smith, Brian Smith, Babe 
and Charlie Warren, Bob, 
Dor o t h y; S h a u n a n d 
Heather Tubman, Barbara, 
Roy, J ohn; Marie and J ulie 
Begg, Evelyn and Clarence 
Galyin, : and life-long 
friend, Ethel Thompson.
Saiisdiameet
Sidney and North ^
By Lydia Pawlenko
Blood sugar is the sweet 
secret anti-freeze that keeps 
frogs from freezing to death 
in winter, a Caiieton 
University biologist-bioche­
mist has discovered. He 
hopes his research on the 
mechanics of the frogs’ 
freezing and thawing 
processes may help keep 
human organs for tran­
splants when They’re 
frozen.
Terrestrial (land) frogs 
don’t hibernate underwater 
burrowed in mud like 
aquatic frogs. They’re the 
only vetebrates (animals 
with backbones) that find 
themselves a secluded spot 
and hide under a couple of 
inches of dead leaves until 
spring.
Ice crystallizes in their 
abdominal cavities and legs, 
but their blood does not 
freeze.
Dr. Kenneth Storey 
discovered that members of 
the spQCiQS Rana sylvatica, 
which includes grass frogs 
and tree frogs, somehow 
raise their blood sugar by as 
much as 100 times during 
the winter, so that their 
blood becomes a syrupA
the for­
mation of ice crystals in / 
tissue fluids, which would f 
ru ptur e cel 1 s, an d al lo ws t he 
/ frogs To survive in/tein- 
: peratures/ down To/ -8 /
amounts of blood sugar 
without this having the 
drastic hormonal effects it 
would in humans or other 
animals.
RV & AUTO SALES
.// • cars;.' . , ■
76 CHEVETTE, auto, 1 owner $2495 
76 TOYOTA COROLLA, 1 owner 
$2695
75 HONDA CIVIC 4 spd.....  $1895
74 CHRYSLER NEWPORT, loaded 
.................. ...$2495
70 FURY 4 door, trir. pkg. .. $895 
69 CHRYSLER 300, loaded, low 
miles . ..$1295
68 PLYMOUTH y.I.P. Runs great 
............... ......$695
TRUCSiS
1975 FORD 'T TON SWB Van $2795 
1972 DODGE ’/^ TON, auto, canopy 
$1995
1975 CHEV BLAZER 4x4. A beaut.
.$5995
1977 EL CAMINO, See the paint; job 
///■:.'..v...:.'...//.../: 5995
///::::/;/^RV.;//://://;/';
OVER 30 TRAILERS^ / 
CAMPERS & MOTORHOPES
c • u A ‘ -A ir ii’ Blood sugar (glucose) IS 
Saanich Community Hall : '
ssocia ion (,; ) biological molecule in the





CHASSIS; DUAL WR^EELS, 
V8, AUTO/ALL THE OPTIIONS
WAS $11,995 /
now^94;95
WE BUY, ACCEPT CONSiGNMFPP 
AND TRADES/CASH WAITING/T
650-SS44V.
Nancy Reeves, the author Books on Beacon Ave.
/buA
/ y7^
/dealing / effectively; vvith; /
children’s ;cpncerns about Children’s / Hospital. To 
death 7 p.m. Oct. 5 at the register, call 656-3144.^ /
;/: Jumping:;Mpuse'Ghildfen’s:;/'/:;,;,y/;'/'; '■/;„/:/,
V North ;Saanich; council heed.
had second thoughts On a motion by Aid. Eric
AThursday about a com- Sherwood^ council voted an
mittee recommendation additional S500 grant to the /
that persons wanting to Peninsula ; Community /
build additional marina ;Association. A $2,000 grant
berths be required to show a was given earlier. The PGA
"local’’ need for them. has lost several thousand
. , V „ 1 . r- i dollars in provincial :Mayor Jay R.ingcl at firsl
refused tp accept an
amendment to the _ / .
recommendation, on the commented _lh*h
grounds that the committee Sidney supported the PCA
consisted of the fall / ‘'“"“""V
$2,000 from the sale of;
timber off the lot given by;
Sidney (p North Saanich for
by council/ its; nevv fire hall, ; but
Ihcmolion requires that llie otherwise has a “no-gram”
applicant shoW; a need l'oru; ;policy, Cchtral Saanich,alsb;/
the berths, btti not a local has a no-grant policy. ;/
DISTRICT OF NBHTH SAANICH
Watering’ restrictions;previously; in efiect [n /hT' ,iiito T Noiin, | 
Saanich, SOUTH ot Mclavish Road.:aii(i:Wi/T o); La 
Roaefhave nowheen removed:/ :
council, but his ruling was 
challenged and overturned.
Council wishes to expressTis appTeciaiion to hii) (esidenj/ oThiiS; 
area who have cooperated by^adhefinn to ihese idcuiTionn '.mce 
they were imposed June 3, 1983; Ihemsiallation of new i)iim)3!,,:| 
is expected to bO: complete:in;the;neae lutme 'This yiciion:w " 
allevialB the water shoitarjo in this area (liiiiiui pe.ik jiennds dT: j 
usage; : v.v;: .' '-r









Blood residues from 
several animal species have 
been discovered on the 
surfaces of prehistoric tools 
1,000 to 6,000 years old 
found along the west coast
and in the northern forests 
of Canada. Blood-sample 
tests have shown the blood 
to be from caribou, black­
tailed deer, moose, grizzly, 
snowshoe rabbit and 
humans.
According to Thomas 
Loy, of the British 
Columbia Provincial 
Museum in Victoria, a 
major concern of ar­
chaeological lithic (stone) 
analysts is to discover what
prehistoric tools were used 
for, and what materials 
they were used on.
When Dr. Loy examined 
104 tools of varying types 




If you drink and then drive in British Columbia, you run 
the risk of committing three serious offences — impaired 
driving, failing to provide breath samples, and driving 
while having a blood alcohol level of more than 80 
milligrams.
To be convicted of impaired driving, the prosecutor 
must convince the judge beyond a reasonable doubt that 
your ability to drive a motor vehicle was impaired by 
alcohol or a drug. Note that the prosecution just has to 
prove you were impaired, not intoxicated or drunk.
impairment, the arresting police officer will 
normally describe to the judge your physical symptoms, 
such as slurred speech, staggering, glassy eyes, poor co- 
ordination.
It doesn’t matter how much you have had to drink, as 
some people are impaired after two beers. The test which 
the judge applies is to determine whether you were im­
paired in your ability to drive a motor vehicle.
You can be impaired by alcohol or a drug, or by a 
combination of both. Impairment from marijuana is an 
offence, as is impairment from the combination of alcohol 
and medications.
You don’t have to be actually driving to be convicted. 
The Griminal Code makes it an offence to drive or have 
care or control while impaired. It is not a defence to pull 
off to the side of the road to “sleep it off”. As long as you 
exercise some care or control over the vehicle while you are 
impaired, you will be convicted.
The second offence is failing to provide breath samples. 
Jf alpoliceman suspects that you are impaired, he may 
require you to provide breath samples, and require you to 
y accompainy him to the poHce istation to haye the tests 
0perfo^medv;;r-:::-;';;'':,;''
TheV Criminal Code requires you to comply unless you 
have a^ reasonable excuse for not doing so. For example, if 
you asik to speak to a lawyer before giving breath samples, 
the bfflicer must give you an opportunity to do so. If he 
doesn’^y or if he refuses to give you privacy, then that may 
cbmp^ute a reasonable excuse.
The April federal budget proposed the creation of a 
new investment vehicle to be known as an Indexed 
Security Investment Plan (ISIP). This was the outcome 
of recommendations proposed by the Lortie Committee 
which had been charged with developing solutions to the 
tax distortion caused by inflation. The formal in­
troduction of ISlP’s is scheduled for Oct. 1 this year 
and no doubt you will be hearing a lot more about them 
over the next few months.
Basically, an ISIP is intended to achieve the 
elimination oftax on that part of a capital gain which is 
attributable to inflation. Suppose the difference bet­
ween the purchase and sale of a security created a 
capital gain of $1,000. At present, $500 of the gain was 
due to inflation and $700 was “true” capital gain.
Effectively, within an ISIP, only the $700 would be 
subject to tax; that is, tax would be payable on $350.
Although rules are still being finalized for ISIPs, it is 
expected that individuals and most trusts resident in 
Canada will be eligible for these plans. Eligible in­
vestments will be shares of Canadian public cor­
porations, rights and warrants and some publicly traded 
options to buy or sell eligible shares. In fact, most 
securities which qualify as investments under the rules 
governing registered retirement savings plans will also 
be eligible for ISIP’s.
No limit has been set bn funds that can be invested in 
an ISIP, nor is there any limit to the number of plans a 
person can have. Plans can be terminated at any time.
Like the divident tax credit, the objective of which is 
to eliminate double taxation on company profits in the 
hands of shareholders, the Indexed Security Investment 
Plan proposal can be viewed as progressive legislation 
designed to exempt inflationary gains from taxation. 
Whether an individual should establish a plan will 
depend upon his or her financial position, tax rate, 
investment objectives, trading activity and expectations.
Investors should explore the merits of an ISIP with 
their financial advisors and associates. There is every 
indication these plans will become as popular as RRSPs.
[Stephen R. Taylor is a representative of Pitfieid 
Mackay Ross Limited, Victoria].
widely different 
vironments, 86 per 
showed surface blf)od 
residues. Animal and plant 
tissues, feather particles, 
and hair fragments have 
also been found.
Aftei' examining the 
tools’ surfaces under a 
rriicroscope. Dr. Loy tested 
the suspected blood 
deposits to see if they were 
in fact blood. Having 
established that they were, 
he then crystallized samples 
of the blood for further 
analysis. Since blood 
crystals from each animal 
are distinctly different, 
examination of the 
crystallized samples allowed 
him to identify their animal 
origins.
These techniques have 
enabled scientists for the 
first time to determine how 
the tools were used. 
Moreover, the human
blood residues will allow 
researchers to type 
prehistoric blood. At 
present, they must rely on a 
very limited source of 
prehistoric blood samples 
— mummies.
Analysis of the animal 
blood samples makes 
possible a better un­
derstanding of which 
animals were common at 
what point in prehistory, 
how they were distributed 
over geographic areas and 
how man used those animal 
resources.
Apparently, the blood 
residues can remain on 
tools and other surfaces for 
an undetermined length of 
time, much longer than 
scientists had suspected. 
Burial of the tools encloses 
them in a stable en­
vironment ' that protects 
them from heat and 
moisture.
Professional Guides
GILBERT’S MARINE & GUIDE SERVICE LTD.
Year around Salmon fishing
per hour
Phone (604) 652-2211 VOSIAO
739 Saunders lane R.R. 1, Brentwood Bay, B.C.
nstsR




over ^0-milligrams. If you provide breath samples in 
tfespojnse to a police officer’s demand and the results are 
liven! 80, you will be charged with this offence, whether or 
hoy you are impaired.
.. As with impaired driving, you can e charged with either 
dr/iving or having care or control while over 80 milligrams.
/For a first offence you will normally receive afine of 
^400-$700. Your driver’s license will be suspended 
■" ^.utomatically for at least six months. If you are in an
,, ^accident which results in injuries or property damage, your 
•' ^insurance is void and ICBC will have the right to collect 
. . from you the amount they paid out on your behalf.
On a second offence yoii will go to jail for at least 14 
days and for a third offence you will do a minimum of 
three months in jail.
r M fOU»
port;^^se ol -g, 
fneal I>o«t> 'Ins- ^ 
s cooperative •!> oot ^V
' aod as 'eP'®^'*^
I yooi purchase pr i^ W 
k ,n lull wiK be reluod 
* edioyouPiompl'y 
jnd cout leoosly -
CUT FROM CANADA A BEEF... . . . . . . . READY TO EAT f jig
CUT FROM ? i ! - 
CANADAABEEF L lb;






. Let the other drivermake the mistakes but you learn 
how tb prevent becoming involved in a collision. Learn to 
drive to survive and protect youf safe driver discoiint. The 
'dapital Region Safety Council has a defensive driving 
course starting Oct. II.
FROZEN
3-7kgL BY THE PIECE.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IbH
The safety council will conduct an 18-hour advanced 
motorcycle course starting Oct. 30. The course covers both 
theory and pfacticaL if you have encountered any control 
Tiroblems; had a close call in traffic or simply want to ride 
to your full potential in safetyi the advanced rider course is 
for/youv Prerequisites are a minimum of one yejar and/or 
5,000 kiris riding experience as a Class 6 operator. Use your 
own motorcycle. For more information call 478-9584.
BURN'S PURE PORK 
ORBEEF . .
Ilf
lb. :a AVAILABLE STARTING THURSDAY At COMPETITIVE PRICES
MINUTE MAID











/ Local lb. 
LOCAL . . . . . . : . . . . . lb.
ins LOCAL.. . :. lb.
CALIFORNIA IS's.. ea.
CTn Octol’'i;r Isr, the C'criiiicii General ! ■ 
Accountant.s Association of BiTiLsh Guliinihia 
awatded their professipnitl Uesignation ,tp 1B2 
men and women who successfully completed 
the progr.iin i.if studies develoj^ed with the ; o 
assistimce ol the University ttf Britisli C'olumhia; 
and administered h\ f’.t'-A. We are proud to 
wclceane the itew (LG. A.'s from this area who 
ate members of the 198) graduating class.
PINEAPPLE










iroTjj:/;' SLICED PEACHESI COOP mini.
B.SC.
J. Chonartl j 
Nan I.. Chudloyi BvA;
Donna Conway 
Rita M;Cu(lniore 




training Lee, B,A I 
William
Mary Ann Mallottj B/Ma. 
Brontia McCurrio 
Wendy A,: Pratt'if: 
Victor A. Skaarilp, B.A., C.I.A. 









TOM ATO/VEGETABLE SOUPa 
QU AKER LIFE CEREAL m
INSTANTCOFFEitooPTOTg;:}:'::/:;
SOFT MARGARINE Koot.

























HEAVY DUTY FOIL WRAP^r












SNACK CRACKERS cooPAkog 
GILLETTE ATRA BLADES V. 
MULTIPLE ViTAMINiMlNM 
A.S.A.TABLETScooPsooe 















GARBAGE BAGS COOP.0. 








'Coi "tifllal 'General ■;
: to'it AccountiintN'
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' nl Hnnd.L olunibia
Phone 652418B
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All classified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before noon on f^on- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




I jppropilale headings and lo set ratesThe Review reserves Ihe right lo classily ads un 
therelorc and to deteiniinc page location.
The Review reserves Ihe right lo revise, edit, assily or reiect any advertisement and lo 
retain any answers directed loihe Review Box R' .ly Services, and to repay the cusiomer the 
sum paid lor Ihe advertisement and box rental. . .
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions will bo destroyed unless mailing insliucllons are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested nol lo send originals ol documents lo 
avoidToss.
Ail claims ol errors In advertising must be received by Ihe publisher wilhih 30 days alter 
Ihe lirst publication.
II Is agieed by the advertiser tequesling space that Ihe liability ol The Review In Ihe event 
ol lailure lo publish an adverlisemeni or in the event ol an error appearing In the advertise­
ment as published shall be limiled to the amount paid by Ihe advertiser lor only one incorrect 
Insertion lor Iho portion ol Ihe adverllsing space occupied by Ihe IncorrecI or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liability In any event greater than Ihe amount paid lor such 
adverllsing.
MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR Me v ; Pil^iillSUiA DlillCTOiY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
S.Q.S. LTD.
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
r
Obituaries .....




Personals .. r........__ ..................... ... .6
Business Personals .................. ..........7
Business Opportunities .,...8
Help Wanted ......... . ......................... ........... ... , 9
Work Wanted.. ,........__ _ _ _ _.... .10
Miscellaneous For Sale ............................ 11
GarageSales__ ,....:.... ........... .12
Wanted To Buy...... . ............ t ...................... 13
Pets ... ................... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .14
Livestock. :;......i...........;........ .15
Farm Produce ................. ., . ...16
Gardening....... . . .M
Boats & Marine .............../................. .18
Motorcycles..... ........ t, ...;.... 19
Aircraft .......... .. 20
PEFlSONALS
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232. 
We offer information, support and 





We offer a fuH line 
of Service
—for a reasonable rate—
TfOin a weeding jcb to compiele land 
scaotng including rockenes 'a(ivew'.iy oaiic 
garoen sheos lawn cutting, etc
656-3317
VACUUM CLEANERS, buy, seller 
trade rebuilt vacuums from $25; 
Electrolux, Filter Queen, compact 
vacuums wanted, working or not 
forcash389-0590 or381-5136.
4 c4 2
COUNSELLING for families and 
individuals of all ages - serving 
the Peninsula. Community 
Counselling Service, 9788- 
Second St., Sidney. 656-1247. tf 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Ten 
separate groups meet every week 
on the Ganich Peninsula. For 
help or info, call 383-0415. 18p40
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995.00. Financing available, 
no down payment O.A.C. $59.00 
per month. Dealer inquiries 
welcome. Phone 430-4040. tfn
HORTICULTURAL TEAM of two 
will take care otall your gardening 
from landscaping to indoor 
plants. References available. 
Dougand Linda 656-9570. 4p40
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after5 p.m. tf
COLLECTOR PLATE FAIR. Don't 
miss the first Vancouver Collector 
Plate Fair. Meet artists; free 
draws; Bradford buy and sell; 
special showplate; seminars and 
films. Join the fun at The Royal 
Towers Hotel, 6th St., and Royal 
Avenue, New Westminster - 
October 22nd and 23rd. 10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. $3 admission. Further 
intormationphone 985-1484. 
Ipb40
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES
2412 SEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
LIKE NEW, electric Slumber 
Magic double size deluxe ad­
justable bed with two Miracle 
Massagers. V? price, $1,250 obo. 
656-4377. Ic40
CONMAC AOTOSWOTSVE







EARN CHRISTMAS MONEY 
NOW. Your hours - your area. 
Manager openings if qualified. 
Write Fuller Brush Company, 
3677 Hoskins Road, North 
Vancouver, V7K 2N9 or Phone 
294-1512. 2pb40
DEEP COVE MAN with truck tor 
house, yard and garden main­
tenance, carpentry, haulingaway, 
window cleaning, evestroughs 
and roofs cleaned. Septic fields. 
Reasonable rates anywhere on 
Peninsula. Malcolm, 656-9312. 
4p4 2
HYDRAULIC DISTRIBUTOR TO 
COVER THIS AREA. Call 112-832- 
8390 or reply to Mount View 







Farm Machinery ..., 
For Rent..;.....
vyantedto Rent .. : . 
Real Estate For Sale. 
Mobile Homes .....
legals .. v....: . ■ v
j WE HAVE ALL TYPES 0FrFEN- 
1CING. Residential — Industrial 
Farm. . Pressure: treated 
I posts S lumber. Supply or in- 
stafled, ask ^ about . our 
jspecials. 652-241 2 — 
652-1121. V :: - : L 33i
VERY ACTIVE GRAVEL 
BUSINESS. 27 acres on major 
highway. Equipment optional. 
Illness reason tor selling. Phone 
832-2895 or write: Box 194’ 
Salmon Arm, B.C. V0E2T0.
1pb40i
DO YOU NEED HELP with the 
care of your home? Hardworking 
handymen will do carpentry 
(renovations), gardening, 
retaining walls, etc. Excellent 
references available from 
satisfied customers. $7 per hour. 
Call Steve at 656-4490 or Graham 
656-5864. 8c40
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW 
CLEANING - reasonable rates. 
Phone 656-3317. 35t
SCOTISH KNIT WEAR 100% 
Shetlyn wool sweaters with the 
traditional Fair-Isle pattern 
knitted in the Shetland Islands of 
Scotland. Also available a 
selection of plain sweaters in a 
variety of colours and styles. See 
also our Scotish hand knitted 
mohair berets and tooke with 
matching mittens, prices for 
these pure wool items starting as 
low as $15, sweaters are $30 
upwards. Excellent value as 
Christmas preents with the 
beauty and the hard wearing 
qualities of pure wool. Our 
supplies are limited therefore 






•Certified Body Shop oRadiator Repairs 
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WOOD WINDOWS. DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest ■ selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112:374-3566, ^Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343. 
LillooetL 112 -256 -7 501,
/ Whitehorse 112-667-7332. na-tfn:
DRYCLEANING PLANT located in 
Kamloops shopping centre. 
Equipment good operating 
■condition, ideal for couple. 
Reasonably priced - $45,000. 
Write KN; 576-63 W. Victoria 
Street, Kamloops, B.C. V2G 6 J6. : 
rpb40"..
SAWS FILED, tools repaired and 
sharpened. Light metai repair 
work. 15 years in Sidney. “Len" 
Cusden, 2440 Malaview. Phone 
656-4068. 8p43
PADDLE FANS - The original fan 
store. Wholesale and Retail. Free 
catalogues; Ocean Pacific Fan 
Gallery Inc: 4600 East Hastings 










Brentwood and Sidney area. 385- .x 
5328. 3c41 ■
1 - 24 VOLT 30 amp battery 
charger $ 150. Phone 477-4892/
MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION } ! t ^/ t 
Delivery
• PRESERV E SHINE • UNDERCOATING * SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAMPOO ‘ TAR REMOVAL 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
FULLY EXPERIENCED CAR­
PENTER with $10,000 worth of 
time: saving tools available now.
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
1 mperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J iE6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1995.00 . Financing available, no 
dovvn payment/’O.A.C. $ 59 per
IN HEART OF CARIBOO suc­
cessful Machine and Fabrication
Shop. Robm for expansion, illness Hourly or contract. 656-7658 : 
torces sale. Price $160,000. For 4 c4 2 ;/■ /'.;/
further information 992-2586 or }: EXPERIENCED}/ CARPENTER - ; ,
992-3308; 8:00-5:00. / Box: T, renovations; :;// repairs 'and ;
Cariboo . Observer, }102-246 St;, } finishing. 1/ Free ’/ estimates;
/ Laurent; Avenue,: Quesnel, ;B.C. ; Reasonable rates./656-1876. V
} V2J 1 c4 0 - FIREWOOD: alder, $85 per cord,
?}} month._Dealer inquiries welcome.; 
“ - days a week for your :
conveniencevv / Phone 112-430-;/ 
4040. 23tb
/SAWMILL//}}:WORKERS.;:}i:The}}SP|!*;^} fW }Ur’split;;:Maple,}TS^ 
closure of the Ghernainus Sawmill ::
YOUNG MAN with 3/4 :ton truck; V TEXAS / INSTRUMENTS, R.S.;
// hauling; cleanups, spiLand gravel /COLOR; Timex;}}Atari;/} Ap^ v.xxou.v. w, ............ ................................. , , . ^ , ^ „ -
/ delivery.-: Reasonable,} / hard T CbiTinTodbre;/;: l::B.M.;::/;Software;:} vhas{resulted ih/a//large}group:ot}}:t^^'=*' '9^5*5/^ ^550.
. worker. Phone Gord at 652-1050. .from $8.95. Great selection. The / skilled and unskilled people being
__________________________10p44 / Software House; 14 E. Broadway; ^ .availhhlfx/y mfihy hf these ________________ ^^P^^
ENGLISH :SMOCKING/yCLASSES; Vancouver, B.C. V5T 1V4. Phone are prepared to relocateKtbr/T/T/161;MIRROR,/};6’x7’r}installed; ;{/ 
/.startihg;}s6on. For further in- 879-5{445:
GOLDEN SHEAF BAKERY{1980) ua.
2354 BEACON AVE.
FRESH, QUALITY BAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lou & Joan Neudecker WATCH FOR US
formation 656/4277:dr register/a.t/i/ poR /SALE 
■ Aiicxx’c Pini. P=.Krix-=s2392fBeacoh;;:}:}baridealership}}}} lisa's; Fi e Fabrics;2
} visa; Mastercard; 65 6: ^6 656/:/35t#
/ PUT YOUR/ Christmas List 
/cprhputer/ labels.} 50c;/per 
/ / and /add ress plus}/5 c:?j3er 
Shaw Computer Srevices
'}il353;:\'};}/’'/},.7";}'{/'^^
{ZM? and parts department with used/ contact the , C^.^I^AINUS^^^^..
on cars'and -trucks /'Plus- rhajor oil MANPOWER AD J.USTM E NT.;;.. / ROLL AWAY,:$25^1.0-speed;mens ,
_ __ ______ IP ’ . ,
FREE 120 page Career Guide} :Alberta/{:/Weekly: :New^
; shovvs how to train at home for;!;: Assoc;; #213; 11: Fairvvay C^ive, 
/ 205 top paying full andpart-time }}Edmontoh, Alberta, T6J 2W4.





Giitiei Cleaning ’ - ' :
656-1353S.pFREES/iESTIMATES
/;1983/ 2pb41 / MUST SELL - two 7-drawer desks 
/THTs/TWeEK^S^T/^BAM^/} witli/mates-chair|
$60; two 3 drawer
educated; mirid for hire; Comes/: / }
WEst Georgia St., 42002, Van­
couver, Call 685-8923 today.
■4pb4-l//--.
SALMON SMOKING SERVICE.
You catch them, I smoke them tor 
you; 50c per lb. Scotch or sweet 
brine, hot smoking. Steve 65 6 • 
1234. 3p42
' with able kxDdy. Experienced in brown; 2 night table lamps cream 





SWINBURNE. Col, Denis O.B.E. 
Late Royal Ulster Rifles. 2175 
Curteis Road; R.Rx}3, Sidney, 
Aged 82, Suddenly, September 
28; 1983, Past /Commander
Saanich peninsula / Potwer 
Squadron.: Church Warden - HOly 
Trinity Church ■ Rat Bay. Deeply 
mourned by
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads , Centre otters 
classes, .activities and a warm 
welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. 
tt .-■//.'
TRANSPORT 2000 BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, a consumer group 
working -for improved public 
transportation services. For 
information please write; 7791- 
192 Street. R.R. #6. Surrey, B.C. 
V3S4P1, : lpb40
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St, is 
the information and Volunteer 
,. .X- - Service tor the peninsula, If you
his wife i,Hilary, need assistance or if you wish to
VALLEY COMFORT HEATERS, 
most respected name in wood 
heating. Efficient, automatic, 
reliable quality: Infomation and 
nearby dealers name, contact: 
VALLEY COMFORT* Box 15, 
Crescent Valley, B.C. (604)359- 
7296. / 1^^^^
/i};:::};;'^ AVON




I REQUIRE; part time or full time m^x^n wiMnniA/g nonpc; 
bookkeeping for home or local
office; 5 yrs, experience in one- ^I^YLITES. Largest selection, 
write, 1 year experience com-;: lowest prices. .AVaiker, Door, 
outer G/L, A/Payables. Available} Yaocouver 112-266-11(31, North 
immediately, Refer, on request; Vancouver 112-985-9714, 








mond; 112 -2 7 3-6829, Kamloops
w
EbM flSSiSMM
WILL DO Day care in my home 






Lyndis and Dennis Davis, Susan 
: and Hugh Elliot, Richard . and 
Margaret Swinburne, siX ; gran­
dchildren and many friends, here 
and in: Britain, Memorial Service 
at Holy Trinity, Pat: Bay,},on 
October 6th; at 2:00} P.M, -No 
llowers, please. Donations may bo 
sent to Holy Trinit)/ Church lp40
EXPERIENCED CATEROR will 
supply (orm<al occasion cakes for 
Birthdays. / Weddings ; and 
Anhiversarys. Individual at­
tention given to your ideas on
SEMI RETIRED PERSON required 
tor a part-time commission sales 
position serivicing local territory. 
Knowledge of tools and hardware 
is a requirement. Applicant must 
have previous experience, be 
bondable and retain 'a valid B.C, 
driver's license. Please reply to 
Box #X of the Review, , 2wc40
NDTieES
The Brentwood Modical





For /iiiT appointmenl with 
Dr. A.d, Garnett, Dr,
C. B.C, Whiteside, Dr.
D. S, Marshall &} Dr. 
G.M, Davidson, pieasc! 
-Phono 652-9191./’:'
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON
volunteer a few houria week to nnivTrVa'rys/ i’ndlvid'ual^^'a^^^^ r^equired by growing group ol 
help others;in your community, ^QnjjQn aiven jo your ideas on; ?®^^®*®d®wan weeklies, II )^^n - 
plei7se call 656-01,34; for,further ./(jesifm aqd colour. Also available have newsjaapor experience and, 
information. / :///^^^} / tf/} guest Dorlions of cut fruit cake
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at/ decoratively } wrapped* to ; your
Brentwood / Elementary' School, colour choice. We also wtor X^olv '
}Mondays7;30-9;30 p.m, All / your, - pa'’*y , meoting 70U'; :
/} wolcorne. Further info. 652-4580; - rrauiremonls for a'^oesm; and /
652-1531, tfn wine ovenInK or a Weddingbuttet, , '^uidotslcy,J>asK, aoi Ibo. ipD^y
■ :TF¥PENlFiS^ Call:656,4690^ } }
/ crouD meets roHularlv. To join us, 01 ,4 th yeai pans person, aiso
//holp^s, or just: lo^lotormation, v fATELLITE ;: TELEVISION/}‘ • }} j^S'5^^s^wCO^rit^^Lo(^wi .;
/cal 656-4842 afters p.m. tin }}lhanksgiying / wcckq^ 15;
: T^-TTfryp^ $100 olf any/ regular, systems . munltyi JSrand hunting Tishi^ o;
5..hiSln5vJurnS7 oSiters ordered this weekend. Delivery } area and lols.ot sum. Only am-,^
probloms,!n your llfoTOvoreaters r av.illablo. Open bitiousapplicants with adesIreto -
^'9-Call 299/6616; 504T REgont; /get ? ahead, may - ^P'y-,!,Ca” „or 




Anonymous, can help you! - No
dues,' no v/cigh-ins. eeti s are 
Mondays, 8 p.m, at 9788 • 2nd 
/St;, Sidney. 656-2331; /v tfn
sliiri/ivbRS^'” 5?”TsexT[jai
ASSAULT Drbp-in group meets 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p m. at 
104S Linden Ave, 383-5545,10-5 
p.m, Monday to Friday for more 
/info.
The Review offers 
FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
w h p a r o n o r in a 11 y 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work/You 
may ad yertisb for a Jub 
}pr forth o sa I e of your 
own merchandise to 
gpnoirato funds. These 
ads must be ptaced In 
person' ,;'at} tho‘'lRevlp vw, 
offiptt. No ads for this 
■claBBlflcatlon'}:.'wll!/}’ bp: 
: a'bceptbd.;'}''. b'y.’/'''{phono., 




UP TO 50% OFF. Cot­
tons/biends; vyellas, corduroys, 
poplins, velours, eyelets fleece, 
rainware, zippers,buttons, trims; 
and laces, elastics, :inter facings, 
linings, Sepl. 19 through 25th. 9- 
5,11290 West Saanich, Sidney, J. 
Diakow, 656-3190. /2p36
X-Dry):
■(Li q u i d} D r y)
•'Expert Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning The Unique Way " 
FOEE ESTIMATES-/bonded a INSUFIEd/ / V :
656-3730
'..... .. ...... . ■ ,, -/ -. ..... .
IB IQ
LADIES CURUNGSHOES, slJeX.
v;orn twice, 656-5153. ?.c40
VIDEO, Tapes, used; pre­
recorded video cassettes for sale. 
Studio //originals, //quality; 
guaranteed low prices, CALL 
VIDEO TV/Oi (604)434-6635, 
4315 Canada Way. Burnaby, B.C. 
}V5'G'1J3,-/./"/.:{lpb40}'./
S':TlLiE'"HUT:iLrO.
'{; , ./>:, tiniHCii af;(iunNsiiir;* nnuni.«s:{ : { }{} 





HAIR REMOVAL. Support local 
T,A.P.E,B.C; / member. For In-} 
formation regarding member In 
your area write to: r.A.P.E.B.C., 
6472-130A Street, Surrey, B.C. 
V3W7W8: lpb40
STAN'S C USTOM TfdTfiVATI ng'
,  
Ashcroft./0,C„YOK lAO or 45 7- 
9611, REsumo rquirod, lpb40
PARTTiME cashier stock’person
for small grocery store, Sidney 
area. Write care of Box 'Z' c/o The 
Review newspaper. Box 2070 
Sidney. ■’/"''■-■■/;{/{}}/:{{;}{lP40/'
. SOFTWARE - Vlc-20, Cornmodoro/,
64K, TRS-S0. T.B,M.-Pc, Atari, 
Timex; Games, /business;:: 
/education, / Joysticks, //Master 
{ Card, Visa. Free catalogue, Send 
S.A S,E. toValloy,Computers, 625 
Clifie, Courtenay iB,C, V9N 2 J6;
1 Pb4 0
;/"" ' " " '
GOOD pUALlTY^{;TO
/11{ MISdEllAKlECJUS
Alfalfa mixed hay, green leod and 
. straw in largo square and round:: 
balesi Delivered in semi, loads,
- Phone (403)789-3601, Thorsby.■‘■''■"■'i-pb4o
ICIJOC KS^TMOfO rCH h a nisL'
BART BUITENDYK




Cahmels and lliiilt-lna, 
nunipiiii looms. Hup,'ms. 
Addiiioris, Hufiiom-mado 
Window Shuliors/:':}}};:' 
--- NO JOB TOO SMALL
/J’:/.;
}'!"■-;'/}/■/ {1}
Reasonable rates. Less 10% for 
0,A,P,A(ler4 p,m. 652-2153,:
■■3p42"':'' " ■
DAYCARE WANTED for my child
attending morning kindergarten 
at Deep Cove eleniontary, 656 • 
l308aHor4:30j),m. Ic40
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. 
Cedar posts and rails, Select tree 
talling.65G-4213. : ^ 4387-l,f,
/PIANO LESSONS - register now! 
Skilled, experienced teacher,, All 
ages qrid methods. Classical 
and/or popular. Excellent 
' referenc-es, fdrs. :D6ney. }'656-' 
4060. r 8p42
A LADIES SILVER PULSAR 
WATCH between Resthaven Wart 
and Sidney, Sat. Oct,, I, Seii-, 
timental value. Reward, Contact 
Boa at Sidney Natural Foods, 
lc4 0
; { TAILORING CLASS starting soon. 
Registration at Alisa's Fine
/ /Fabrics. 656-5831. _ 2c40
,;.-,.l1HAMTCS CLASS^^^^ 
join us - make your owivChrlstmas 
gifts • techniques taught or do, 
' your own thing, Supplies shared.
' Dawn CSC 3179.?p4h 
CENTRAL
OVELY FRIENDLY kitten •
female; 4 months old, grey with 
black stripes; missing In Second 
St, Bevan area, Thoroughly 
mifisod. Roward, 656-4226 alter 






THRIVING BAKF„RY on beauttfiil LOVING FAMILY DAY CARE iti my 
Vancouver Island and rot.ail outlet home. New horn lo 5 years. More 
'/With cottoe sttop in neighbouring than 25 years ^porionce, ,FuH, 
lowh, $99,000; plus stock. Phono iimec>nly, 656'9996, 8c44
248*2920' Box 1501/'Ladysmith, up 0*5 ATI I F ’ H ANO V M AN 
British Columbia, yOK 2EO, . poat
repairs, . wrpent^, ; pirinting,
nuipbors,/ weather stations, kiln/ : 
dried burl clock, table olalxs; legs, ; 
"Agate clock ' slabs, agate, burl 
clocks, lapidary /supplies, 
machinos, O'Forguson //Rocks, 
i23537-40th Ave.,, R.R;: #12, 
Langley, B,C.V3A7B9., tpb40;
2"• l;d‘'’''x"46L '.ITiTcnen,,
rocreationunits. ;/ serial: nos/ 
14642618 and 14642619./ 2-/
/1 o'x60’: /bedroom-laundry- '/ 
washrooip - ^ units,: serial nos, , 
16042620 and 16042621, 
Includes; Garland propane rfinge, , 
refrigoralor. deep troe30, waslior.
. dining table, chairs and
b4 0
...... . SAANICH SENIOR
CITIZENS programmed meetings, 
1st and 3rd Thurs. each monthi
ENGLISH SMOC KINOrilegister 
now for next classes starting Oct,
!D''~™'Wp$TER^'}/''-,CON-/ 
VENIENCE MORE In East Cculial Aibuila.'/OvciliOO.OOO 
prolocted 1983 .feales. Excellent 
profit picture,' Priced for - quick 
sale, Contact : John /Peterson.
droD’infliix/flrvTuesday 2'"4 p.m.. -24, at Alicias FineFabiic^ 2392 Ctmtuiy21 PelersoiiflAssociates‘S K bW St ,:-P '??3lE$tatei!d,:Phone 403-^4;
/Rd;, Saanichton tfn'}/'/6c4 2^ 4466./ Ipb40/'
LIGHTING FIXTURES, Western 
Canada's largest display.
Wholesale and retail, Free 
catalogues available, Norburn 
Ughting -Contro Inc,, 4600 East 
Hastings St „ Burnaby, B,C. V5C 
2K5; Phone U 2-299-0666. tf
pXuOfiFfrpiA’NDreifAFf s"Tor
pottery, carvings, ceramics^
owollery (powtor; rock), knitted loungo Idrnituro, Building vms 
baby items,-toys, 2424 Beacon./ .flood.. damaged /.with /v/atcr ,: 
Vintage Bentley car for hire, fourteen inches above floor level, 
(weddings, etc.)656-37l4 or656' : units located/twenty-two miloR / 
6693. ' 26p04 < oast ' Of Rovcjistoko at Albert
,SAfIUJTE5YSl1iWLfOM{...-,Canyon,.;:J.a^^^^ Jn-,
: Imperial, Ournaby, Q.C.,,V:iJ lEu, , . turos/ciri p;iri:iM.;j4cBsu meet in , 
Compiole satellite packages froid ’The waiting .room of .CP Rail,, 
$ 1,995/ Financing available, no /Station,Revolstokoat 10:00o.m.. ; 
' down payment OiA.C. $69 pec/,: October 24,1983/Submt written/: 
rnhnth; De.ilar innulrles welcome; • qiintafidns by October 24,198.1: 
Phone 112-430-4040. ' /I to; Mr;/ H// Jansens, - Oiviiiiion: 
and,. Brentwood/'Bay.-.:' Engineer;/:::.CP*’.:.Rall,/./Box/-.:,50,;;
area,652-0193, 4c42 $95; ear steroo/oquallxor, vocal} /Rovolstoko.; B.C. V0E/ 2.S0.
'68/:, $6$,}' tWo’...:Gocdy(!ar ::’stecl},: Suwnsstui/bi^rmusi/mrnov«/} 
Bnylim# Reaconfihle 65if..4tt53 berhnd radlals 1 ike new, 165 RS{ ' bindings from CP Rail property by -1 
3bc4,'i{'/'’/{ ■-.;:/'//■' :./'/-■//'./}/'’}-;'..;.13''rim,$4a:;666.9462/ ■;...::}4C41/,'//'’November 16. 1983.,}./'../ Ipb40
J (.51D e.w TIA t Peiieiu/j/awrTi u-.*! 
KWlPtW.TUU . ,(»NSr EuCT lOM:' 
' : ' /QwiiHiMc;, r/Ensn.TYiY
NaRM miESEN PEsisNtn/nuaarH SIDNKV, B,C. r.5S.|T0*
Eivi/OOD E. lOWPSON CONTRRCTOR ITD.
CoiKK'tnWatmpmoliitf) i,
Contrcjld nMvnw.'iy;. Ouimy liiuh ,, Siri’owitlks
I'lull Ponds ' Homii ftmiovnlions





playmates; /quiet area, serving 
Saanichton
' .UMnloMvaiinmsHntMliw-bMMniy'iM-itiltW-m-MMl'ni
Advertise in the I 
Peninsula Diiectpry
lor lull dolailS '
::://giidNE:65G.ii5i
in:.} ;'i/
Page BS THE REVIEH' Wednesday, Oeloher 5, 1983
M¥IEW
656-1 I S I
FININSyil DiilCTOHY
of PiOB^iSSIOMS; GOODS send SERVICES . . .
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROEESSIOHS, GOODS and SERVICES ... I
G reen'Scene Landscaping
652 3089 “Ideas Through Plantitig" COMPLETE SERVICE
Classic
FaS Drapes ’n Shades
Rods
Bed Spreads FREE IN-HOUSE 
ESTIMATESUpholstery Accessories 
Woven
Woods 2387 Beacon 656-7333 
Blinds OBIFTWOBO CEOTRi
SMOKED PINK SALMON, S2.00 
per lbs. Commercial caught, 
professionally smoked to order, 
specify quantity and time. Steve 
at 656-1234. 3p42
SADAK SHOES ■ great for travel 
and holiday wear, or just around 
home. Childrens shoes also 
available, individual sales or shoe 
parties. 652-3038. 10c48
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS. 
Collectables, tools, lawn mower, 
wheelbarrow, chain saw, plants. 
656-1947. 3p401
PURCHASE OR LEASE new and 
used cars and trucks from our 
huge stock. Low on-the-spot 
fiancing O.A.C. Overnight ac­
commodation provided free for 
out of town buyers. Call collect. 
872-7411. ZEPHYR MERCURY 
SALES LTD., 300 WEST 





3 Room ijioups, B.icliokK 




1968 FORD FARELANE fast back, 
red, good condition, $695. 656- 
3322,656-5907. 2c41
Residential - Industrial
Electrical Wiring, Rewiring & Line Work. 
Have your power lines surveyed.
Free Estimates Phone 383-1841
COMPLETE BEDROOM SUITE,
$750; harvest gold frost free 
fridge, stove, $750; living room 
suite, $700; dining set, $195; 
coffee table, $95; lamps, $45 
each; two dressers, $30 and $40; 
crib, $90; high chair, $30; 10 
speed man’s bike, $55; misc. 
Everything in excellent condition. 
656-1766. 2p41
FIREPLACE INSERT heatalator, 
35”x24"x21”, 4 collapsible metal 
chairsi G.E. 10 cu. ft. fridge, van 
or camper cupboard ice box and 
other items. 2293 Bradford 
Sidney. 2 p41
67 CHEV 1/2 ton excellent 
running condition $1895 — 
O.B.O.; 73 Ford 3/4 ton excellent 
running condition $2850 O.B.O. 
Phone 652-9674 Preferred after 9 
p.m. 12p42
DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $575 per mo. 656- 
4066 or656-4003. 23t
SANDOWN MOTEL & ECHO INN.
Winter weekly and monthly rates 
with kitchenettes now available. 
Sandown 652-1551 - Echo Inn 
652-2234. rts
Interlocking Stones for 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways
•Lawns (Seed or Sod)
•Lawn & Garden
Maintenance 









BRENTWOOD BAY area - one 
bedroom apartment, adults only, 
$322 per month. 479-3310. 2c41
■mMACHINERY
ONE BEDROOM with wall to wall
carpeting, hot water, cable TV, 
drapes, stove, fridge, parking. 
Available Oct. 1st. Phone 656- 
1673, 2437 Amherst Ave., Sid- 
ney. 2c40
NEW RANCHER to be built on 
large corner lot, 3 bedroom, 
double garage. $88,000. Call 
(or details.
656-1111 Jim Ewan 656-7319
FIREWOOD FOR SALE - green or 
dry alder, $75 per cord, fir $85 
per cord. 652-9047. Ic40
. :,T,R. SSSITT:
EE^CTRICIAN







‘No Job Too SmaH” 656-5604
FOR SALE, finest quality spring 
hay, has never been rained on, 
$3,75 -bale.652-5781. 2c41
PACIFIC FORKLIFTS SALES. WE 
have the largest stock good used 
forklifts in Western Canada. 
Pneumatics, solid tire, electric 
and 4 W.D. $2,500 up. Terry 
Simpson 533-5331. 4pb41
DEEP COVE WATERVIEWs older 
two bedroom home. Gorgeous 
■view. Stove, fridge, included, 
references, available Nov. 1, 
$528 per month. 656-4336. 2c4r
EXCELLENT FAMILY HOME —
4 bedrooms; large kitchen and 
L.R., fenced back yard. 
$79,000.:
656-1111 Ted Phillips 656-5337
imAWDysiiiY
CUSTOMS BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS




DOUBLE MATTRESS and box 
spring and bed frame, 656-9587. 
Ic40
1981 T.S. 250 SUZUKI - very low 
mileage. Open to offers. 656- 
2086. Ic40
T.D. 20B POWR SHIFT WITH 
WINCH. ARch blade, bush blade; 
also 175-C power shift with 
grapple buncher head, four an 
one bucket, spare boom. Phone 
112-992-9817. Ipb40
SIDNEY, Available Nov. 1, one 
bedroom, completely furnished, 
waterview apt., large living room, 
dining room, utilities paid. Sorry 
no children or pets. Adult 
oriented building. $600 per mth. 
Call656-7117. Ip40
Thorne Lennon E/ecfriG f]9y^ Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C; V8L 3A6
Indu^riary Residential / 
Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
3 BEDROOM Townhouse, $500 
per month. Available Nov. 1st. 
656-3810. Ip40
SAT. OCT. 8,5987 Oldfield Rd. 9- 
4 p;m. o 7 lc40
GARAGE SALE, Oct. 10,8 a.m. - 4 
p.m. 2441 Malaview Ave., Sidney.
7.; ■.;::-lc40 '
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET 
every Sunday, 8:30 - 2:30 p.m. 




WATERFRONT [S.W.]2 bdrm., w- 
w, winterized, ' 3 appliances, 
franklin fireplace, near airport, 
ferry, Nov. 1, $500. 656-9673 or 
652-0758 or 721-5137 . Ip40
UNFURNISHED 1 bdrm. apar­
tment near Ocean Science 
Institute, $300. 598-2693
evenings. 2c41
DEEP COVE AREA — nicely 
secluded 4 bedroom split level, 
fully finished, very private. 
Asking $138,000.
656-1111 Sandy Sandison477-1930
2.36 ACRE BUILDING LOT — 
well in and capped, good 
.building site—- west side of 
W. Saanich Rd, $90,000:
656-1111 Bob Frew 652-3043
REYNOLD’S PAINTIHO & DEOORATiNQ
Tir Fully Insiired yr Residential/Commercial 
yrQuality Workmanship ★Free Estimates 
> Interior/Exterior
*18 years experience ■* Crew of 7 people
PHONE 656-3894
PENT HO U S E CO N 00 M l N i U M S
—, only; two left,;' priced at 
$79,500 and:;$89,500 ■: Five 
appliances — great views.
656-1111 Bill Mosher 656-7117
Q56-24Q5:WES JONES
Bl sons
* Backhoe * Excavating * Trucking
pottery-WANTEDiniquantity; 
(seconc!s)Vsuitable7f6r::planters7 
trade;for;;plahts, ;sjhrubs, ;etc..or;: 
cash:652-9602. 3p40;J
Farm /and^'Orchard; Tractors, 






: : PaiBiting^ '
Decorating Ltd.





2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOUSE or
apartment in.Sidney area; Family 
of four responsible adults, non 
drinkers. l wheelichair, prefer ho 
stairs ;or all major appliances and 
• facilities; . on:-" main ‘ flddr; 
' References if requi red .65 6-1237.;
2p42
INTERIOR
Spraying Wall Papering, Renovations 
25 Years Experience Free Estimates
40 ACRES OKANOGAN 
FORECLOSURE SALE. Great 
-view;: :good access, -water; arid; 
::hydro ; avai lable.; Ma ke ■ arrearsi 
-payrhehts;: /of 7;;$4:,93i;.0p i; and: 













’Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe"Work
556 Downey Road 
R.R.1, Sidney, B.c!
CLEAN FILL,%DeeR Cove area. 
656-6692. Ip40
/RELIABLE /MATURE,/: babysitter:'
needed, Mon., Tues.. Wedi/Also/ 
/,Fridays:?frqrri//3';6,fp;rn|:For';:2 Vz/: 
:/y eaT::bld; du r: h ome/: N 6tT; Sirib ke r 
1656-1766. 2p41
3»/,„,; REAL-ESTATE FOR SALE
PflS •bsekhoG SGrvicG "
,rULoUr«.o. . •plowing,'cultivating ' ,
Excavating ' & rolovating
o • ‘blade work „ ,■ & Tractor •postholes
S@rviC6 Ltd. •brush cutting
■ • rock rake
GOOD COUNTRY-HOME wanted 
ifor /JIar^,; 5/;/yri/;; old / German 
Sh e ph e rd; i n pe rf ect : cond it ion. 
658-8567. / /'-/ ; -/^^: 3
1:4/
m
^ W V w w a H B
as8a)'iitb
LEWIS SEVIGNV 
2320 AMHERST AVE. EXTENDAHOE
:/:/'':4;in';1:://'//:::'
bac^k^^ sewer storm drains
3 YRv OLD SAANIN goat with 




Prompt, Courteoiis Service ■
Plougliing, Leveling, Fencti Post [)jgc)in[i::&.,Ptinchln(i;
656-1748
/ / LAKEFRONT 
4 ■■■■■;: $54,900;/::'
2.4 acres,. Trontirig on/ 
eagles /lake,: well / treed,;: 
Good producing/well, Only; 
(15 min; drive.from Woolco/ 
Several / /good building 
sites. Foi' more into.:please 
call Freddy Starke 
652-9602 or Joe Starke 
381-1578 or 656-0747.
U-PICK GREEN TOMATOES 
FREE
Gooil soloclion ol nlhei organic ptcitucis alto 
avallablri. PEAS J1.2D piir liag; CARROTS .DO' 
(inr hag; DEANS, REETS. ole, ,
HOE FARM, 1545 Jahn Rd,









Gravol 2068 Hoiliy Avo. 
Sidnoy, B.C.
^Steel Mon.-FrI. 7-5 p.m.
Culverts Sa’- 7-3 P.m.
GARDINERS FARM - 
VEGETABLES, BULK PRICES on
carrots, beets, corn,; cabbage, 
onions, parsnips, turnips, rod and/ 
white potatoes, European yellow 
potatoes, applies: Phono /for 
prices. Farm located/IBO/S/:- 64 
Avo., Surrey. Phone 574:5980, 





This/3 bedroom split,level; 
home: in /area :;0l: good 
homes / in ' Brentwood / has 
/been/ reduced / for/ari: Inv 
mediate .sale, /[he, I'cnise, 
was built,10:1979:and may; 
nedd,:/ seme /TtC, : Larry: 
Olson; 656-1050 or 
656-0747.
IMMACULATE BUNGALOW 




ment home/:has/ .just : been; 
listed /and /is a /ntust for/ 
/anybody / contemplating:/a, 
purchase at this time/,The/ 
back:/yard,/is.: landscaped 
:;like:::/:a// mini, Butchart 
Gardens / /. with ,, ////a^ 
/greenhouse, storage/sheet 
and tree;'house for: the 
: chiIdren The/basement/has 
a 'family room. / Spare/ 
bedroom^:,,.and workshop 
area'/ There is a sun. room 
oftthe kitchen for your oar’
: ly :morning/: breaklast/:/For 





This 4(bedroom, level enr:. 
trance, family home has 




bath/ tub,;/built-in kiichen/ 
appliances,gtercom,; 
lisher, stove hi rec room, 
large workshop, /R.V.//car;- 
/pqrt,/ rnaintenance /free, 
back yard and/much .more;
, For; appointment:,to' .yiev/, 
/ please call Larry// Olson', 
656-1050 or 656-0747;/
mkiim (issi) ltd.
“Big or Small 







Licensed Plumber New Constr/uctibn and Repairs ‘ Z
;,/: -/.: :, ;/ / ,/ // //: // Specializing: in Hot Water Heating ■
BRENTWOOD
Almost: ltd' acres; ' Ex-" 
//celleht/'garden /soil;/Ideal 
foi/ horses: ;/:2 ,// bedroom// 
/bungalow/ .coiriptqtely,
; fonovated, Vendor:-(inane-- 
ing available, Don/f delay:,- 
:,;ptione,.:/today/:/::Frdddy 
Starke / 652'9()d2 dr 
:(656-0747.>/.::;,/-;':,-;.:/,--.-(
Arbutus Realty Inc.











;Mi)lon.yi.Ti's, etc, ryTi A "I'Ksnuin
A Pioneer DCiD''Y:f 1 t' : lO'tiAi.'
SIDNEY GLASS
'Marlndt'Aulo/&:Sa(oty'Qlass / InsuiancB/CliiinfS'Prqmptly Handiao
/:/,Window,.GIass,:—''/Mirffli‘s/://t,/'/■////t',/'''|»«2c^«j''a'i -0:'t;/://
/ Windshields; nj '10114 McDonald Park Rd. ;
HORIZON HALIDE a 
HYDROPONIC SUPPLY
/ / Grow indoors year round;
SAVE lyidndy & MiftKE Mgnoy,
/lU'i golfl|),i() t)«;» long 'winlRi',,;/ : 




or try 479-4643 




/ (:i'/w0:’: beciroontJ raiich0r;;/dn / 




///: nice p>Ji^mdlly.:fe.hC/ed. 
:,backyT®3/,::Carpqrl/,/:/& 
workshop/--'Walking 
' dlstanco „lo/bus,, shops, 
./cic. pot/more /info/ please 
call Freddy or Joo Slarko at 
652-9602. 381-1578-/ or 
666-0747^ -
“SIDNEY’•
//T l;iiS:/.|afge 5 nicdrdpin:/lami;^ 
ly home in area ot nice' 






’//this /could bo:idr;-yDti/:/Adk/; 
ing $9f;900/.Lorry Olson./
: 656;i050/ur 656-07rl7;:
/ / // ,BRENTW00D^^/J/ :
SUPFR SPANISH 






Graham's Roofing / //
656-0626 Roshlrigllno
Repairs lo Vonls,
■ Eavns 4 Chimney
DISCqiJNTS:F0fT SENIOR CITIZENS
TOP QUALITY COW MANURE,
delivery only. 479'2285 or-652-//
1937.",:-::/;/ ■//'lp40' /'
lyfOTb^LES
4981 TS 1480 SUZUKI tVery/iovv 
rnileoRO, opoii to oflers, 656'
'2086,-::;/ ..4c40'/"
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPINq LTD.
;;/; .ciuALiFiiiO VMnhANTctot'Unof'CAN woriKMANuiiir':' ,
Wo'wi!tBijp0lv:TO'PSOlL.-SHRUBOERy'..--"/-//"/'fi777 
/./ by Uontract or by lh« Hour. - niriflolri Rd 
Compioio t,,andsc«plnD Sorvloo and , : 5'“;' ,
Quality ‘dlohovyork ^ ^
Cali 662-9011; during buisiifiess hours i Aren
^'.Moil.rSati,.■ l/hEe.LSTilvIAreS,
23
HELP! I must sell '7 7'Yilrriaha XS- 
'Fully dreosqd. nic®' bike,;
- view at-Ponltwuiiv 'Sound, No,- 




ii / bedroom./,/n(tslflp- tan,t, 
'Tiher;/ldeatstarler orrotiro-'
(i;neni home.;: KiKdcn -witii/ 
eating area,. In line. tiving'
;■ (lining room;with hfialilaldr;
iS|ir^pl3C0( Piustiwailto Wait 
ttifptighogt' ' Lasy,' cans/ 
, yuid/ .ClO&p lo , Ahtippiuy, 
-and ' transpciitatiorV/; Exir,i; 
wide eniranco/;/docir; Tor/ 
//rwheelcha'it.-access/,;/ ;For: 
more/Tnlo/; Joe Siarko at 
/381.i!i7fl, Preddy Slaike 
at 652-0602 or 656*0747;
NEAR NEW ' 
FAMILY HOME
//,'/./;/'':.,, ,$83,1)00/'t/r/'-:'-/
/Jlils/family .home is, on':Ihe 
'::dnd oia quie! 'cul-de/vac: 3 
:,bedrooms;; oii,;;inathi'licDr:/ 
/ with/Zluijy/: fini!;ihed/;;rias(t,/ 
jT'ent/'//Don’t/, delay ./-/itiis i 
:/homti;'.won't: fast. ImiY 
Olson. : 61)6-1050 oi 
'/65B-074T.::;■(-//".
SDPER HANDYMAN -'/- 
ONLY $41,900
; Vcpddr/Sa'y S'/;'soli//Ss: Lind// 
;Vaiue.:';pniy,,:::.;;:;i59i8//:</'/i,20,',; 
/coiiiui lot, /tully :aervicud/'. 
/;/'F'or/mord/inlb //.lodStarko,'/ 
301-1578 or 656-0747; ;/ :
For all your Booling Needs,





For this c.iiif!'and (/oiy'iWo/
"nice Brent^^O/-/ viovr ' 
/gl OH^ClhV.iahat .FDr: 
:/(pQffi,^*|^t,:lhis,bafoaiir; 
call Jov o( Ftoddy SlaiKti 
i 301-1678 or/6S2-9602 or 
■/656r0747./;,/.i/.',v:'''^':,/.//tr-"'i;.'/'/
No slop hiingnlows/ rc-
./qiiiroti/ in.':(hG//iawef/;''Pl!tp/' 
:'i;anod:- wilhiii -walkirig: 
/distance ,';IO:/:Beacoii//Ave: 
./Gaiage tor//carpbrt/v:hdt: 
'' esRoiitial:/' JOo. or' ,/Freddy' 
Slarko, / ;381-1578. 
652-9602 or/656-0747. '
•Toniiiinr jmi rfning iiii-iuxitdwt irMiii
-./01 r.ieininti,./
iriitii '(KiunirniiiH Jmi •iMKiriH!;
'/W
SERVING THE PENINSULA
QUALIFIED STAFF - FREEXS IlMATES
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS “BOOK NOW FDR SPRING
FULLY INSURED. REASONABLE llATES-/i:i-(
, " NEW LISTING
.'.;'/,,/;/... $60,'500.
Commercial -zoned ' ioi'/in: 
/hwiT''()!/ ‘Sidifev;:."ac,ioss: 
Tinni ' landmark-'ikiilriino/' 









Beautiful 2 bedroom 
Townhouse located in Sidney. 
You will love this waterfront 
living with your own beach and 
38' of wharfage, ,
DIAN PHILLIPS
Res. 656-2646 656-5584 Off.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
WHY RENT?
Affordable homes from 
$59,000. Call me today for 
more information,
DIAN PHILLIPS





Reduced to $54,900, Best buy 
on the Peninsula. 3 bedrooms, 
1'/2 baths, electric heat, Call 
Anne today for more informa­
tion.
ANNE DALGLIESH 
Res. 656-0664 656-5584 Off.
Insurance Agents 
AUTOPLAN
Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
RENT TO BUY
Do you want to own your own 
home, but don't have enough 
in the piggybank right now. 
Owner of this one bedroom 
suite in; an adult oriented 
building has listed it to sell. Of­
fers invited on $48,000.
ANNE DALGLIESH 
Res. 656-0664 656-5584 Off.
VENDOR MOVING 
MUST SELL
Two bedroom unit in' adult 
oriented condominium complex 
close to downtown Sidney. 
Unit features east, west,;and 
south exposures and sea 
views. Many amenities in­
cluding sauna and swirlpool, 
workshop, games room, 
garden plot and extra parking. 
$59,500
PAUL HYATT 656-3150 
Gordon Hulme Ltd. 656-1154
Adolescents and
Concern that negative “There is evidence to 
attitudes young people have suggest police have little 
towards police lead to unclcrstanding of, or 
increased juvenile empathy for, the world of 
delinquency may well be adolescents,” he says, 
unfounded, says an expert
Siih.-Lt. Mike Smith supervises L. C. Dehruin 
and new cadets as they cast off ship at Esquimalt 
Harbor Sept, 24.
A.C. Depray and L.C. Debruin demonstrate 
simulated man overboard drill to new members 






; Sidney, B,C. ; :
on juvenile crime.
Juveniles’ violations of 
the law are likely to be petty 
offences which they 
outgrow as they mature, 
says Dr. Curt Griffiths, 
associate professor of 
criminology at Simon 
Fraser University. And, he 
continues, this misbehavior 
is probably independent of, 
and unaffected by, their 
views of police, outside of 
their concern for being 
apprehended.
in fact, says Griffiths, 
studies show adolescents’ 
attitudes towards police are 
primarily positive ones. 
Instead, he suggests police 
attitudes towards youth 















Nine new members of 
Admiral Budge sea cadet 
corps were introduced to 
the adventures of 
searrianship Sept. 23 on a 
weekend trip to Bid well 
Harbor, North Pender 
Island. It was the first sea
cruise of the season under 
YAG ships skipper, 
commanding officer Sub- 
Lt. Laing and the corps’ 








5991 OLD EAST RD., 7j acre 
;,S h a n g r i T a V: • w a t e r v i e vv s, 
Y seclusion; Ypark-like ; setting; ;s3;
' bdrm.;'plus.: den; ;: barn, and; 
y pasture; excellent garden areas, 2 
;;ispririg-fed trout ponds; 
i;;$259,000. 652-2095. 3p42;
6 ACRE HOBBY FARM, brook 
running through. 2 bdrm; house,% 
loft. All services.’Ideal location. 
R. R. # 1, Box 6, Si te 52, Creston, 
B.C^ VOBIGO. (604)4284372. ;
h'.pb40''';;.';.,'-";;'?'v';;'^';;
T;,BDRM; ;house:;on;;corher lot; 
2371 Orchard, Ave; ;S45,000. 
Phone656-3492; ; ; ; y 8c40
5 ACRES SATURNA ISLAND, fully 
serviced, drilled well, deep an­
chorage, dock privileges, ^ , v - 
SO.000;;Rhdne afterX^^^^^ Widen, R.R. # 1, Telkwa, B.C. VO J;
;2208;br539-2452. ’ 4p41 2X0. - . : - ■ ■ lpb40;:
320; ACRES; 200;;plus'cultivated;;' 
Y;)300y;sq;: ;ft; house; numefbusi 
foutbuildi ngs,, Idea I fbUregistered; 
cattle.; Includes;300-tbn;hay crop.; 
PhoneY? 846-5301;; ;VVrite;;;Erib
; The Navey League; of 
Canada, A-dmiral Martin, 
held ;; a parade Sept. 27 
There were sorrie 29 cadets 
joining in activities which; 
included yfirst aid, 
seamanship, sailing and 
camp outings.
The; leagiie'plans;a safe 6f U 
firewood at the Cadet Hall 
;pn 'Willingdon Rd; behind 
the airport Oct. 15 and 16. 
Proceeds will go to future 
navy league programs.
A n y o he i n te r e s ted in;
purchasing good firewood 
may call <3. Humesdoh at ' 
.652-5713.
; Admiral;; Martin has a 
family ; membership and 
invites girls; and boys aged ;; 
lO yeafs (by Dec. 31^'^^f 
to 13 years to join cadets 
Tuesday evenings at 6:15 
p.m. in the Cadet Hall.
For more information 
call Mike Dyer at 656-1527 
or A. Dcbruinal 652-3703.
nautical skills and 
procedures and general ship 
maintenance were in- 
.structed by P02 Caffrey, 
P02 Moody, P02 Arm­
strong and P02 Henwood, 
under the command and 
supervision of Chief PO 
second class, R. Cooke.
Sub-Lt. Sue Hooper and 
A/Sub-Lt. Archibald ;were ; 
also aboard to assist cadets 
ini; exercises, fire drill, 
simulated man; overboard ; 
drilf and galley duties. ; ;; vi ;
Young people aged 13 to 
19 interested in an in­
formative, fun and wor­
thwhile career coupled with 
a sound education system 
and with the chance of 
employment after age 16 as 
a staff cadet, are invited to 
attend the corp parade 
Wednesday at 6:45 ; p.m. 
The new entree officer will 
be pleased to answer any 
questions or call Lt. (N) 
Kell at 47fel630 or Lt. (N) 





9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA “A”
iWIENEHS:; 89^ ^1.9ii
RIB EYES
MARINATED IN WINE . .;. . . . lO,
BONED & ROLLW; :
■Ydb:HAIV!
SIDES OF BEEF .ib.^ 1
V. We offer four different styles, as well as im- 
- Y . 'j aginative additions, all designed to compli- 
^ ment your home. Call now for estimates
>■ _ without obligation.
T ■ ’7''
T / 6785 ;VEYANESS RD




•36 OZ. CMHC 100% Nylon 
•Installation
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The Sidney group of the Clubhouse winter hours are 
Save The Children Fund 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
holds regular meetings at 2 days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church and 7 -11p.m. Saturdays.
Hall,’ 4th Street, Sidney, on Floor hockey at Sidney 
the second and fourth elementary school gym 
Wednesday in each month, takes place 7 - 9 p.m.
New members or visitors Wednesday. Special ac- 
warmly welcomed. tivities and events are
Discovery Toastinislress planned on a monthly basis. 
Club meets the second and All activities are free and no 
■ fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. registration is required, 
in Shady Creek United Parent and teen enquiries 
Church Hall, 7184 East welcome. For more in- 
Saanich Road. Visitors formation call the PCA 
welcome. office at 656-0134 or drop
Seniors — are you new to by and pick up a program at 
Sidney? Don’t know 9788-2nd Street,
anyone? The Silver Threads 1 All ages welcome to table 
Centre at 10030 Resthaven tennis at Brentwood 
offers classes, activities and elementary school, 7:30 - 
a warm welcome. Drop in 9:30 p.m. Mondays. More 
or call 656-5537. A information 652-4580 or
Sidney Stroke Club will 652-1531. ^
be meeting the second and Js over^ting creatmg
fourth Wednesday each problems m your life.
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Overeaters Anonymous can
Margaret Vaughan Birch help. No dues, no weighing. 
Hall All “strokers” are at 8 _p.m.,
welcome. For more in-
formation call co-ordinator Si(^ey- Oall 652-9931. ^
Ruth Snow at 656-210K Peninsula^ Singei^ m^
every Tuesday 7:^ - 9:30
Salvation Army needs the Royal Canadian
clothing, household ar- Legion Hall on Mills Rd. 
tides, appliances and New members and visitors 
furniture forknown hits 
rehabilitation ^program; from musicals as well as 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.^^^^^^
Can we Gall : Men and women of all
the Community Coun- voices are welcome — if 
selling Centre, 9813-5thSt., you like to sing please join 
Sidney, 24-hour answering the group. For more in- 
service. Call 656-1247. formation call 656-5301.
1 Women’s Support Pregnant and wondering 
Group. A discussion group what the future holds for 
for women dealing with you? Sidney Community 
their current needs. Health Service Offices of 
Newcomers welcome the Capital Regional 
Wednesday afternoons at District can help you. Join 
1:30 p.m. in the Com- us and other couples in a 
munity Counselling Centre, comfortable atmosphere of 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For learning through films, 
more information call 656- slides, discussions and 
1247. exercises. Register now. In
Grandparents — are your Sidney call 656-1188 
grandchildren far away? A Sidney Twirlers and 
young, mothers non-profit Drum Corps take lessons at 
support group (Capital Sidney elementary school 
Families) needs help with from 6 p.m. Thursdays. For 
child care 1 ‘/2 hours each more information call 656-
week. Call Patti at 656- 6098.
6296. The Peninsula Disar-
Victoria Housing mament Group meets 
Registry, 1923 Fernwood regularly. To help us, jqm 
Road. Free matching rental tis or just for information
all 656-4842. .


























































RED KIDNEY BEANS 398mi
YORK












































service.s. Landlords 381- c l 
1335, tenants 381-1205, Sidney Activity Centre, 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - sponsored by CMHA and 
5 p.m. Help with housing the community, meets 
’ nrnblems. Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
CANADA NO. 1 
NOEGOLDig
CANADAN0.1
barbershop-style. It’s a fun films, recreation, I'Shf 
time! Most Monday nights lunch and an opportunity to 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion ineel others. For more 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more information call 652-1483 
' inrorrnation call 652-3030 after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 
01-656-1906. weekdays.
Speak French and want The Saanich Peninsula 
conversational Toastmasters Chib now 
skills? Toastmasters En meets at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday 
V ^Frahcais naeets^y^ evenings at Central Saanich
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. municipal h 
For more information call Newton.
598-3729 or 598-13167^^^^^^ are heeded to
Sidney Teen Activity staff the Tuck Shop at 




Sanscha Hall grounds, is information call Margeaux 
open to Saanich Peninsula Finlayson at 479-7101, local 
youth aged 13 - 18 years, 239.
New pastor takes over
*
Gareth Evans has taken 
over as pastor of Sidney 
Alliance Cliureh, located In 
the Masonic Hall on East 
Saanich Rd. Evans was 
formerly n pastor in Kit- 
' chencr, OYit. for four years 
and a schoolmaster for 20 
years in Wales, teaching 
phy.sics and math, He also 
taught physics for fotllr 
years at a school; in
wife, Anne, at 6916 East.
Saanich Rd. He has three 
'■7;-haiigliiers7:-':;X-brinncr.20,:v':i
Andlia, 19, and Lyncttc, I
CiarefH Evans





MOBILE HOMES ' - MARINE:
TREE ESTIWIATES
Kirkpatrick'Cme v 7' 
7SaanlqHtdPi,B.G.,:V0Sii:M07 652-3470
Ibi











The Lou Marsh Memorial Trophy 








Tnanks to all this months 
Voluriteers, Contributors and Advertisers 
who make HAGTION possible
Phil Sailey 












Participate, help make it 
happen. Familiar words? Phrases 
like this have become so popular 
because they are so true. Nothing 
can happen without you. A society 
is a group of people with similar 
problems or concerns who gather 
together. In our case, we work 
towards changing transportation 
problems, access and attitudes.
But, we cannot 







The core tends 
jjartici pates in 
while the rest
expect everyone 
work. In every 
group, there seems 
working core 
to do it all. 
all functions,
si ts back anT
waits for the social functions;.
Duri ng the next few months, 
the Handicapped Action Committ^ 
will be working on various 
fund raising activities. Some 
of those activities include 
a subscription drive, a skate- 
athon and. an Arts and Craft 
sale. The subscription drive 
is underway right now, while 
the skateathon and the Arts 
and Crafts sale will be held 
in November.
The programs that the Handi­
capped Action Committee presently 
sponsor are: (1) Bus Buddy - 
a transportation alternative for 
some transportationally-handi” 
capped individuals; (2) A.B.C;E.-^ 
Abi 1 ities Benefi tting Tocal
Employers, which is an employment
counselling program for disadvan­
taged persons; (3) HACTION, 
which is a newsletter of the 
disabled community, as well 
as providing an educational
source for persons who wish 
to stay well-informed; and 




the Victoria Public Market.
In these recession-hit times, 
A.B.L.E. has made approximately 
70 job placements, and Bus 
Buddy presently has; about 60 
active clients.
These are
1 e t ‘ s not see them
programs, 
tal l t by
the wayside. Don't be in an 
bbserver^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^a participant. 
Help make it happen 1
F or f u rt her
raising activities to 
or support, please contact 
the Handicapped Action Committee 
at 383-4105. Call today.
TOP KAT




Resume to Thesis - 
No Job Too Large: or Srhall
Catriona M. Kaufrnan .592-8135
Tourism British Columbia 
has published a travel guide
for the disabled. The guide
provides information on transpior- 
tation; accommodatioh, and
attractions that are accessible 
i n British Columbia. You can 
pick up your travel guide at 
our office, 521-620 View Street,
Victoria, B.C.,
wri te to: In fo rmat1 on ^ Seryicesy 
: Tourism British Columbia» 1117
Wharf Street, Victoria, B.C.
mm.
ry passes are 







pebpTe to travel 
:bf:;-':bne^:''.:pr:'-':one,;. 
















to disabled members of ^th^ 
Handicapped Action Committee, 
with a Doctor's authorization.
of the Handicapped Action Gdnimit- 
tee would 1 ike to extend their 
s,ympathies to Kathleen M. 7Glarke 
and her family for the loss 
of her grandson, GarrethMerriman.






put 0 n your car windsh i el d
whi ch enables those who display 
the si gn to park in spaces 
reserved for di sab1ed people. 
These spaces are especially 
helpful for those who cannot 
walk long distances. Price 
for each decal : ^7H; ; H. A.G, 
members: .50d.(Applicationir^ 
/red.) 7,:,-,.. .7..
We have passes to the TJuadra 
Theatre for disabled persons. 
Passes enable the bearer entry 
to the theatre for only $2,00 
Mondays to Thursdays.
7 This Is one of the best deals 
In town: fpr: tlie ' di sabl ed : tpanks^ 
to Quadra Theatre Manager, 
Barney Simmons and his wife, 
Helen.
.^■‘7^':.'7..
-- W- w ,





We, the family of the late 
Garreth Merriman, want to thank : 
you all for the beautiful way 
you showed your love for one 
whom you called friend, flot 
only for your presence at the 
funeral, but for your quiet 
attention to the messages given; 
by Mr. Stan Hitchman and Mr.- 
Roy Hawes
Human Resources Minister 
Grace McCarthy today advised 
that changes in policy relating 
to income testing for special 
needs day care will come into 
effect April IV 1984 rather 
than October 1, 1983 as prev; 
announced.
VOLUNTEERING IS ENJOYMENT 
EMPLOYMENT
We hope that their God-directed 
words ' bear fruit, I that you ^ 
young rpeople ftoO 'Wi l l^f e^
■^he : joy of bei ng ; accepted into’
“ In response : to concerns 
expressed by various associations 
and parents”,;:
said, *'we have careful ly studied 
; the time :frame we had previously 
all owedi for implementation
■* learn new skills
* have fun
■* meet new people
* share your knowledge■ : 
become a part of things
* gain valuable work experience
■* learn more about your community
a Rel ationship^^^^^^^;. ; and decided to del ay this until
fe^.,broken.lyAprid'.-'''i,;-.;:v1,984.',;:;This::.' vC;;
both:V parents ; and:: associations ^ 
le Bible ■ tells us "And time to adjust to the;: new situ-
I give unto them eternal life; ation.
and they shall never perish,
-neither shall any man pluck Viad ; hope^
them out of my hand." (John the additional^^t
10:28. K.J.V.)
The Victoria ydlunteer Bureau 
is an information centre i for 
people :who would like to share 
: their time and talents^^ 
the community. The Bureau recruits 
volunteers on behalf of a variety 
of;; 0rg ani zat i ons;and i nd i vi d u a 1 
professionals; workihg ' to proyide 
: health, recreationaT, educational; 





on the basic day care from 
those who could afford to pay 
sorry that so many would have resulted in the
of you were not able to get provision of additional day
inside- the Chapel due to the care spaces, we appreciate
-----/ds. The most touching part ■ the need for a greater length
that, even so, you who stood of time for the centres themselves
out5.ide- ~-ithe, doors, tried to as well as parents to adjust."
listen and you waited for ■ the .
graveside part of the service... Mrs. McCarthy ^ _ concluded
thank you so much, that is by saying the ministry was
a precious memory for us who supported in its decision to
loved Garreth. assess parents of special needs
children in the same way as
; 21 i:UIK STRr.l‘T
Employer . victoria, n.c. vBv n>B
of ihe Disabled / •■’..Ki'HONr, i
in
For the boy who was driving parents , of children receiving
car. we reel a special com- other ■ types of care, but
passion, and we want to assure was felt the policy change
him that in God's eyes, and. was going to be put into effec^^
ours (the family) there is too quickly,
no condemnation.
"I do want to emphasize". 
We're all praying for, a the_ Minister said,^ "that the
moying; of t of God ministry will ^ continue to pay : ;
to come amongst you young people the specnal _ nepds p portion
: IViint hnl V the "<;trppt kid<;" of the total day^^l C
even' after Apri 1 • '*
door-to-door rides
f' for the 'I'
?|| handicapped
.f.not only the "street kids"
|[as you are .called,
but also the young Christians, 
and others , who Tike Garreth 
have tra : from the " path :: l 
of righteousness.
fhanke^^:^; y a^ai n for - your
1ove, we 1ove you too. :
HOUSE FOR HANDICAPPED
"Nana" (Kathleen Mi Clarke.)
designed ;an
handicapped person. No -step, 
wheelchair cleaiahce. etc. Lpcated 
jn a tiuiet ared^^^^^^
Sidney — close to the sea, library and 
Silver Threads;
656*3160
’2444 Bedcoh iV^ef 656*1154
GORDON HULME L[D,
J: More Service /
This month, handyDART adds .
' ' another van and begins a taxi
supplement service, increasing the 
ili. :: - amount of transportation forfiandi- 
' capped re.sidents of the Victoria region.
' If you can't use the transit system 
because of a disability, or know 
: :ilv ; ’ sbmeorie who:heeds assistance, call ;■ v' 
handyDART at 381-3278
A handyDART Van proyides local ; •
seivico on tho Saanich Peninsula 
, IV Mondays and Thursdays and in the •
Weiilorn Community Tuesdays and
Service is available seven days a 
.,; wook tor $1,25 a ride, plus 50c tor
additional zones. /v
381-3278 ;
ALSO AVAILABLE IN OTHER AREAS 
OF GREATEI? VICTORIA : : ;
• \_n^^ '--i ''i' - . . . .victoiia
■•f'kU;T-''v-LH6giondr'




V-.'f «?''.^1^ 'v'l; o,. '-v, i
MORE HANDYDART
The last phase of a program 
to increase by 40% this year 
the amount of handyDART door-to- 
door transportation for the 
disabled' in the Victoria region 
has been approved by the Victoria 
Regional Transit Gommission.
An eighth van lias been added 
tothehandyOARTfleetofspecial- 
ly-equipped vehicles and on 
September 19 a try-out of taxis 
begins as a backup to handyDART 
during busy periods of the
'I-;
The lift-equipped van can 
carry up to four passengers 
in wheelchairs and four other 
people. It is a modified Ford 
maxi van 9 converted by Weco 
f-lanufacturing of Kamloops, 
and costs approximately $21,000.
Adding the VIeco van to the 
handyDART fleet means another 
35 hours of transportation 
a week, for a total of 385 
hours weekly.
The other part of the September 
handyDART expansion involves 
t;he use of Empress Taxis as 
a backup to the handyDART vans 
during busy periods of the
Appro val^^^^^^
to $1,000 a month for Empress 
Taxi to provide handyDART backup 
service was given by the Com­
mission at its September 7 
meeting.
the same to ride in the taxi 
as i n one of the sped a1 handyDART 
vans i $1.25 a trip plus 50(j: 
for each additional zone.
The September service increase 
is the last part of an expansion 
program from handyDART approved 
by the transit commission earlier 
this year, under a 1983/84 
budget of: $438,390. It's expected 
that service Will be provided 
for about 40,000 passengers.
vl
An additional 20 hours service 
a week commenced in the spring 
and a seventh van went into 
service last May, allowing 
extension of local handyDART 
service to the Saanich Peninsula 
and Western Community two days 
a
liv'}:'"' 13.C. Transit provides about 
70^ of "the total CO 
local taxation making up 20%
^ ?:■ and ■p as s pnger ;f ^r 0 s;; :,co ver 1 n g




As of October 1, the Victoria 
Regional Transit System fares 
went up a nickel - for adults 
and students and a dime for
senior citizens and children.
The basic adult fare will 
now be 75(t while the fare for 
students, senior citizens and 
chiIdren over five will be
At the same time, the Vi ctori a 
Reg ibnal t Commi ssi on
has declared a “seat sale'^
bn the transit system for October 
13, 14, and 15 when for three
days it will cost only a quarter 







use the transit system regularly 
CMter the discount-priced sample.
and
to ^encourage 
bus for the 
continue to





increase to $27 for a single- 
zone monthly pass. The multi-zone 
will sell for $54 a month,
pass for students, seniors 
children is $16 a month,
a $2 increase, and $32 for
the niulti-zone versi on.
Senior citizens on low incomes 
are cushioned from the fare 
increase by the Ministry of 
Human Resources bus pass, aval1- 
able for $20 annually to those 
seniors over ;65 CP the federal 
(61S) or -provincial (GAIN) 
income Supplemehtl^^^^^^^^^^^^t^^^ on 
provi nci al GAIN aged 60-64 
and the handicapped on GAIN. 
In Victoria regioriV call 387-1514 




Shop by Phone Service 
'i6Ir satisfacticmJis^ssureci 
We Guarantee it I
CP Rail has applied to abandon 
the Dayliner passenger service 
oh the E & N between Victoria 
and Courtenay, and the Canadian 
Transport Commissi on has scheduled 
hearing next month: Courtenay, 
Oct. 4; Nanaimo, Oct 6; Victoria, 
.oct.vir..: .■
The Dayliner wonw a reprieve 
in 1978 when the CTC, impressed 
wi th the publ i c support for 
the
for ah additional five years.
"Me believe this application 
■by'b:XP:'^b;R4il-bs;:::^:3usi: vtheV;j
step In a campaign to• abandon 
the entire linei including 
freight service,” says Cooper. 
The railway has already had 
CTC hearings into its plan 
to abandon the Lake Cowl chan 
section entirely.
on Vancouver 
Island would be very serious. 
Gobs would be lost, tourism 
would suffer and the Island 
would lose forever an economical 
and efficient means of trans- 
portation."
Groups and individuals can 
also express their opposition 
to abandoning the Dayliner 
service in several ways. Cooper 
says.
1) Write- to the Minister of 
TrarisportT Hon. LIoyd Axworthy, 
House of Commons, Ottawa, 
K1A 0A6, no postage necessary, 
with a copy to Premier Bennett. 
Or fi 11 in one of the pre- 
addressed E & N Steering 
Committee postcards.
2) Get out and ride the Oayli ner 
with the nearly 48,000 people
31 Appear at the hearings; Court- 
na^V Canadi an Legion "^aTTy
Cliff avei, Oct, 4.
City Hall 455 Wallace 
n:ree^7 Oct. 6. Victoria; 
City Hall, 1 CenfennTal 
aSquare, Oct. 11. All hearings 
begin at 10 a.m. Anyone 
may speak without advance 
notice.
4. Prepare a brief and present 
it at the hearings.
5;; Start a petition a drive
and present the signatures
i at,::d;he Tieari ngs
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Derrell Flett is the 26 
year old general manager of 
the Handicapped Action Committee 
and has decided to run for 
city alderman.
A car accident seven years 
ago left him with injuries 
to his nervous system affecting 
his speech and motor dexterity. 
The accident was also instrumental 
in compelling him to succeed.
Born in Dawson Creek, Derrell 
has lived in Victoria for three 
years where he enjoys "the 
good feeling the city imparts." 
Since 1981, he has been involved 
wi th HAC i n varying degrees, 
including volunteer work with 
the A. B.L.,E. (Abi 1 ities Benefi t-
ting Local Employers) programV 
His year 1ong position as general 
manager in the HAC organization,
; finds him coordinating^> ^
work V with 'L the other services 
off ered wi thin -the soci ety. ^
Prior to this, Derrell taught 
mathematics to mentally handi­
capped children in Kelowna 
and Community Living Skills 
at Camosun College. His educa­
tional background is in Business 
Management and Marketing.
Memberships to a number 
of organizations are part of 
his make-up: HAC representative 
on the board of,the B.C. Coalition 
for Disabled, contact person 
in Victoria, for the Steering 
Committee of the B.C. Federation 
of Labour community 
groupand a member 
Ihdep e n de h t Living
Society, Human Rights 
andv the Law Centre. L;
The Victoria Hungarian Society 
is pleased to announce that 
it will sponsor the 5th Annual 
Western Canadian Hungarian 
Folk Dance Festival this year.
It wil 1 be 
on October 
















600 people from Western 
are expected to partici-
6i ven the opportunity to 
serve as a ci ty alderman, Derrell 
has three policies he would 
li kei10^^^^^ ^
1) E n h an c erne n t of t h e c i ty
iwi th a clea^
fication project by employing 
disadvantaged people.
2) Utilization of hidden resources 
of elderly men and women, 
working together with "street 
kids" by organizing programs 
for learning necessary skills, 
needed for everyday living.
3) Making the City Hall accessible 
to everyone.
Hungarian folk dance perform­
ances wil 1 be given on Sunday, 
October 9 at the Royal Theatre 
at 3:00 p .m.
Tickets at $6.GO per persor 
will be available at the door. 
Ti ckets may al so Lbe : purchased 
in advance at the McPherson; 
: Box; Offi ce ahcl all usual ; outlets.
; Everyone;;; is welcomed More ; th
250 dancers, male and female 
will perform the crisp and 
lively folk dances of Hungary's 
many regions in colourful authen­
tic costumes;
Derrell feels he has management 
organization skills together 
a sense of responsibility 
if successful, would serve 





A strong family 
encourages Derrell to 
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Any threatened or actual 
loss of sight arouses a deep 
emotional response - grief, 
fear, anger. A person who becomes 
visually impaired or blind 
through accident or illness 
may react with resentment, 
hostility or depression. All 
of these are normal reactions 
which may come suddenly or 
gradually. New thought patterns 
and new techniques must be 
developed.
Both the blind and the sighted 
have an adjustment to make 
with blindness or a visual 
imp airment. Every blind person 
needs the understand! ng and 
cooperation of sighted people. 
Sighted people, who in any 
way touch the life of a bl i nd 
person, need an ^ atti tude that 
inspires faith and confidence.
The adVice, counselling 
and caring of the staff working 
at the CNIB are aware not only 
of the needs and|fears of yisua 
impaired persons, but also 
of the family and friends. 
Isobel Beveridge is such a 
person working as a social 






very special care 
instruction to 
they are giving 
proper stimulation
needed for normal development 
right after birth and the motiv­
ation to keep on stimulating 
the child". Children can develop 
normally but counselling and 
backing are quite different 
because the child has to learn 
all the different concepts 
(eg. up, down, direction, etc.) 
without learning through obser­
vation. The fact that children 
develop at different rates 
represents normal variation 
whether vi sually impai red; or 
i si ghted
1^
blind child has 
because it does 
teach the child, 
this i and tries
parent of a 
to be educated 
take time to 
The CNIB knows 
to ihtroduce
parents to each other 





According to Isobel " 
a- smaVI-‘number ' 6f people are 
totally blind. The majority 
are in the older age group 
and suffering from macular 
degeneration (related to aging) 
which affects the central vision".
Brief1y, the macu1 a is ■ ^ the 
portion of the eye where the 
op t i c nerve enters the retina 
and i s where the fi ne detai led 
visi on i s for reading, detailed 
work and discerning facial 
features.
of this spot, caused by poor 
circulation, results in blurred 
central vision: while periphefal 
yiSion remains quite! good. 
Thus the person "sees a hole"v 
the head and feet are seen 
but not the centre of the body. 
The legal definition of blindness 
is: Central visual acuity of 
20/200 or less in the better 
eye after correction or a fi eld 
::of vision of less fhan 20 degree^
V, in diameter. This means that: 
s what the person would; normal ly : 
see at 200 feet the visually 
impaired pefsotv sees at 20 feet,! «
CNIB offers programmes 
legally blind persons of 
all ages and their families, 
ihcTuding; the: parents of cohgehi-v 
: blihd : chi 1 dren. Ms: Bevef 
, herself blind since 
birth, states that "it is a 
common belief that being blind 
from birth is better than suddenly 
or gradually going blindV This; 
i isn! t: truev; Fi rst of allthe
through
meeting
regards the CNIB 
closely with families, 
are as much at sea as 
the visually impaired as far 
as attitudes go, knowing what 
to do and knowing how much 
to give" said Isobel. 
offers careful instruc- 
orientation for totally 
and partially blind persons, 
teach guiding, safe mobility 
training, vocational training, 
recreational programmes, rehab­
ilitation, eye services, special 
clinics : and many others. 
points out that "we also offer 
programmes to :people who are 
not 1 egally bl i nd but whose 
vision is poor enough to affect 
their safe functioning" . Even; 
with the present heavy case 
load, the CNIB wil 1 spend time 
with persons Vnot 1egal1y bli nd 
in counseTlihgan^:rehabilitation. 
"We will do as much as we can 
do" said IsobeT, "but we try 
and spend more time with - the 
young people who need preparation 
for employment because they 
needalotofcareful instruc- 
"'Vion".
"The younger person, she 
adds, "feel si a great loss. 
He/she^V^^^
able to live singly if they 
to marry or have C 
these things: are :hot^^^^a 
to them. It's the job 
:t h e,'"" ■ ■ ^:.CN I:cdii n se Tl dr'si di:; 
reassure them that these: things 
are available^ ”We:goat/^t^ 
personas :dwn pace and adjustment 
depends on their motivation''. 
Instruction is safe
and tactile "cues" in and outside
the home. On the streets, during 
rehabilitation for example,
there is a CNIB instructor 
not far away (possibly identified 
by an arm-band) who may seem 
to be tagging too far behind. 
Not so - when learning audio, 
tactile and other cues, the 
newly blind person is developing 
confidence, making mistakes
and importantly learning to 
recover from the mistakes,
and accomplishing safe mobility. 
"It takes a lot of courage 
to respond to cues" said Isobel . 
"...but we want them to be 
as independent as possible."
Sometimes in our anxiousness 
to help ,^ f ami ly and f ri ends
treat the blind person as though 
they were completely helpless. 
This hinders personal indepen­
dence. The pride; and satisfaction 
gained through personal acco 
lishment cannot be overestimated. 
The Successful comp 1 etion 
V simple tasks builds the confidence: 







is it appropriate 
a ”^ind person 
example is waiting 
a bus, or the traffic, 
to change or who is searching 
for the door to a building. 
Does the person have an instructor 
nearby? Does the person need, 
or want, assistance.
Ms Beveri dge suggests / that 
a happy mediurn is pdssible. 
"If there is an instructor 
it is best to leave the peTson 
alone since there is the need
for I developing confidence. 
Otherwise, thel best^^^^ :W to 
offer assi stance i s w 
sighted person notices a hesit­
ation bn the other :: berson's 
part, then ask dirbctly: if
he or she needs or would like 
The CNIB encourages the 
person to accept assistance 
i f i t i s • hot: necessary 
someone el se ini ght not 











Instruction In safe mobility 
for example, depends on teach 1 ng 
the/ perjjon to: respbiid to audio
and accepted: the proper procedure 
for :the si ghted person is to l 
offer your elbow and stay slightly«
lahead of the personi This position 
is easiest for the bl ind I perspn I 
for following and sensing the 
slightest movements 1 ti di rect i pn. 
To "push" the blind person 
lahead (into seat, up and I down 
staircases, through doors) 
may be awkward for both persons.
techniques,;^^^^^^ information.
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suggestions and counselling. 
CNIB services also include 
matching new volunteers with 
the newly .visually impaired. 
This approach falls in step 
with the philosophies of the 
CNIB. From the onset, services 
have been developed with the 
inclusion of the community 
as a whole (e.g. vision care 
specialists, public and private 
sources of financial support, 













hours has been 
three-year-old 
service has 
operation to the 
Institute on the
Shared vision for the visually 
impaired and the sighted means 
that both must make their needs 
and difficulties known {to each 
other without hesitation or 
embarrassment. The CNIB,y is 
there to offer valuable guidance 
for both the si ghted and the 
visually impaired. ■
offers many 
services, to obtain their assis­
tance p 1eaSe ■ contact jIsobel 
Beveridge at 383-1134, 1609 Blan- 
Vshard Street, Victoria, B.C.
corner of Quadra and Fairfield 
Streets, and has made refinements 
to suit its wide clientele. 
Originally conceived as a means 
by which senior citizens could 
trade services, thereby not 
only getting to know their 
neighbours, but al so obtaining
what they need without cash, 
the Ski 11s Exchange 1 expanded 
to invite all ages to participate. 
But by March of 1982, "banking^ 
imb alances h ad appeared. Some 
donors had gi ven -hours of itheir 
time but didn;t require any
of the services with whi^h 
the exchange could repay them. 
Some recipients were acquiring
services for , which they were 
not in a position to reciprocate. 
The solution, according to
Betty Walton, the centre's
coordinator, has been the money 
system.
The most popular requests 
the centre processes are for 
household repairs, office work, 
dressmaking, babysitting, gar­
dening or lawn-cutting, and
transportation. Respondents
are likely to be unemployed
or retired professional workers 
or skilled amateurs. The exchange 
acts as a clearing bureau. 
What happens after an introduction 
depends upon direct negotiation 
between neighbour and worker. 
Now the low end of the going 
rate for labour may be the 
agreed-upon wage, but so^ may 
a token payment. Neighbourliness, 
not functioning as an employment 
agency, is the - exchange's goal. 
Non-financial agreements may 
alSO be made.
Walton points out an additional 
advantage to the new system, 
under whi ch five hundreid requests 
have been filled. Service recip- 
ients now pay the Ski11s Exchange 
a fee, 15% of which remains 
with the organization fo cover 1 
office expenses, and the remainder 
is paid to the {worker.1
the; busi hes s . of ^ 
people who can help each other 
goes on from 10 a.m. to noon 
and 2 to 4 p.m. weekdays, 
more information contact 
Skills Exchange, Building #1 
Fairfield Road, Victoria, B.C.
4649 West Saanich Road 
VICTORIA B.C. V8Z 3G9
Smiling&ces. 
And filenaty pieces,
llie people and places make : 
the Empress the place to be.
For instance, tlie Garden Cafe 
with the Iriendly staff and | fresh, 
affordable fare.o oi r  # {u.
Or tlie Bengal .. 
Lounge wiUvs 
its congenial, colonial atmospliere 
and Qirrj' of tlie Day.
If you crave a miiet time; there's 
always the Libraiy Bar........ jmmammnmsmk
/Arid tlreBeavcr Pubis the ideal place 
tomeetwithfriends. ;"
You cm enjoy a chit and a chat 
over fancy cakes and crumix'ts during 
;Aftennx:)h.iea,:;,,' „, .
And lire Empn'ss has some
; affable, afkra^ablea^l'aitrvtnost: ^^
evenings;
Formixeintonnalionand ; 
I'erarrvaliorisaskat thedesk. : i
Empross
T ' 1-1 E EM
i,T*»iiJfcana.ini)iSo'ifnd inmeif «* •
P ■ R K' S S
General Low Practice indudihg
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One of the harshest measures 
introduced as part of the Socred 
government's budget package 
is Bill 27, the Act which elim­
inates the Human Rights Branch 
and the Human Rights Commission.
also have the power to refuse 
comp!aints without conducting 
an investigation.
This move has caused consid­
erable alarm throughout our 
province, the remainder of Canada, 
and even among the international 
community. The seriousness 
of this situation cannot be 
over emphasized. At a time 
when the province and the country 
are deep in an economic recession 
and many people are without 
employment, affordable housing 
and necessary community services, 
it is unthinkable that a govern­
ment would launch such an attack 
on institutions which protect 
the rights of minority groups 
who are aTways hit first and 
hardest by an economic downturn.
Lawyers v^ill no longer be 
available to represent people 
at inquiries. People who cannot 
afford a lawyer will have to 
do without one.
In Victoria, British Columbia 
there is a BED AND BREAKFAST
organization with a difference 
- THE VICTORIA HOSPITALITY
Experts in human rights 
legislation from coast to coast 
agree that the new Bill will 
make it much harder to prove 
discrimination because it will 
be necessary to show that there 
was "intent" to discriminate. 
The removal of the "reasonable 
cause" provision will mean 
that many people will no longer 
be covered by the legisiation, 
and others will have far less 
protection. The whple process 
will be so time consuming that 
many wi11 give up in exasperation.
CLUB. The difference is that 
it is not a business, but rather
The loss of the Human Rights 
Commission will iriean that^^^^^ t^^^ 
is no longer a body with a 
mandate to educate and inform 
the public about human rights 
issues. The work done by the 
Commission in the past, promoting 
human rights through public 
meetings, workshops, school 
projects, information kits, 
films, media advertising and 
publication of resource materials 
is well respected,
New Democr^atiC ; Party MLAs 
are^;^^^. cdncerned about 
the implications of the Socred 
human rights legislation. If 
it is passed, we will become 
a province where protection 
from human rights violation 
will be reduced and, in some^ 
cases, eliminated.
an organization or club providing 
mutual benefits for both Hosts 
and Guests. The Club requires 
guests to pay a yearly membership 
fee of $3.00 family, $2.00 
1ndividual to belong. The purpose 
of this fee is to ensure that 
only responsible people wishing 
10 b e n e i g h b 0 u r 1 y Will j o i n. 
Our registrati on form h asks
and
needs to enable; good, friendly 
Host/Guest matchups. Al 1 of 
0 u r priVat e ac c ommo d ati6n is
personal ly . visi ted 1 ^ andm 
comply with standards of comfort 
much the ' Same as hoteT;^^i^a^^^ 
motel regulations.
New Horizons project,
^ emphasizes friendly, personal 
interaction between. people.







In place of the Commission 
and the Branch, which handled
per year, the Socreds now propose 
to set up a five-person politi-; 
cally appointed Human Rights 
Council with dnastically reduced 
power s 'of i n ves ti gat i on.
The legislative program 
introduced by the Socreds on 
July 7th is a badly flawed 
program which will seriously 
erode basic services and attack 
the rights and freedoms of 
all British Columbians.
discounts are 
Rates vary between $16-$25 
for single accommodation, $18-$35 
double, private bath a bit 
extra. Hosts are in homes, 
apts, and condominiums. Guests 
receive an "insider's view 
of the City" from their Hosts.
1 at ive sessi on i s us 
both very busy at the legislature, 
we would welcome your comments 
about any issues of concern 
to you.
Vi ct i ms of di scr i mi nat i on
no longef receive compen- 




We are particularly interested 
in Hearihgi abo issues 
affecting the Victoria West 
: communi ty ■
: The i
has been i very positive and 
many newj ;f ^ i ps h aVe deye- ;
loped through our service.
More and more seniors across
Canada are utilizing this service; 




th<‘ ()|K*n Lciunin)4 Insillnio olfors
i viHi 11 ) t o li i gl V .sc; h DO I co i ii p I c 11 o n, 
a c'art'fr ( (’rUflcato, or a nnivt‘rslty
K(’p[l.siratloo.s ar(! Ix‘lnp[ taken now 




You may contact us at our 
Community Office at 382-9898 
or at bur Legislative Offices 
at 387-3079 ; (Robin Blencoe) 
or 387-3797 (Gordon Hanson).
;;,'';'':;;Guests:i;';'Vare'v: :;;bent';;./\\a;i;:.''';space;'
requifed form at the time of
their registratibri^^;^ 
asked to please bTlow for two
weeks or more for; arrangements
; to be made. (In some instances 











BldgJ/1..841 Fairfield Rd. 
Victoria, B.C. V8V .386 
Telephone: (604) 381-2312 
or 384-8033 :
II;.




Are you feeling under attack?
The most disturbing element 
in July's alarming legislative 
package is that much of it
seems aimed at those least
able to defend themselves. 
There could be serious effects 
on the lives of many disabled 
people in such vital areas
as financesv housing, human 
rights, and medical services.
FINANCES:
HPIA, the primary source 
of income for many, has been 
frozen again, as it was when 
the Socreds took power in 1975. 
Whi 1e costs continue to i ncrease, 
your income will stay the same, 
so in fact your buying power
CIP has been eliminated. 
Contrary te what Mrs. McCartny 
thihkSi that $50. a month will 
be sorely missed. One person 
said that she will continue 
to do her volunteer job, but 
can no longer afford coffee 
breaks. . There has been 
an outcry over the issue 
McCarthy now says she 
haveanother look at it, 
so far we 't know the result.
For those 
employed, iffi 














you ' l l 
the
Rent controls ( are 
and the Rentalsman i s 
From your frozen income, 
have to pay whatever 
landlord demands. Or perhaps 
you'l1 lose your suite - eviction 
without cause is now
housing, the cost of that is
being raised from 25% of gross
"'^^1 ncome';vto;' 30% .■;(;((''(( ;';f:(
like !
t he re n t e r' s r at r ac e by joining 
a co-op. : the^^^^^ 
owners
nated, making 
you to do so.
HUMAN RIGHTS:
The whole burden of a complaint 
is now on your shoulders: com­
munity groups or agencies may 
not initiate a complaint for 
an individual, and thenew 
Human Rights Council will not 
represent you at a hearing. 
Nor it seems, will the Council 
have an investigative staff 
— you'll have to provide your 
own proof, without any power 
to obtain documents or to inter­
view people.
You must prove not only 
discrimination, but the intent 
to discriminate, which provides
a huge loophole for the offending
party to slip through.
WE’RE EXPANDING
Of course
: a.: ('l''awyer;';(((--. 
.;onef(^":;
you could (hire 
if you can afford
If the Council dismisses 
claim
there i s no appeal procedure, 
and the Ombudsman can't invest­
igate Human Rights complaints.
MEDICAL:
The number of 






This special information , 
release marks the EXPANSION 
of Saanich Municipality's Re­
cycling Program, the first
of its kind in the Capital 
Regional District. Recently, 
Council approved the expansion 
of the present Recycling project 
to /include another 330 homes 
in the Gorge Area.
The residents of WALTER,
OBED, DAVIDA, KER, and .BODEGA 
streets (north of Tillicum
Road) ( can now participate (-in 
our recycling (program by saying 
their newspaper, glass,
tin cans, and^;^^^^
out by the curb on their recycling
pick-up day. The( first (pick-up : 
for the New Gorge Expansion 
is Thursday September 15. Pick-ups 
will be every three weeks after,, 
that.
The Handicapped are gaining 
valuable work experience by 
doing the pick-ups. They will 
also be responsible for stencil- 
. and distributing the Recycling 
Buckets. To order your special 






in Extended Cate 
have had their rates 
from $11.50 per 
per day.
The: Mi nister of Health 
determi ned ( to increase 
fees at general hospit als.
seems
user
(Doctors; may opt out Of Med i 
care, or begin; extra billing.
,If this expansion proves 
successful, and the need for 
such a service is clearlyu 
demonstrated, the Saanich Re­
cycling Program could expand 
further. Therefore, your full 
participation is important. 
Letts all do ((pur; pap^^^^^^
Saanich Recycling 
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As well as the variety of 
leisure time activities offered 
by local cultural groups and 
recreation centres, fal 1 finds 
us considering some NEW program 
ideas....
Call 384-4314 if you would 
like more information about 
any of the following:
* Lei sure counselli ng for ; folks 
who aren't quite sure what
Inecreational acti vi ties they ■ 
would like to try, or' what's 
avai 1 able i n the communi ty.
* Post therapy group^^i 'e^^ 
for people with arthritisl
include returning to school 
to finish his secondary educatioh, 
to be followed by training 
in the field of computer repairs.
Dwayne mentions that the 
time he spends participating 
in his recreational pursuits 
is very valuable to him, as 
his active participation allows 
him to forget about his problems, 
and tolsimply enjoy himself.
I'd like to wish this talented 
young man much success in his 
future!
* ''Leisure Buddy'' brientation
: training^^^
"-■..'l:;voTunteers’.li
1 * Basic ; movement : pducation
program, fori autisticrichii dren.
* Basketball league for mentally 
handicapped participants.
* Sledge hockey, anyone?
Do you have ideas for new 
recreation programs to be 
developed?
Dwayne credits a close friend, j: 
Mr. Rob Sorenson, 1 with helping 
hi m l to moti vatel hi mself 1 to , 
getl i nvol ved 1 - ini ti al lyr i The 
pair l; met- i n about 1976^^^^^ 1
■ V both - were vpatientsl at, the lG.F.^,r 
; Strong Rehabil itation^^^:^^^^^^^ 
:-:'^lliri,';'Vancouver'. ;rvtrt--::':l'':r;;il'>\i:V'-:\.;\i;v;'l^^^^
-k -k k ' k, \ k k :-.k ■ k ■■k':^^'-k •■':kr'.".k': '^k"
If you know : of^ ; a 
you would like to see^lf 
in -1 a future 1 PROFILE, :^ please l 
contact- me; at 384-4314.: : Ll i 4
DIANNE PENDRAY
Hi s firstl attempts : at :Vol 1 ey- l 
all in 1977 resulted in the 
usual stiff muscles that all
volleyball players feel after ^
BASKETBALL ANYONE
Are you aware of existing 
programs that need new members?
the first practice of the season!
He recalls feeling determined The University ot /ictopa
to work on his skills and tech- Vikings Basketball - team has
niques after that initial session. stepped forward in, our community
and is thinking about the Seniors-
^ ^ ^ ~ ■ r\t:i 1 i i . ntn A /- +• trs - Vi a n rl T P 1*^^ r! . A Q ^! in n nVT t S ^
has .participated
^ :r i»fH Q/a T fri
Since that time, Dwayne and the^ handicapped as supporters
■ d and competed for their games.
Please help to keep the
Integrated Recreation Services 
Directory of Programs updated. 
I Call 384-4314 to share your 
program ideas/updates with
;6thers in fhe Community.
Howard Ke Isey of UVIC Ree­
reation sta led, "I can see
this is a n eglected area, when
invitations go out, and I'd
like to see us supporting each
other."
Mr ; 0^
;ucky Victorian;^ / chosen^v t 
featured first in the : n
Recreation PROFILE.; f ' - ^
basketball, long _ distance 
wheeling, and starting this 
summer - tennis. At the time 
of this interview, he was pre­
paring for the annual Delta 
tennis tournament, played Sep-
tember 23 - 25, 1983. He has The McKinnon Gym_ can accom-
aTsdfcompeted in the Terry modate 14 wheelchairs. If any
Fox Run, the B.C. Summer Games, Seniors group:^^^^;
and the B.C. Games for the group can _ provide : theiy , .^
PhysicaTly Disabled for the ■ transportatipn and organization, 
ak three years. the Vikings would extend
Shields^
is;;''::'a^V';19'i ■-^year^"t;ol,d,-..
n at ive of 'Nova ; Sco 11 a: who i hast 
J j been 1i vingl 1n Victofla : si nee 
1975^ The most striking thing 
about Dwayne is hi s chperful 
(and contagious!) grin - especial 
ly when. „ he speaks it about:
, y many sti mul ati ng ^ recreati onal .
pursuits.
hospitality.
^ so has many other interests. ^ and the piayers i would introduce
Although he : reldiTy^^^^^t admits : ; themselves to any, 1 arge group. ;
‘ cooks "only to survive" .......
games and the timesv for: a special 
outing for the Senlprs; or handir ;
: : He attends Glad Tidings sefvices capped would be worked out
■'-‘i I-:-. *1 I* J . ■■''-i.J?':r 1% 4 Ufi i-tA'• ,hfdllOwsW 0^ b church Howard Kelsey at 721-8411 .
an - important . part
QI II i S I M ti•
As a hobby Dwayne likes 
to repair small electrical 
appliances. His future plans
DIOCESAN SUPPLY CENTRE
booksi ^It'wolimv
vtciorl#, n.C„ V8V 3Vy, 393 S032
anywingMucan't rmo
WE WILL OHDER f-OR VOl/
n-itf'WWiWwwiiiiwmiM^nmri '"   ■n.ini.niii.niiniii.M^iiiMiinniMMiii
^ fu:woM/wA]fH)N.s , . , . , ,








In most High Schools "Journa­
lism & Yearbook" (as listed) 
is no longer an after-school 
Club as in former years.
Concerned parents might 
do well to investigate the 
time and effort spent on this 
subject. Should students be 
required to use out of school 
hours canvassing for sponsors 
to help cover Production costs?
Is there an adequate time-slot 
for the Course, thus eliminating 
overtime for teacher and/or 
students?
Does the teacher have Journa­
listic Bringing a
book to the point of readi ness 
for the printer and meeting 
deadl i nes^^^^^
that one is turning out educated
Journalists.
sections
of a Yearbook are assigned
largely to inexperienced students,
chaos may result unless there 
is knowledgeable control. An
over-loaded teacher is apt 
to delegate, responsibility 
to students not adequately 
prepared.
While the calibre of the
write-ups are chiefly determined 
by the replies that appear 
on graduation questionnaires, 
student editors could be taught 
the art' of revision and discreet^ 
cutting. Smart-alec quips don't 
look so funny in the finished-: 
product. A warning to up-coming 
graduates that their^ W
be sifted with prudence 
be a deterrent ag ain st 
usi ng such remarks as appear 
in;:one Annual owned by this 
;writer. (Issue and page number 
supplied on request.)
One must face the possibility 
that viewers could be potential 
mates dr employers! But who 
for instance is looking ^^for 
a man who (if correctly quoted) 
".. .plans to become a pimp.
Or for brides who, ''W 
were more nude men in the school.
The ambi tiori of
one teen-ager was, "•• ‘Jo change 
teachers and Principal, and 
bl ow up the Pol i ce : Oep^a^
"The Cops 
for that one I
will be watching
Parting words of wisdom 
from another are to enjoy, 
"Sex, drugs, and rock n'roll."
A parent who'd coughed up $10. 
for that book might be excused 
if his/her language turned 
the air blue!
Refreshingly different and 
edifying were the words of 
some young ladies who wrote, 
"Think well what you do today 
for it is the living of our 
days that weave the legacy 
of memories which ‘ we hold for 
our tomorrowsi" And another 
who advised readers to, "...Take 
every opportunity to further 
your education. Who _
You may be another Einstein."
A very refreshing contrast 
to the goal of the male graduate 
who wanted,".. .Jo becomev so 
fi1 thy rich that I'11 never 
have to work."
Doubtless many of the replies
were poorly disguised attempts
to call attention to problems. 
Personal investigation revealed 
that many of the bizarre state­
ments were sheer fantasy conjured 
up by students in, the Yearbook
Parents who study the write-ups 
and question some of the blurbs, 
could be intrumental in raising 
standards.
Clever scribes aim to capture 
readers attention by their 
skill in handling words, not 
in embarrassing ribaldry. One 
should be able to complete 
the Journalism Course with 
something worthy to show for 
the time spent on production.
School Principals, Parents, 
Editors...do you care enough 
to take action? Our young people 
are spending one sixth of their 
lives in school, will you help 
to make those years more worth 
whi1e? With your he!p they 





the "Write creatively" 
clause does not mean far-out 
renditions with no regard for 
the feelings of the person 
misquoted, or damage to their 
reputat ion. -Fantasy ■ had a pi ace 
in our culture; but not in
portrayi ng the Ti ves pf thpsq
who may one day be qur Ecclesias­
tic and/or Political Leaders. ^
Journalis^t^ 




stick to faets,. 
necessary, : but;
The Yearbook is a treasure 
to be passed on. to admiring 
progeny of 'toture years, let’s 
not mar the image. /
Hours of service




Additional service may be available to meet your
trip needs, booked seven days ahead.
i Limited service available bn statutory holidays.
Regular local service now available Mondays 
and Thursdays on the Saanich Peninsula and 
Tuesdays and Fridays in the Western Commu- 





854 Panclota Aye, Victoria. B.C7 VW T 
“Shaiing Cod's U>ije" ; T
BOOKS * REGORpS * GIFTS r BIBLES , .
f Extra zone................................................^
Escort ................................................
Attendant, or escort:,undor 5;.. . .7.; '
12-rido larecard (ask driver) ....................
To request or cance! a trip
Motiday-Friday between /;30 a.m, and li p,m.
: r: i l'HONI Jllfi.'ittH (W
, OLD BANK BUILDING
: ff*CfKiv'r ei; iPy
T-^TTr handyDART is npoiatfjd on behalf o( the Cnpilnl
' Regional District and BCTiansit by the Custom
Service Transit Socioty,
. r,.....,/; 'Hignppr BC Transit .
OPEN MEETING CANADIAN RED GROSS
You are invited to hear 
about Discovery School at the 
open meeting of the Association 
for Children and Adults With 
Learning Disabilities on Tuesday, 
October 18 at 8:00. p.m. in 
the Ryan Street Annex of Oaklands 
School. Refreshments will be 






Murals'L ■ are : ' 




Tues. Oct 18, 8:00 p.m. Vi ctor i a 
Magazine - (live) Victorians 
new nightly "live" magazine 
programme airing on Tuesday, 
Wednesday & Thursday nights. 
A colourful and current present­
ation of Victoria's concerns, 
interests and talents.
19, 6:30 p.m. Senior
Forum - "InstituteCitizens;
of Gerontology" is tonight's 
subject. Produced by Better 
Options for Life Development.
20, 7:00 p.m. MLA/
Report - This programme time 
i s made ;avaii^^ e to members 
of the Legislative Assembly 
for B.C; Open tel ephpne li nes 
are avai1abie for your questions. 
Tonight: NDP MLA Gordon Hprison. ^
Arts
Tues, 11 Red Cross House 
1046 Fort Street'
2:30 - 8 p.m.
Wed. 12 Hi 11 side Shopping Centre
Thurs. 13 1644 Hillside Ave.
2:00 - 8 p.m.
Fri. 14 Hillside Shopping Mall 
- 3 p.m.
Mon. 24 Oak Bay United Church ;; 
1369 Mitchel1 Street 
30,)-;;8': p.m.,
^^Tues.r'25:''^UVIC:'',;:^:l:'';-;,;v:^
Wed. 26 Student Union Bldg.
Thurs . 2 7 10:00 - 4 p. m.
For further!information telephone 
382-2213
.HEEi^NTED!,
Glendale Lodge, a residential 
facility for the mentally handi:|^ 
capped, located in Saanich needs, 
volunteers for bowling, swimming 
and ice programs which are;
based in the community. - If you 
have a couple of hours to spare 
and wbuld :lii(e^^ : t 
; please phone 479-7101 local 
239, and ask for Janet.Your 
participatibn ' wouTd^;^^^^^^^
!appreci ated.:!' ::■'!
We would like to inform you 
that our subscription rates are 
$7.50 per year. For H.A.C. members 
the subscription rates are only 
$5.00 per year. We urge you to 
subscribe to our monthly tabiold, 
which will be mailed to your 
'^home.;'"
, HWMit'"
Fri.; Oct. 2T, 7:00 p.m _
Calendar - Current art i^s fTc
events are featured In this 
time period.
Community Arts Council! and 
hosted by Erika Kurth.
THIRD ANNUAL AUCTION
"Shop in an . exci ting, unique' 
way and, at the same time;, 
contribute to a vital community 
service. The Si ngl !Resource' Centre's!^"
AUCTION will be held November 
fifth at 2 p.m. (view items 
between 12 and 2 p.m, when: 
there will also, be crafts and 
baked goods for sale). There 
is child care available and 
'!b'!!!itea!i;!room'! :iwH idbi!'bve#o 
enjoy. All activities take; 
place in'! St. John's Hall (on 
Balmoral east of Quadra). CaTT 




An Adyanced Techniques Workshop 
is being held oh ' Systematic 
Behavior ! Change' of Develop- 
mental ly Delayed Children (Autis­
tic, Retarded and; Emotionally 
Di sturbed). ' ! The workshop is 
being held on Saturday and
and 20
at, the Bayshore, Vancouver, B.C. 
For; more !::!:informati on^^^;
Deborah at 303-4105.
TlMEFOR
Mhangei
